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ONLY AMERICAN BASIC SCIENCE CLUB OFFERS YOU A

COMPUTE EUCTRONICS ¿AD
that builds 65 electronic projects
Pius
4

t
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WIC RADIO COURSE for only
Complete Lab and Course comes in 4 kits

a

a

a one a month

IT I -MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY
Builds 26 Projects including:
Electroscope
Electro Magnet

Subjects include:
Magnetic Fields

Electron

Galvanometer AC Buzzer
Demagnetizer Relay Solenoid

Theory

Coin Tosser

Alternating Current Inductance
Transformer Principles

Electric Charge Direct

Current

Electro -Chemistry

FREE with kit 1 - Surprise "Mystery Box"
TROUBLE SHOOTING WITH THE SIGNAL TRACER

KIT 2 - RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE AND RECTIFICATION
Builds 18 Projects including:
Subjects include:
Strobe Light
Thermocouple
Ohm's Law Power Formulas

A VALUABLE

ELECTRONICS LAB
Containing parts by RCA, MALLORY, PYRAMID,
GE, CENTRALRB, STACKPOLE, TRIM and other
reliable mansfarturers. Retail value of parts
alone

is

Wheatstone Bridge Voltmeter
AC Rectifier DC Power Supply

MOPE THAN 25 DOLLARS

Filter Circuits

ELECTRONICS COURSE
manuals

are

expertly

KIT 3 - AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS
Builds 14 Projects including:

written,

Two Stage Amplifier
Capacitance Burglar Alarm Prox-

clearly illus-rated ... making it easy for
you to build 65 projects in electronics,
step-by-step. You gain a valuable electronics background that will enrich your
life and help shape your future! Basic

imity Detector High Speed Strobe
Light
Ripple Tank Wave Generator
Code Practice Oscillator

enough fo beginners... rewarding

Subjects include:

Vacuum Amplifier Tubes Voltage Amplification

Oscillator
Frequency and Wave
Length Sound Waves, Pitch and
Circuits

Resonance

FREE with kit 3-"Steps to a Ham License" Manual

enough for experts. Nowhere else is a

course of this scope available at this

KIT 4 - AUDIO AMPLIFICATION AND RADIO

LOW PRICE!

Builds 7 Projects including:
Microphone and Audio Amplifier

ENTHUSIASTIC MEMBERS WRITE:

Broadcast Radio Short Wave

"basic principles unforgettably

Signal Tracer

Radio

learned" .. -

Trans -

mitter

It Is only aft Yr having completed the experiments in your kits that 1 can say 1 have truly
and unforgelti.bly learned the basic principles
of electronics. JOHN R. HANIA. _ Berkeley
Ave., Yonkers 5. N. Y.

Audio Amplifiers
Amplitude
Modulation
Radio Theory
Regenerative Circuits
Tuning
Circuits

SEND $2 OO WITH

PAY $

.

am an electronics student in the Air Force
and find your kits interesting and rewarding.
We have not covered anything In the school
that you have not covered in the kits. JOHN
G. DILL. Neesler Air Force Base. Itlloxi.

Subjects include:

FREE with kit 4 - Radio -TV Service Manual

"your kits are interesting and

rewarding" ..

Resistance
Capacitance

FREE with kit 2 - Electric Soldering Iron

A COMPLETE
The

Rectification
Neon Glow Tubes

ONLY

I

COUPON

ONLY

45

FOR EACH KIT YOU RECEIVE

(ONE A MONTH FOR 4 MONTHS(

Your Satisfaction or Your Money Sack... AND You May Cancel at any time
without obligation. These "No Risk"assurances because we know you will be

Miss.

SURPRISED! AMAZED! DELIGHTED.'

"far ahead of friend taking

another coupe" ...

A friend of mine Is taking a correspondence
course In electronics, and I have learned more
from your first two kits than he has in
twenty lessons. RAY P. BILODEAU, l39
Exchange St., Leominster, Mass.

"the number of concepts presented

is amazing"

.

Your kits offer a range of experiments
usually performed only In the better high

school and college laboratories. The number
of concepts presented. and the clarity and
concreteness of their development is amazing
R. M. HELM, Professor of Physics, East
Carolina College, Greenville. N. C.

AMERICAN BASIC SCIENCE CLUB, Inc.
501 E. Crockett, San Antonio 6, Texas
Start sending me A.H.S.C.'s "Electronics Lab" in four kits, one each month. If nut
satisfied on inspection of first kit I may return It for immediate refund. (I choose the
plan checked)
t

1

.

1

I

enclose $2.00 and will pay $3.45 plus COD postage on arrival of each kit. I may
cancel unshipped kits at any time.
I enclose $15.00, full payment. POSTAGE PAID. for all four kits. 1 may cancel at
any time and get full refund on unshipped kits.

NAME
ADDRESS

'ITV and STATE

Mil THIS MONEY-sAY/N6 COUPON NOW!

Now! Work Over

300

PRACTICAL

PROJECTS with these

PARTS AT HOME!

to help You learn

EICTRONIC
RADIO -TELEVISION -RADAR
WOW ... at home in your spare time you can get the very kind of

-raising and subsequent Employment Service you need to get started
-oveard real earnings in one of today's brightest opportunity fieldsTELIVISION-RADIO-ELECTRONICS. Now that Electronics is entering so
-nosy new fields, here is a chance of a lifetime to prepare to cash in
en is remarkable growth.
)e'vry Tech's amazingly practical home method enables you to set up

Ow own HOME LABORATORY. You spend minimum time to get maxi -

nun knowledge from over 300 pructical projects, using the some type
of basic equipment used in our modern Chicago and Toronto Train-

NEW!

ALL NEW!
Shown above is the valuable new
combination oscilloscope and volt-

meter which DeVry Tech men build
during their training.

ng Centers!

DeVry Tech Provides EVERYTHING YOU NEED ..

.

-to help you master TV -ELECTRONICS. In addition to the home labora -

lore and easy -toread lessons, you even use HOME MOVIES-an ex:lu:ive DeVry Tech series. You watch hidden actions ... see electrons

on the march. Movies help you to leorn faster ... easier ... better.

Build and keep this BIG

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
DeVry Tech's practical training helps you toward
spore time income servicing Radio and Television
sets.

DeVry Engineered TV seteasily converted to U.H.F.
(DeVry offers another home

training, but without
the TV set.)

WRY ,TIMING
Full time day and evenin

training programs in

/¡I CHECK

ou

modern Chicago and Toront
Laboratories are also avai
able. MAIL COUPON TODA

These Exciting

Jab

for facts.

Opportunities:

EFFECTIVE

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Get the same Employment Service
that has helped so many DeVry Tech

TV -Radio Broadcast Technician
Color TV Specialist
Radar Operator Airline Radio Man
Missile Electronic Technician
Laboratory Technician
Computer Specialist
Your Own Sales & Service Shop
... PLUS MANY OTHERS

COUPON TODAY!

graduates get started in this fastgrowing field.

DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Eleorontcs
S,ACE TRPVEI

4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. EEH-S

Please give me your FREE booklet, "Electronics in Space Travel,"
and tell me how I may prepare to enter one or more branches of Electronics.

TECHN CAL

D eVRY INSTITUTE
HICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
1962 Edition

Age

Name
PLEASE PRINT

Apt.

Street

City
2045

Tone

State

Canadian residents address: DeVry Tech of Canada, Ltd.
970 Lawrence Avenue West, Toronto, Ontario
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is the sixth edition of the POPULAR ELECTRONICS

THIS
"ELECTRO,NIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK." As in
the past, it contains a carefully selected group of "bench -tested"
experimental electronics construction projects. In addition to the
arrangement of these projects in logical groups, all of the material
in this hook has been thoroughly double-checked and brought up to
date; minor errors and misprints have been corrected. Selection of
the projects to appear in the 1962 edition was based upon reader
response to these

articles when they originally appeared in

POPULAR ELECTRONICS.
As with previous editions, we are sure that you will find all of
these projects entertaining and educational as well as useful.
The Editors
Copyright ® 1962 by ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY. All rights reserved.
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MAKE MORE MONEY
ELEVISION
uwo-eurnoxcs

BETTER...MORE COMPLETE...LOWER COST...
WITH NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP -METHOD
HOME TRAINING!
BETTER...Training that is proved and tested

in Resident School shops and
laboratories, by a School that is
the OLDEST and LARGEST of
its kind in the world.

MORE COMPLETE...You learn ALL PHASES of

Television -Radio -Electronics.

LOWER COST... Other

schools make several courses

out of the material in our ONE
MASTER COURSE ... and you
pay more for less training than
you get in our course at ONI
LOW TUITION!

You get all information
by mail ... You make
your own decision ... at

TOP PAY... UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
LIFETIME SECURITY CAN BE YOURS!

You are needed in the Television, Radio, and Electronics industry!
Trained technicians are in growing demand at excellent pay- in

home! NO SALESMAN
WILL CALL

ALL PHASES, including Servicing, Manufacturing, Broadcasting and
Communications, Automation, Radar, Government Missile Projects.
NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP -METHOD HOME
TRAINING, with newly added lessons

and equipment, trains you in your
spare time at home, for these unlimited opportunities, including many

technical jobs leading to supervisory
positions.

YOU LEARN BY BUILDING EQUIPMENT WITH

Your

KITS AND PARTS WE SEND YOU.

National Schools course includes
thorough Practical training-YOU

LEARN BY DOING! We send you
complete standard equipment of professional quality for building various
experimental and test units. You advance step by step, perform more than

100 experiments, and you build a

complete TV set from the ground up,
that is yours to keep! A big, new TV
R

picture tube is included at no extra

charge.

We'll show you
how to earn extra money right from
the start. Many of our students pay
for their course-and more-while
studying. So can you!
EARN AS YOU LEARN.

LESSONS AND INSTRUCTION MATERIAL ARE

UP-TO-DATE, PRACTICAL, INTERESTING.

Every National Schools Shop -Method

lesson is made easy to understand by
numerous illustrations and diagrams.
All instruction material has been developed and tested in our own Resident School Shops, Laboratories and
Studios.

it can
mean the difference between SUCCESS
SEND FOR INFORMATION TODAY ...

and failure for you! Send for your

FREE BOOK "Your Future in

Television -Radio -Electronics" and
FREE Sample Lesson. Do it TODAY,

while you are thinking about your
future. It doesn't cost you anything
to investigate!

GET THE BENEFITS OF OUR OYER
50 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Nero yeti

VLllr
MEMBER

-

installed

finest, most complete facilities offered by

any school. Expert, friendly instructors. Personal
attention. G,aduate Employment Service. Help

and part time
in finding home near school
ioe while you learn. Check boo in coupon for
lull information.
-

1962 Edition
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work with latest

Electronic equipment - ptofessisnallp

-
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SUCCESS!

SHOP -METHOD HOME TRAINING
COVERS ALL PHASES OF INDUSTRY

1. Television, including Color TV
2. Radio AM & FM
3. Electronics for Guided Missiles
4. Sound Recording and Hi -Fidelity
5. FCC License
6. Automation and Computers
7. Radar & Micro -Waves
8. Broadcasting and
Communications

I

I

MAIL NOW TO
NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RSA -32
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.
4000 S. FIGUEROA ST.
Rush freeTV-Radio"Opportunity"Book and sample
lesson. No salesman will call.

1 NAME

AGE

1111í11y,,

l Ill l 'ADDRESS
Z
rry
SCHOOLS S O eck it Interested ONLY In Resident School

le jiir YYI _7tJIJ J 3 J

NATIONAL

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR

WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905

.1/

coúÑ¿V

Radio TV Studios.

Diploma-Recognized by Industry

NATIONALL' SCHOOLS (,
z

If you wish to take your training in our Resident
School at Los Angeles, the world's TV capital
start NOW in our big, modern Shops, Labs and

19 Big Kits-YOURS TO KEEP!
Friendly, Instruction and Guidance
Job Placement Service
Unlimited Consultation

Ho

Approved for
GI Training

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES

YOU GET...

Los Angeles 37, Calif.

ATE
training at Los Angeles

%VETERANS: Give dale or Discharge

3
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MAIL THIS NOW!

Please give me my TWO FREE BOOKS QN ELEG

TRQNI$ and tell me show
portunities in electronics.

PbON'T TURN'
ANOTHER PAGE

I

can cash in on op-

-4'

Name

Age

Address
City

until you clip out this coupon

State

Zone

CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
1644 WYANDOTTE, DEPT. EE 1962C

It could be the turning point in your life!

KANSAS CITY 8, MO.
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

Make More Money Soon rr . .
with Electronics!

CLIP OUT THIS COUPON, FILL IN YOUR NAME AND AD
DRESS, AND MAIL TODAY
FOR 2 FREE BOOKS
.

.

.

PACKED WITH EXCITING INFORMATION ON ELECTRONICS.

NO OBLIGATION!

/%j Nairtl i r

tE BOOK:
f/' P'RÓFITS

FROM
ELECTRONICS"

Central Technical Institute's 64 -page book on electronics is

packed with free information on amazing career opportunities for you in: Industrial Electronics, Automation, Radio,
Color TV, Radio -TV Broadcasting, Electrical Wiring, Appliance Servicing, Communications Electronics, Radar, Mis
siles, Computers, Nuclear Energy, and many others! This
free book tells all about Central Technical Institute's different NEW Home Study Course, "PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS." This Home Study course is so complete, it even
contains instructions on how to set up and run your own

"FCC PREP BOOK 91
his handy 31 -page book tells you all you need to know to
pass the 3rd class FCC Radiotelephone examination, qualifying you to operate radio -telephone transmitting stations used
by airlines, police, railroads, emergency services, etc.

electronics servicing business. FREE "PROFITS FROM
ELECTRONICS" book also contains full information on
Central's new Instant Kits, below. All you need do to get
this valuable book is fill in your name and address on the
above coupon, and MAIL IT TODAY!

GET INTO THE DYNAMIC, $11,000,000,000 FIELD OF ELECTRONICS!
Gain Higher Income! New Prestige! A Fine Future!

BUILD CENTRAL'S
NEW INSTANT KITS'

6a:

Central Technical Institute's new INSTANT KITS are designed
to teach you as you build. Each inexpensive kit comes complete,
ready to assemble ... in only a few short hours of building and
learning, you have a piece of test equipment that meets commercial standards, can be used in your business, or sold to customers at a profit. And Central Technical is developing new kits
for you to build. See the sample selection below:

VIM

lister

Appliance
Lester

Iransist«ized

4 lansüter

hail Ohmmeter

Potable

lest«

Reds

Transistor
Signal
Generator

...

START A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN
OR QUALIFY FOR A HIGH PAY CAREER!
Over 50,000 successful graduates since 1931!
"THANKS to my Central training,

I

have my First Phone

91

(FCC) Ticket, which gives me an advantage over my
competitors. I am a franchised RCA dealer, employ .a
bookkeeper and usually two servicemen." R. R. "Jack"

JJJ

-

Merrill, Pryor, Oklahoma.
Superintendent of Communications for the K. C. Southern Railway Company is Central graduate Lawrence D.

Fry, with 15 years of railroad communications experi-

ence. "Central is a fine school," says Mr. Fry. "I've
always recommended it, and have sent several students
to Central."
Field Service Representatives for the Bendix Computer
Division, L. A., California, are Central graduates E. John
Kempf, left, and Robert Young. Mr. Kempf was employed as a maintenance man before he became inter-

radio and TV. His first project was building
test equipment at home. After enrolling with Central,
he began to make extra money repairing radios, auto
radios, etc. "The field of Computers is expanding, and
there's a real need for trained technicians," he says.
ested in

Demister

Transistor

All Promise

Photoelectric

Code

bitch

5"

Oscillator

Oscilloscope

"I have found the work to be both profitable and

YOU CAN EARN EXTRA MONEY SOON!
Study at home in spare time-no High School diploma required!

With a sincere desire to get ahead, make more money and enjoy an
interesting career ... you can earn while you learn, keep your present
job, and set your own pace. Find out how much fun electronics can be!
See how you can add to your income! High income, prestige, and security for you and your family can be yours! Don't let a 4c stamp
stand in your way. MAIL THE ABOVE COUPON TODAY and GET
YOUR 2 FREE BOOKS NOW. The little time you spend mailing this
coupon may be one of the best investments you'll ever make!
1962 Edition

interesting!"

Central Technical
Institute
IONA WYANDOTTE, KANSAS .CITY 8, MJSSOUII

Institute program at
Mlssoxri,

Its

resident

Marl tha poaPeel at page
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Transistor Mounting Tips
DESPERATION

EASY

MOUNT

Need some way to shock -mount a lead -

type transistor? Simply build a little
pool of Duro plastic rubber and stick the

transistor-wire leads up-in it. When
the latex dries, the transistor will be
shock -mounted and the leads readily accessible.

-John A. Comstock

INTERCHANGE

The one way to find out how transistors really work is to build a lot of
small projects. But you will probably
not want to keep many of these projects
for any length of time, and you will want

to use the transistors over and over
again-making for wear and tear on
delicate parts. A good way to keep
your transistors healthy and happy is to
mount them in an old octal socket. Every
workshop has plenty of old octal glass
tubes around. Just break out the glass
and clean the solder from the pins. Then
carefully solder the wire leads of your
these

most frequently used transistors in a
"standard" pin arrangement: base to pin

#1, collector to pin #5 and emitter to
pin #8.
-Jeff S. Hurlburt
CONVERTED
SOCKET

Are you aware that common power
transistors, such as the 2N307, 2N255,
etc., come in a TO -3 type -approved case
and can be inserted in a 9 -pin miniature
tube socket? But before rushing out and

RETAPPED

TRANSISTOR
SOCKET

sticking a power transistor in a 9 -pin
socket, you must make provision for the
collector lead. Just pass a machine screw
through one of the transistor mounting

holes. Take a short wire lead with a
solder lug on one end and fasten it to the
screw. Bring the lead through the eyelet

in the center of the tube socket and
solder the free end to one of the unused
socket lugs. The photo shows two of the
three leads in place.

-Hartwell M. Hughes
6

The convenience gained by using a 10 cent Cinch -Jones power transistor socket

is often lost due to its 6-20 threading.
But you can take a hand tap and retap
the hole in the metal contact to accept a
6-32 screw, which you're more likely to
have on hand.
-Paul Galluzzi
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

How To
Get an

Accredited by the National
Home Study Council
good training

doesn't cost ...
it pays!

An FCC License

Get All 3 Booklets

Free!

Or Your Money Back!
Completion of the Master Course (both Sections) will
prepare you for a First Class Commercial Radio Telephone License with a Radar Endorsement. Should you
fail to pass the FCC examination for this license after
successfully completing the Master Course, you will
receive a full refund of all tuition payments. This
guarantee is valid for the entire period of your enroll-

a successfui plán for ...

Electronics Training

ment agreement.

Increase Your Technical Knowledge
Get a government license plus an understanding of
such electronic applications as computers... industrial

electronics ... radar ... communications ... and
many more.

Get This Handy Pocket
Electronics Data Guide

Free...
Puts all the commonly used conversion factors, formulas, tables, and color codes at your fingertips. Yours

absolutely free if you mail the coupon today. No
further obligation.

Not for Beginners!
Please inquire only if you really want to get ahead and
to add to what you have already learned in school, in
the service, or on the job. Some previous schooling or
experience in electronics, electricity, or related fields is
necessary for success in Cleveland Institute programs.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 171h Street, Desk PE -86, Cleveland 14, Ohio

Please send Free Career Information Material prepared
to help me get ahead in Electronics and a free copy of
your "Pocket Electronics Data Guide." I have had
training or experience in Electronics as indicated below:

Military
Radio -TV Servicing
Amateur Radio

In what kind of work

are you now engaged?

1776 E. 17th Street

1962 Edition

Desk PE -86

In what branch of Elec-

tronics are you interested?

Age

Name
Address

City.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

Broadcasting
Home Experimenting
Telephone Company
Other

Manufacturing

Zone

State
PE -86

Cleveland 14, Ohio
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WITH CONFIDENCE!

WITH INTERNAT
CONVERTER (TRC-1)
Crystal controlled 6
standard. 10 meters. Power: 15
vdc @ 5 ma. Wired and tested with
crystal. -Cat No. 300-132
$14.50
Three

NUVISTOR
PREAMPLIFIER
Single stage triode amplifier. Inductive
neutralization. Available 26 mc through

OSCILLATORS
FO -1A (fundamental operation) 200 kc to

15,000 kc. Tolerances of .01% with appropriate

160 mc.
Kit

Cat. No.

11 Meter
10 Meter

300-169
300-170
300-171
300-172

6 Meter
2 Meter

$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$5.95

Wired and
Tested

Cat. No.

11 Meter
10 Meter

300-164
300-165
300-166
300-167

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95

6 Meter
2 Meter
Coupling Section

FX-1

crystal.

$ .95
$2.00

of

and tested. Power: 210 vdc @ 5 ma,
6.3 vac @ 150 ma. Tube 6B1-16.
F0 -1B (overtone operation) 15 mc-60 mc

in five ranges. Power: 150 vdc @ 8 ma,
6.3 vac @ 175 ma. Tube 6AK5.
Cat. No.
FO -1A Kit

FO -IA Wired with tube

F0-IB Kit

Cat. No. 150-196
Mounting Chassis
Cat. No. 150-198

Tolerances

.0025% and .001% available only wired

15-20 mc
20-30 mc
30-40 mc
40-50 mc
F0 -1B Kit 50-60 mc
F0 -1B Wired 15-20 mc
F0 -1B Wired 20-30 mc
F0 -1B Wired 30-40 mc
FO -1B Wired 40-50 mc
FO -1B Wired 50-60 mc
FO -1B Kit
FO -1B Kit
FO -1B Kit

200-101
200-102
200-103
200-104
200-105
200-106
200-107
200-108
200-109
200-110
200-111
200-112

$3.95
$6.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

FO -11

CRYSTAL

OSCILLATOR

VFA-1

CASCODE PREAMPLIFIER
For 2 meters or 6 meters. Mounts

in

standard 3" x 2" x 5" minibox. Power 250
vdc @ 10 to 15 ma, 6.3 vac @ 400 ma.
Tube 6BQ7A.

50 me Kit with tube.
Cat. No. 300-173

$4.95

50 mc Wired with tube.
Cat. No. 300-120

$8.95

144 mc Kit with tube.
Cat. No. 300-174
144 mc Wired with tube.
Cat. No. 300-121

Compact crystal oscillator. Frequency
range 2 mc to 15 mc. Fundamental mode
crystals. Uses International F-605 or
FA -5 crystals. Power: 210 vdc @ 5 ma,
6.3 vac @ 150 ma. Tube 6BH6.
Wired and tested, with tube, less crystal.
Cat. No. 200-130
$4.15

TRANSISTOR
SUBASSEMBLIES

$8.95

CONVERTER
(TRC-4)
Crystal controlled. Three transistors. RF

Power: 12 vdc @ 10 ma.

Input 100,000 ohms

MIXER IF UNIT (TRB-1)
Six

transistors,

diodes. Crystal

2

con-

trolled local oscillator. Noise limiter and
squelch. 6 mc input. Power: 15 vdc @
10 ma. Wired and tested with 2 crystals.
Cat. No. 300-131

$32.50

TRANSMITTER UNIT (TRT-2)
transistors. Crystal controlled.
for two frequencies. 10 meter
range. Power: 15 vdc @ 30 ma.
Transmitter less transistors.
Cat. No. 200-118
$10.00
Transistor Kit.
Cat. No. 150-180
$ 9.00
Three

Switch

OSCILLATORS
Three separate transistor units with total
of 8 frequency ranges (100 kc to 60 mc).
Power: 9 vdc @ 3 ma. Prices are less
crystals.
TRO-1L

100 kc.

Cat. No. 200-132

$4.00

200-2,000 kc.
Cat. No. 200-133
TRO-2
2,000-10,000 kc.
Cat. No. 200-134
10,000-20,000 kc.
Cat. No. 200-142
TRO-1H

Overtone

15

$4.00
$4.00
$4.00

mc-60

mc

15-20 mc
20-30 mc
30-40 mc
40-50 mc
50-60 mc

in

Cat. No. 200-135
Cat. No. 200-136
Cat. No. 200-137
Cat. No. 200-138
Cat. No. 200-139

5

International's

Complete

$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
1962
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catalog for other frequencies.
Wired and tested with crystal
$14.50
* See

FO -1L

100 KC
OSCILLATOR
Printed circuit oscillates for band edge
calibrator and frequency standard use.
Power: 150 vdc @ 8 ma, 6.3 vac @ 150
ma.

CONVERTER (TRC-5)
Crystal controlled.
Available for, any

transistors.
mc band of fre-

Three
1

quencies between 54 mc and 160 mc.

No. 200.113

$12.95

600-1500 kc. IF. Power: 12 vdc @ 10 ma.
54 me to 100 mc. Wired and tested with
crystal. -Cat. No. 300-153
$20.50

Wired and tested.
Cat. No. 200-114

$15.95

with crystal. -Cat. No. 300-154

Kit, complete with tube and crystal.

8

transistors.

and 50 ohms. Speech input for dynamic
microphone. Push-pull power amplifier.
Power: 15 vdc @ 80 ma peak. Wired and
tested. -Cat. No. 400-104
$14.50

ranges.

stage. Available all amateur bands 6
through 80 meters*. 600.1600 kc IF.

Cat.

AUDIO UNIT (TRA-2)
Three

TRO-3

$4.95

transistors.

IF

mc

FO -1A
FO -1B

100 mc to 160 mc. Wired and tested
$20.50

IS NORTH LEE OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
SPECIALISTS IN
PRECISION RADIO CRYSTALS AND
QUALITY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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Chapter

Electronics
Around the Home
THE electronics hobbyist often finds great delight in building things for his
"non-electronic" family. The only prerequisite seems to be that the project
have a useful function after it is constructed. In this chapter, electronics has been
put to work for the performance of a variety of tasks. One, two, or more of these
projects cannot help but appeal to the family that is fortunate enough to have
an electronics enthusiast among its members.
The "Big Sound" article (page 10) overcomes the tinny, squawk -box audio of
transistorized pocket portables. The infrared burglar alarm is a superb protective
device, while the "Flea -Power Glow Light" (page 19) is portable and need not
be attached to the house wiring lines.
Your fishermen friends will be intrigued by the "Fish Caller" (page 22) which
aroused tremendous comment when it first appeared in print over a year ago. And
the 3 -way intercom-being transistorized-is as up-to-date and modern as many of
the more expensive models which sell for almost a hundred dollars.

JAMES E. PUGH, JR.

Big Sound from Personal Portables

10

CHARLES CARINGELLA

Build an Infrared Burglar Alarm

13

HERBERT FRIEDMAN

Musical Telephone Holder

17

JAMES E. PUGH, JR.

Flea -Power Glow Light

19

JAMES J. BUCHER

Electronic Fish Caller

22

NORMAN LATHER

Transistorized Metronome

24

MARTIN H. PATRICK

Light Control for Battery Powered Toys

26

J. M. SIENKIEWICZ

3 -Way Intercom

28

RONALD WILENSKY

Build a Soil Moisture Meter

36
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Compact amplifier/speaker combination
improves tone and volume of
small transistor sets
ALTHOUGH a good many people would

be lost without their small transistor
portable radios, few would deny that these
little wonders have their drawbacks-with
only 50 to 100 milliwatts maximum output
and a tone that is not usually outstanding,

they could well stand some "hi-fi'izing."
The amplifier/speaker combination shown
here is intended to do just that. Called the
Transi-Booster, this simple and relatively
inexpensive unit will give a worthwhile increase in volume and improve the tone of
practically any small portable.
lo

By JAMES E. PUGH, Jr.

The output of the radio is connected to
the input of the Transi-Booster via a plug,
jack, and cable arrangement. This makes
it possible to enjoy good sound in your radio
listening almost anywhere, and you can
even control your radio from your favorite
chair or sofa. Unplug the connecting cord,
and your radio is again its old portable self,
ready to accompany you wherever you go.
Construction. All parts except the
speaker are mounted on one side of a piece
of fiberboard, and the whole assembly is
attached to the back of a speaker baffle with
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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HOW IT WORKS
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The Transi-Booster is essentially a push-pull transistor amplifier with overall negative feedback. The
primary of transformer T7 matches the output impedance of the radio at its earphone jack; T1's secondary
drives two transistors in Class B push-pull operation.
Output transformer T2 couples the 94 watt developed
by the transistors to a suitable speaker.
Resistor RT1 is a temperature -sensitive resistor
ithermistor) which keeps the transistors properly
biased over a wide temperature range; resistor R1

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
IN PORTABLE

SPKR

z
2 CIRCUIT
MINIATURE

PHONE JACK

provides negative feedback to improve the TransiBooster's frequency response and reduce distortion.

Pictorial diagram

(above,

top) and schematic diagram
(left) show simplicity of TransiBooster circuitry; proper set-

ting of R4 and effect of RI
are discussed in text. Small
(above) gives de-

schematic

tails for adding a phone
jack to a transistor portable.
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To avoid a muffled tone,
of the back of the baffle is left

wood screws.
about 1/4
open.

Begin construction by drilling all required
holes in the fiberboard chassis, having first

made certain that the parts will clear the

edges of the baffle and the rear of the

speaker.
Round, 3 -pin transistor sockets are
mounted on a small aluminum bracket bent

to provide a 5/16" lip for mounting to the
chassis with two machine screws. If you
want to reduce costs by sacrificing a little
on appearance and convenience, you can
solder the transistors to a six -terminal lug
strip instead of using sockets.
Any speaker with a 3.2- to 8 -ohm voice
coil can be used with the amplifier-simply
select the tap on transformer T2 that corresponds with your speaker voice -coil impedance. The author used a low-cost coaxial

speaker (Lafayette SK -97) that works
quite nicely, but virtually any unit will be
satisfactory.
Actual wiring is very simple and straightforward, following the schematic and pictorial diagrams. Be sure to use a pair of long nosed pliers or similar heat sink when soldering the transistors and other small parts.

As a finishing touch, cement small pieces

of felt to the four corners of the cabinet
bottom to prevent scratches to furniture.
Now wax the case and mount the amplifier

board to the back with four small wood
screws.

Installation. A phono pin jack mounted
on the rear of the fiberboard chassis connects with the input cable from the portable. Make the cable any reasonable length,

and terminate it with a phono pin plug at
one end and a subminiature phone plug at
the other.

If your radio doesn't have an earphone
jack, install one to match the phone plug in
some convenient place on its plastic case.
Most transistor portables use a low -impedance earphone (4 to 12 ohms) with the output jack connected as shown on page 70. If

yours is connected to another point for a
high -impedance phone, it can be rewired as
shown. Alternatively, transformer T1 can

be replaced with another one which has a
primary impedance about the same as the
earphone impedance; the secondary imped-

ance should remain the same (500 ohms
CT) .

One of the features of the Transi-Booster

is that it is designed to get the maximum
service from its battery. As battery voltage

PARTS LIST
B1 -6 -volt battery (4 size C cells in series)
CI -50-µf., 15 -volt miniature electrolytic capacitor

Jl-Phono pin jack
Ql, Q2 -2N586 transistor (or equivalent)
1

R1 -68 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2 -180 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R3 -1000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

R4 -3000 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper

RTl-Thermistor, 200 ohms at 25°C (Glennite
22TD1 or equivalent)

Sl-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
TI-Transistor input transformer; primary, 8
ohms; secondary 500 ohms CT (Argonne
AR -164 or equivalent)

T2-Transistor output transformer; primary 100

ohms CT; secondary, 4 and 8 ohms (Triad
TY-30X or equivalent)

1-PM speaker, 4- or 8 -ohm voice coil-see text
1-Speaker baffle for 5" or 6" speaker
1-51/4" x 73/8" x 1/8" fiberboard
1-11/4" x 11/2" aluminum sheet

1-Subminiature phone plug (Lafayette MS -281
or equivalent)

1-Phono pin plug
1-25' length of 2 -conductor miniature parallel
cable

Misc.-Transistor sockets, dual C -cell holders,
3 -terminal tie point, felt pads, hookup wire,
hardware
12

drops with use, it will eventually reach a
point where distortion will begin to increase
rapidly. Potentiometer R4 is provided to

adjust the base bias voltage (and thus the
collector current) as the battery weakens.
This makes battery Bi usable until its output voltage is down to about 3 volts.

With a new battery, set R4 to its maximum resistance position. Open switch S1
and connect a milliammeter across its terminals, then adjust R4 for about 6 ma. and
mark the knob position. Do the same with
the negative milliammeter lead connected
to the 4.5- and 3 -volt battery taps, and again
label the knob position to aid in making adjustments later.
To operate the Transi-Booster, push the

miniature phone plug into the radio earphone jack, turn volume to a comfortable
level, and listen. If the Transi-Booster os-

cillates, reverse feedback connections by
connecting R1 to T2's "8 -ohm" tap and the
lead from T1's primary to T2's "GND" tap.
Unplugging the phone plug automatically
reconnects the radio's own speaker and allows normal operation of the portable.
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BUILD AN
INFRARED
BURGLAR
ALARM
`« MEN 1

R...

By CHARLES CARINGELLA, W6NJV

IF YOU'VE EVER SEEN a photoelectric
eye in operation, you've probably noticed
its telltale light beam. But the alarm system described here has no visible beam and
can thus function undetected-even in total
darkness. Its secret: it relies on invisible
infrared radiation instead of light.

torial diagram can be used as a guide. The
photocell (PC1) is pushed through a rubber

expensive, you'll find that it can be built
for less than $25.00. If you already have
some of the parts in your junk box, the
cost will be reduced accordingly. In any
case, the infrared detector and infrared
spotlight are easy to build and their cir-

Mount sensitivity -control R2 and reset switch S1 on top of the unit or wherever

Although at first glance the infrared
alarm system would appear to be quite

cuitry is quite simple and non -critical.
Construction. The infrared detector is

housed in a 5" x 4" x 3" aluminum box.
Parts placement is not critical but the pic1962 Edition

grommet which is mounted on the box's
3" x 4" cover panel and soldered directly
into the circuit. Use a heat sink when
soldering PC1 and mount a piece of cardboard tubing around it to keep out extraneous light (see photo) ; the cardboard should
be painted black to minimize reflections.
convenient.

The infrared spotlight is housed in a

6" x 6" x 6" aluminum cabinet (see page 15) .
Cement the infrared filter across a 5" -diam-

eter opening cut at one end of the box; the

filter specified in the parts list is 5%" in
diameter and 1/2" thick. The lamp can be

any 117 -volt light bulb-its actual wattage
13

LIGHT

SHIELD

Infrared defector wiring is simple and straightforward, although
photocell PCI requires special consideration. See text for details.

will depend on the distance between the
infrared spotlight and the detector.
Use a 5" -diameter parabolic reflector to

concentrate the lamp's output in a single
beam. The aluminum reflector from a work
lamp or spotlight will do nicely. Mount the
lamp and reflector directly behind the filter
with the lamp's filament at the focus of the
parabola.

The focal point of the parabola may be
determined by pointing the reflector toward a light source and focusing the light
bounced off the reflector onto a piece of
translucent white paper. Use a long, narrow piece of paper so as not to obstruct the
reflector's pick-up field with your hand. At

the focal point, the reflected light should
form an intense bright spot.
14

Operation. You

can use the infrared

alarm system to guard a single door or window or to cover a large area. To protect a
room or store against burglary, mirrors can
be used to reflect the infrared beam across

all doors and windows. If the beam is
broken anywhere in its circuit around the
room, the alarm will sound; this "round the -room" setup is shown on page 16.

If the system is used to keep tabs on
people entering and leaving a store, for
example, place the infrared spotlight and
detector in the store in such a way that
the beam passes across the entranceway.
Either the door opening or someone entering the store will break the beam between
the spotlight and detector's photocell and
set off chimes or a buzzer.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

SI

K

CI

R2

Light Shield

R3

Entire detector is mounted in front half of box. Card-

board tube serves as light

shield for photocell PCI.

PARTS

,

TI

LIST,rmonin.monnionlimillininoinnitillin

Infrared Detector
C1-10-0., 150 -volt electrolytic capacitor

D1 -200 -ma. silicon diode (Sarkes-Tarzian 2F4
or equivalent)
Jl-A.c. power receptacle (Amphenol 61-MIP-61F
or equivalent)

s.p.d.t. contacts, 5500 -ohm coil
(Advance SV/IC/5500D or equivalent)
PCI-Cadmium selenide photocell (Clairex CL -3

Kl-Relay,

or CL -603)

Rl, R3 -2200 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R2 -5000 -ohm, 2 -watt, linear taper potentiometer
(Ohmite CU5021)

SI-S.p.s.t. toggle switch

RI

JI

Once the spotlight, receiver, and mirrors

are installed, both the reset -switch (21)
and the sensitivity control (R2) should be
set and adjusted for operation as either a
burglar alarm or a store "announcer."
First, open switch 21 and temporarily
cover photocell PC1. Then power the de-

tector and plug a test alarm-a lamp or
buzzer draining less than 100 watts-into
117 -volt receptacle J1.. The test alarm

should be on.
Now, uncover PC1 and turn on the infra-

isolation transformer, one-to-one
ratio (Lafayette TR-91 or equivalent)
1-5" x 4" x 3" aluminum box (Bud CU -3005-A
or equivalent)
Misc.-Hardware, terminal strip, etc.

red beam, close reset -switch 21, and advance R2 until the test alarm goes off. If
the test alarm does not go off anywhere in
R2's range, be sure that the infrared beam

Infrared Spotlight

is focused on photocell PC1; you may have

T1 -117 -volt

1-6" x 6" x 6" aluminum utility cabinet (Bud
AU -1039 or equivalent)

1-5" parabolic reflector (see text)
1- 63/s" -diameter x 1/8" -thick infrared
(Edmund

filter
Scientific Co., Barrington, N. 1.,

II? V.A.C.

OUTPUT
TO ALARM

Catalog No. 60,033, $2 postpaid-or equivalent)
1 -117 -volt lamp (see text)

PCI
PHOTOCELL

Misc.-Socket, hardware, etc.
miiiiiniiiiiiiii1iiii1iiiii1imi1i1mnnn11mnnnninniinimnnmiii1iinmimnuumm11nnnunnnn1mnninnnnnnnumimiiiiiiiii:

Schematic diagram of
the
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infrared

detector.

RESET

15

Infrared spotlight's box
should have lightproof

ALUMINUM BOX

air vents. Use high -wattage
lamp for long beam lengths.
PARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

117 V

BULB
INFRARED
FILTER

Round -the -room setup

WINDOW

protects doors and windows. Metal or front -surface
mirrors give best results.

MIRROR

DOORWAY

INFRARED

SPOTLIGHT

1--1

INFRARED
DETECTOR

HOW IT WORKS
The infrared alarm system consist, of two units:
the infrared spotlight and the detector. The spotlight
contains a lamp, a reflector, and an infrared filter.
The lamp is an ordinary 117 -volt light bulb. All of
the light from the bulb is focused into a single beam
by the reflector. The infrared filter removes most of
the visible light and allows only the infrared radiation
to pass through relatively unimpeded.
The heart of the detector is the cadmium selenide

photocell (PC1) which is sensitive to red light and
to near -infrared radiation. The photocell has a very
high ratio of dark resistance to light resistance; it
measures well over one megohm with no light falling
on it, and only a few thousand ohms in daylight. The
photocell behaves very much like a switch, which is
its function in the detector.
Transformer T1 is a one-to-one isolation transformer

operating from the 117 -volt a.c. line. Resistors R1
and R3 and sensitivity control R2 form a voltage
divider to reduce the a.c. voltage on Ti's secondary to
the operating range of PCI and relay K1; potentiometer R2 allows this voltage to be varied from approximately 20 to 80 volts. Diode DI rectifies the a.c. and
capacitor CI filters Dl's output.
Photocell PCI is connected in series with reset switch SI and the coil of relay Kl. When no light
falls on PC1, its resistance remains very high and no
current flows through Kl's coil, keeping the relay deenergized.

When PC/ is illuminated, its resistance
drops, allowing energizing current to. flow. With SI
closed and R2 properly adjusted, relay KI locks up

on its own contacts (a and b) and remains locked
until the light or infrared source is removed.

When the infrared beam is broken, Kl is de-ener-

gized and the contacts (a and c) of Kl close and

apply 117 volts a.c. to alarm output receptacle 11.
When the infrared beam is restored, KI is energized
again and the alarm goes off.
With reset -switch Sl open, relay Kl remains in its
de -energized condition even if the infrared beam is
restored. In this case, the alarm can not be silenced

until Sl is closed.

to put a larger lamp in the spotlight for
long beam lengths or when mirrors are
used.

When the test alarm is turned off by R2,
open S1. The unit is now armed and ready
to operate as a burglar alarm. Break the
infrared beam and the test alarm will be
turned on; the alarm will stay on even
though the beam is restored.

To operate the system as a store an-

nouncer, go through the adjustment procedure described for the burglar alarm but
leave S1 closed after sensitivity control R2
has been adjusted to turn off the alarm.
With this setting of S1, the alarm is on only
while the beam is broken. When the beam
is restored, the alarm is silenced.
If you use the system as a burglar alarm,
a large gong or other electric noisemaker

will be appropriate as the alarm signal.
For a store announcer, as mentioned before,
chimes or a buzzer will be better. In either

case, be sure that the alarm or announcer
plugged into J1 drains no more than 100
watts in order to protect the contacts of
relay K1.
16
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Electric music box "holds the phone" and entertains the caller

Snap -action switch in box controls music box movement, keeps it playing till phone is removed.

THE inexpensive electrically driven music

to relieve the tedium of a caller who is

box movements which have become
available in recent years have made pos-

provides a musical diversion while he waits.

sible many interesting applications. These
units never need to be wound, can be easily
turned on and off by remote control, and

"holding the phone," the telephone holder

A snap -action switch in the cradle of the
holder, actuated by the weight of the tele-

will run for hours on a single 11/2 -volt flash-

phone handset, automatically starts the
music-and stops it when the handset is

light cell.

removed.

One of these electric music box movements serves as the basis for the musical
telephone holder described here. Designed

x 5" aluminum box. Two pieces of scrap

1962 Edition

Construction. The movement, flashlight cell, and switch fit neatly into a 3" x 4"
17

copper or aluminum are bent into "L"

brackets and bolted to the outside of the
box, forming a cradle for the telephone
handset. Measure the width of your handset before mounting the brackets; dimen-

SNAP -ACTION
SWITCH

sions vary from model to model.

Center the switch plunger under the
cradle-before mounting the switch, drill a

hole in the top of the box to allow the

plunger of the switch to pass through. Then
finish the mechanical work by punching a
s/4" hole in the side of the box, located so
that the sound of the music box movement

is directed to the telephone transmitter,
and you're ready to wire up the unit.
The wiring couldn't be easier-the bat-

tery, switch, and movement motor are

simply connected in series-but one precaution is necessary. Be sure to observe
the proper polarity when hooking up the
motor (its positive lead is usually red)
If the motor is connected with reversed
polarity, it will run backwards-and the

The parts layout is simple and neat.
Optional felt on cradle prevents gear
noises from being picked up by

.

Glue four rubber feet to
bottom of box to protect furniture.
receiver.

movement may be damaged.
Electric music box movements are available from many mail order parts houses for
less than two dollars (Lafayette Radio has
a series priced at $1.88). The author used a
Unimax 2HBQ-1 snap -action switch, but
any s.p.s.t., normally open, snap -action type
will do. Use a Bud CU -2105-A Minibox or
equivalent for the case. A commercial bat-

tery holder, such as the Keystone #175

makes it easy to mount the flashlight cell.
Operation. When it's necessary to ask
a telephone caller to wait, place the handset
on the cradle (with the transmitter facing
the %" hole). The music box will start, and
continue playing until you lift up the phone
again.

If you find that the gears in the movement make noise which is picked up by the

Music box movement, flashlight cell
and switch fit in 3" x 4"x 5" aluminum

box.

Inexpensive

telephone, lubricate them with a small
quantity of Vaseline or Lubriplate. You

-

movements

can be found to suit almost any taste;
available pieces range from "How

might also isolate the handset from the box
by lining the cradle with felt.

Dry I Am" to "Moonlight Serenade."

SNAP -ACTION
SWITCH

RED

FLASHLIGHT1

MUSIC

eox

CELL

MOVEMENT

(1-1/2V)
BL
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Flashlight cell, switch and
movement motor are connected

in

series.

Battery

polarity must be observed
in hooking up the motor.

K
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FLEA -POWER

GLOW LIGHT

A battery -operated power supply for portable operation
of a standard electroluminescent lamp
By JAMES E. PUGH, JR.

THE electroluminescent night -lights now on the market are handy

gadgets to have around. Drawing a minimum of current, they'll bathe
a room in a soft, pleasant glow-yet can be left burning day and night at
a cost of only a few pennies a year. Though designed to work on the a.c.
line, the current demand of these units is so small that a battery -powered
Hartley oscillator is more than adequate as a power supply.
With the oscillator described here, you can use your night -light on
hunting trips; in trains, boats, and cars; or anywhere a soft, low -intensity
lamp is needed. A line cord has been included for switching to a.c. when
such operation is possible, and a convenient intensity control allows you
to vary the brightness.
The Circuit. Transistor Q1 is connected as a Hartley oscillator
and powered by battery B1. The 6.3 -volt secondary of transformer T1
serves as a tapped oscillator coil. Resistor RI and capacitor Cl determine
the pulse rate, which is about 60 cycles with the values specified. When

1962 Edition
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Center -tapped secondary of reverse -connected transformer TI is
coil for Hartley oscillator circuit.

SI
6.9RIK

About 125 volts appear across primary.

i
120V,.02W
ELECTRO LUMINESCENT

LAMP

S01

$2

R2

PARTS LIST
BI -9 -volt battery (Burgess 2N6 or equivalent)
Cl -5-111., 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2-160-0., 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
Q1 -2N408 transistor
R1 -6800 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

R2-1-megohm potentiometer (linear taper)
SI-D.p.d.t. toggle switch
S2-D.p.s.t. switch (on R2)
501-Chassis-type a.c. receptacle (Amphenol
61-F or equivalent)
T1-Filament transformer; primary, 117 volts;
secondary, 6.3 volts @ 1.2 amp. CT

RI
CI

TERMINAL
STRIP

C2

(Stancor P6134)
1-41/2" x 43/16" x 41/4" sloping panel utility
box (Premier ASPC-1200 or equivalent)
1 -120 -volt, 0.02 -watt Sylvania "Paneles -

cent" night light
Misc.-Pointer knob for R2, 7 -lug terminal
strip, rubber feet, battery connector, cable
clamp for line cord, hardware, etc.

BI

CABLE CLAMP

the oscillator is in operation, its output is
stepped up by Ti, and approximately 125
volts are available at the primary of this
reverse -connected transformer. The pri-

BATTERY CLAMP

Parts fit neatly in compact utility
box. Note that most oscillator components mount on the terminal strip.

mary of T1 is wired to the night -light socket

(SOi) through intensity -control potentiometer R2.
In the schematic, switch Si is shown set

for battery operation as described above.
When Si is in the A.C. position, however,
battery B1 is disconnected and potenti-

ometer R2 and socket S01 are switched
from TI's primary to the a.c. line. Switch
S2, which is ganged to potentiometer R2,
20

turns the unit on and off regardless of
which type of operation S1 is set for.
Construction. For best appearance and
ease of operation, the circuit is housed in a
41/z" x 4 3/16" x 4V4" sloping -panel utility

box. To avoid damage to furniture, fasten

three small rubber feet to the bottom of
the box.
Using the photograph as a rough guide,
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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Pictorial diagram clearly shows parts layout and wiring details. Terminal strip at left is
tilted forward for a better view of its connections, and color coding of TI's leads is shown.

drill all the mounting holes. It's most convenient to make the opening for socket SO/
with a 1 5/32" punch or hole cutter, but it
can be drilled out and filed to size. Now
bend a 21/4" x 1/2" strip of soft steel as shown

to form a battery clamp.
With the above construction details carried out, you can proceed to the mounting
and wiring of the components. Begin by
mounting transformer T1 and cutting its
leads to the lengths needed. Next, solder
all wires to switch S1, making sure to allow

enough lead length to reach the various
other components, and fasten the switch
in place.

All of the connections to the terminal
strip should now be made-take care to
avoid heat damage when soldering in the
transistor. Then mount the terminal strip,
as well as socket SO/ and potentiometer
1962 Edition

R2/switch S2. Finally, install the line cord
and battery and complete the wiring.
Using the Supply. For battery operation, set S1 to the Battery position; to operate from the a.c. line, set the switch to A.C.
In either case, R21S2 will turn the light on
and off and control its intensity. The lamp
glows green when operated from the line,

but you'll notice that it's blue when the
oscillator is being used as the power supply.

The color change is caused by a high -frequency component in the oscillator's pulse.
If you'd like to experiment with different
oscillator frequencies, you can change the
values of Rl and Cl. Reduce either or both
to increase the frequency, or increase them
to decrease the frequency. For greater light
output at very low frequencies, the pulse
should be broadened by making C1 much
larger.

-
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Unique "beeper" lures fish with underwater sound
ANY sailor who has worked around sonar

gear will testify to the fact that fish
are attracted by certain man-made noises.
The fish may believe that the sounds come
from some source of food, such as another
aquatic animal or a trapped insect, or their
motivation may simply be curiosity. At any

rate, the technique of calling fish with
underwater sound really works, and has
been successfully used by fishermen.
You can put together this neat little fish

caller with a minimum of work and expense, and it should be well worth your
while. The device produces a repeating,
high-pitched "beep" which is attractive to
many kinds of fish.
The Circuit. A single transistor (Q1)
is used in a Hartley oscillator circuit (feedback produced by tapped inductance). Although the author used a Sylvania 2N1265,
most pnp audio transistors will work just as
well. The tone and basic repetition rate are
fixed by capacitor C1 and resistor RI, and
22
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potentiometer R2 varies the repetition rate
over the small range required. The crystal
earphone is simply connected in parallel
with the inductance (L11. Power is provided
by battery 81, a penlight cell.
Construction. Begin by mounting the
battery holder, earphone, transformer,
transistor socket, and potentiometer on one
side of a suitable perforated board. Fasten

the earphone in place with cement, first
removing the screw and back plate, and
passing the leads through two convenient
holes in the board. You may not want to use
a transistor socket, in which case transistor

Q1 can be mounted by simply pushing its

leads through three holes in the board;
these leads are later soldered directly into
the circuit.

Mount potentiometer R2 by bolting it
down through the holes in its switch
terminals-it will be necessary to use
spacers between these terminals and the
board or to bend the terminals down and
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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Miniature components make completed unit
extremely compact. Tiny potentiometer (R2 in
diagram) includes built-in on -off switch ($1).
C2

005 f.

2N1265
(SEE TEXT)

USED

BI

+1,1-V2V
EARPHONE
CI

+

5091.
ISV

R2
5K POT.
1111

11111111111m11m11m1m.

BI-Penlight cell
CI -50-0., 15 -volt subminiature electrolytic capacitor
C2 -0.005-1f.,

75 -volt

capacitor

P.

subminiature

ceramic

LI-Subminiature output transformer; .500 -ohm
CT primary, secondary not used (Lafayette
TR-99 or equivalent)

Ql-Audio-frequency pnp transistor (Sylvania
2N1265 or equivalent)

R1 -27,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2 -5000 -ohm miniature potentiometer

with

switch Sl (Lafayette VC -62 or equivalent)
SI-S.p.s.t. switch (on R2)

1-Miniature high -impedance crystal earphone

By JAMES J. BUCHER

out, forming mounting brackets. Install
soldering lugs between the mounting nuts
and the bottom of the board for making
connections to the switch (Si).
Only the three primary leads of the trans-

former are used, and the leads from the
secondary may be cut off or taped up.
The end of the battery holder nearest R2
will be positive; mark it with a dab of red
nail polish. When the battery is installed,
its brass center terminal should be placed
at the marked end; reversed polarity would
damage the transistor.
The earphone specified in the Parts List
comes with an interchangeable ear plug and

mouthpiece (it may be used as a microphone in other applications). Discard the
ear plug and finish the mounting job by
cementing the mouthpiece (which will act
as a speaker horn-amplifying the sound)
in place.
The wiring is a simple job, but be sure to
observe the proper polarity when hooking
1962 Edition

(Lafayette MS -439 or equivalent)
1-13/4" x 27/16" perforated board (half of Lafayette MS -304, or equivalent)
Misc.--Battery holder, transistor socket (if used),
hardware, etc.
11

up the battery holder and electrolytic capacitor C/. If you install the transistor
without a socket, be careful when soldering
the leads; use a six -watt (or smaller) sol-

dering iron-and use it sparingly.

Now install battery Bi, flick on the

switch, and your unit should operate. The
author's model is adjustable from about 100
to 250 repetitions per minute. You can get
more power output by substituting a 2N255

transistor for Q1, but this will mean increasing Bi to 3 volts. To do so, simply wire

another 1.5 -volt battery in series with Bi.

How to Use It. To operate the fish

caller, turn it on and seal it in a Mason jar
or waterproof can, adding enough weight to
make the assembly sink into the water. (A
weighted plastic bag with the air squeezed
out of it will also do.)
Suspend the device at fishing depth from
a float or a hand line, drop in your bait, and
await results. If nothing happens, try a different repetition rate.
30
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TRANSISTORIZED
METRONOME
Portable timekeeper works while you play

By NORMAN LATNER

ALMOST anyone who plays a musical
instrument has at least an occasional
need for a metronome. Commercial units

sistors R2, R3, and R4, and capacitor Cl are

are sometimes costly, but this reliable transistorized metronome is inexpensive enough

be soldered to the potentiometer. Use a
strip of plastic or friction tape or a com-

to be practical for even the most casual

mercially available clip to hold the battery

user.

in place.
Now you're ready to complete the wiring.
The battery connections may be soldered, or
you can use a set of commercially available

Completely portable, the instrument is
powered by a small, but long-lasting, 9 -volt

battery. The tempo range (about 40-215
beats per minute) and sound are comparable to those of a commercial mechanical
unit. Three low-cost transistors and a minimum of other components are used in the
circuit.
Construction. The loudspeaker baffle

serves a dual purpose-it also houses the
electronic section of the unit. Mount the
speaker in the baffle, then proceed with the
wiring of the electronic section.
A 2-7/16" x 3%" piece of perforated board
is used for the chassis. The tempo control
potentiometer (R1) is secured to the chassis

mounted in the same way; leave one lead
from R3 at the top of the board, since it will

snap terminals-but make sure you observe
the proper polarity. A pair of leads should
be provided which can be connected to the
loudspeaker when you are ready to mount
the chassis in the baffle.
Drill a hole in the baffle large enough for
R1's shaft. If the threaded portion of the

shaft is too short to pass through the
bracket and the baffle, you'll have to

by means of an "L" bracket made from a
1" x 21/2" piece of sheet metal. Make a 90°
bend along the short dimension 1/2" from

one end, then drill a %" hole for the potentiometer shaft %" from the other end.
(See pictorial diagram.) Now bolt the

bracket to the chassis and temporarily

mount Rl.
The transistor sockets are mounted by
inserting their terminals through holes in

the perforated board-bend the terminals
slightly to hold the sockets in place. Re 24
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Lightweight lines in
pictorial diagram indicate leads running under board. Mounting

nut for potentiometer
RI

also secures chasside of baffle.

sis to

countersink the hole. Make the countersunk area large enough in diameter to accommodate the potentiometer mounting

nut and the tool which will be used to
tighten it.

Finally, the potentiometer chassis assembly is mounted and the

r ininu,,unnmmunnun

speaker connected.
Calibration. Make a paper dial for potentiometer RI's pointer knob and rubber cement it in place. Then turn on the metronome and allow about 30 seconds for it to

which closes when the voltage on Cl is high enough.
Capacitor Cl charges through RI, R3 and the base
resistance of Q3. The "charge-disc]arge pattern
is a sawtooth wave and is fed to Q3, which acts as
a common emitter stage. The speaker serves as the
load resistance.
Almost any pop transistor with a common emit-

ter current gain of over 20 and a collector voltage
rating of over 10 volts will do for Q2. Any npn
unit with a current gain of over 45 and a voltage
rating of over 10 can be used for Ql. Transistor
Q3 can be almost any pep transistor, though some
units will give lower sound output. If transistor
substitution causes a change in the tempo range,
the value of RI should be raised or lowered to
correct the condition; a change of the order of
10,000 or 20,0..0 °Lme should be sufficient.

a protective coat of clear nail polish or

,,,,.,.,,,,,,,PARTS LIST

-3[(

,,,,,,,,

transistor with a common base current gain greater
than one. This composite transistor acts as a switch

stabilize. A clock or watch with a second
hand is used to determine the number of
beats per minute at appropriate settings of
Ri, and the dial is marked accordingly.
After you've finished the calibration, add
a final touch to the instrument by putting
Krylon spray on the dial.

HOW IT WORKS

Transistors Ql and Q2, npn and pnp units respectively, are arranged to form a composite pop

Enueen

3
3

nmumuumnn1mnnnnimmmnn11n11nn11111n1n1nimnimimumnunnnnn14nnn1.111111101111 1111.,,,,

111101111111011111111.1.11111111111111111111111111111111

B1 -9 -volt battery (Burgess 2U6 or equivalent),
CI -1-µf., 100 -volt Mylar capacitor (Mallory Type
11 or equivalent)

_
3

Ql-2N1251 transistor 1
Q2 -2N1265 transistor see "How It Works"
Q3 -2N270 transistor
R1 -500,000 -ohm potentiometer (with SI)
R2 -470 -ohm, by -watt resistor
R3 -120,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R4-1-megohm, V2 -watt resistor

Sl-S.p.s.t. switch (on RI)
Spkr.-6" PM loudspeaker (Lafayette SK27 or

5I
RI
131

Q3

equivalent)

1-Spaaker baffle

x 33/a" perforated board (Lafayette
MS304 or equivalent)
Misc.-Transistor sockets, knob, sheet metal,
hardware, etc.
1-27/14a

nimitlalt1111,111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.n1mnm1o11mnnnmmi1nn1mmnm11
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LIGHT CONTROL
FO R BATTERY
POWE R E TOYS
Flashlight -actuated photoelectric relay circuit

gives new life to Junior's electric toys
By MARTIN H. PATRICK

I I ERE'S a good way to add some life to

I to that

electric toy which may be

beginning to bore Junior. The transistor amplified photoelectric relay described here

will allow him to turn the toy on and off
from a distance merely by pointing a flashlight beam at it. Although the model shown

is used on a battery -operated truck, the
device is adaptable to almost any gadget
which runs by electricity.
The Circuit. A self -generating photocell (PC1) is coupled through a two -stage
transistor amplifier to a sensitive, normally
open relay (K1). The simple direct -coupled
amplifier is made up of transistors QI and

switch

Si. When the surface of PCi is

illuminated, an electric current is generated
which is amplified and passed through the
coil of KI, closing its contacts and activating the toy.
Transistors Q1 and Q2 may be almost any
inexpensive pnp and npn (respectively)
transistors. Experiment with various units

if you like, but be sure that the one you

choose for Q2 has a collector current rating
of at least 65 milliamperes.
Construction. The components for the
model were housed in a 21/2" x 3" x 21/2"
homemade wooden box. The size and ma -

Q2; resistor RI serves as a collector load
for Q2. Potentiometer R2 and relay KI also
pass part of the collector current, but only
enough to operate the relay; R2 is set at its
maximum value and decreased until satisfactory operation is achieved.
Power for the circuit is supplied by two
penlight cells in series (B1) through

The author's model was designed

to "ride" in the back of a small
toy truck. Your version could be
built right into the toy itself

-if enough space

26

is

available.
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terial of the housing are not critical, however. Any container which fits either on or
inside the toy can be used. You can even
build the circuit right into the toy itself.
Photocell PC1, which comes unmounted,
is installed in a frame made of some pieces

of scrap metal and Bakelite (see photo).
The two vertical metal clamps touch the
negative contacts located at each end of the

front of the photocell. These contacts are

ana1nalI,nnalla

located on its rear surface. A metal plate
placed between the photocell and the Bakelite back of the frame touches this contact,
and a lead soldered to the plate is brought
out to the rear of the frame through a hole
drilled through the back. This lead is connected to one of a pair of solder lugs bolted

PARTS LIST

,11111111111111111111.111111111111111r111111111111,11111

BI-Two 11/2 -volt penlight cells in series (Eve ready #912 or equivalent)
El-High-sensitivity meter relay (Lafayette
F-482)

PCI-Self-generating

(International

photocell

Rectifier B-5 or A5PL)

Q1 -2N270 transistor-see text
Q2 -2N213 transistor-see text
R1 -47 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2 -1000 -ohm screwdriver -adjusted

potentiom-

eter

Sl-S.p.s.t. switch

shorted together through the mounting
screws of the clamps and the metal bottom
of the frame. Make the negative connection
to the cell via a solder lug secured to one
of the mounting screws.
The positive contact of the photocell is

,.,,

11
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Relay circuit involves

T43"->") CONNECT

polarities are critical.

->r

few parts, but all

))

ACROSS

TOY'S
BATTERY
SWITCH

02
25213
01

25270

together at some convenient spot on the
Bakelite. Use the extra lug to make the
positive connection to PC1.
In the model, the mounted photocell was
(Continued on page 137)
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WAY INTERCOM
By JULIAN M. SIENKIEWICZ
Managing Editor

Unique circuit uses two 2N1502 power transistors

for instant communication at the flip of a switch
COMPACT and easy to build, the three-

way intercom described here* has a

Detail 1. Location

number of outstanding design features. For
one thing, it's battery-operated-which
means that it can be used anywhere with-

and sizes of chassis
holes. Check hole
centers against parts

for accuracy before

out the need for an a.c. line. For another,

drilling; be sure all

it's completely transistorized, and consumes
no power until the "talk" switch is pressed.

holes are drilled before starting assembly of intercom unit.

DRILL OR PUNCH
HOLES FOR
SPEAKER GRILLE

Even more important, any one of the
three stations in the system can "talk" to
either of the other two. In addition, each
station is identical, and each has its own
amplifier to amplify your voice and pass it

on to the desired station. This way, even

I/A

T/30
ISEE

TEKTI

though the other two stations are "off," you
will still be able to get your call through.
Construction. Assembling and wiring

Ir121OIA.

}T
I

pl
2

HEAT SINKU/B"ALUMINUMI

AI

the intercom should present no problems
either to the advanced experimenter or to

3nr

2--Je,57",

5/13"

11{1/
/Y

5" 0IA

¢IjW

r.e 1

ft-e/..I !I/:
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* Designed by engineers of the Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company, Semiconductor Products, 2747 Fourth Ave.
South, Minneapolis 8, Minn.
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NUT

SHOULDER
FIBER
WASHER

HEAT SINK

(1/B" x (x4"
ALUMINUM)

CHASSIS

2N1502
TRANSISTOR

MICA
WASHER

Detail 2. Transistor mounting technique
uses heat sink to radiate transistor heat yet
electrically isolates transistor from chassis.

'
LEADFROMLI(TORE\ .
',. 1.-A.
`¡5
RSRR9 l]aN
1' 0
-ITI/2)
,'r
`0
_.
151

TOJUNCTIONOFRIRR2T) \
(9-I/7'1

.

CONNECTED LATER)

TO JUNCTION 0F RI,

Detail 3. Prewiring "talk" switch SI greatly
simplifies wiring and reduces construction
time. Check wiring carefully when completed.

\

TO SPKR111

TO T51(51

DO NOT SOLDER
TOSPKR121
(2-1/i'1

°

1

BUNCH ALL
WIRES EXCEPT
SPEAKER LEADS
AND LEAD FROM TI
AT THIS POINT. TNEN
LACE INTO CARL
FOR FIRSTS

i

I

19 á2BÍ SE
TO T51111

TO RI I -I

uz1

To R]m

19-1/2)

` JAI

TO TS1121

I6-I/Z''1

the beginner. However, to avoid any possible trouble, even the experienced builder

the holes in the heat sink should be en-

should follow the detail drawings carefully,
as well as the construction procedure outlined below. Since the three units are identical, all of the drawings show details for one
station only.

cemented in place to line them-the rings
can be fabricated from phenolic tubing or
stiff spaghetti. (See Detail 2.) A mica
washer, shoulder fiber -washer, and nut

The first step is to drill the chassis-

Detail 1 gives the location and the sizes of
the holes. Before drilling, be sure that the

parts you have purchased will mate correctly with the planned holes. The only
critically located holes are those marked
A and B on the back surface of the chassis

and the mating holes in the heat sink as
shown in Detail 1; when the heat sink is
mounted, its holes must line up with holes
A and B on the rear panel.
The first components to be mounted are
power transistors Q1 and Q2. It is important that neither the studs on the tran-

sistors nor the transistor cases touch the
metal heat sink or chassis. To prevent this,
I962 Edition

larged so that small insulating rings can be

come with each 2N1502 transistor.
Mount both transistors as shown in Detail
2 and turn the nut one -quarter -turn after it
is finger -tight. If you did the job right, an
ohmmeter across the mounting nut and the

heat sink or chassis will indicate an open
circuit. If the ohmmeter indicates a short
circuit or some finite resistance, don't go
any further until you manage to locate the
trouble.
The "talk" switch, S1, should be wired as
shown in Detail 3. Before you start, be sure

the notch on the shaft of the switch faces
to the right when the back of the switch is
towards you. Use different colored wires so
they can be identified easily after they are
cabled together. Make all the connections
29

necessary, then bring the leads around the
edge of the switch and bunch them together
at one point as indicated in Detail 3. Lace
the bunched wires for a distance of three
inches and tie off the lacing cord tight.

Switch Si can now be mounted to the

to the bottom plate and fit the chassis together. If the battery does not butt against
anything, mark its position on the bottom
plate and install an aluminum strap bracket

to hold it in place. If the battery butts

Use a lock washer and nut to secure the

against one or more parts, loosen the masking tape and try a new position.
Installation. A three -wire twisted cable

front panel of the chassis-refer to Detail 1.
switch in place loosely, and observe where

is all that is needed to connect the three

the notch on the shaft is located. Rotate
the switch until the notch points to the
right side of the front panel, then tighten

stations to each other. See interconnection

the mounting nut.

shielded mike cable if you happen to have
some on hand-it will reduce hum picked up
from the a.c. line. After the three wires are

Next, mount Li (the filament transformer used as a choke) on the speaker
bracket; then mount the speaker in the
chassis. Also mount potentiometer R5 and
terminal strip TS1.
Detail 4 is the complete pictorial diagram
for one station. As you wire it, constantly
recheck your work; it will pay in the long
run, since the wiring is quite dense. When
the unit is completed, a final wiring check
should be made. If you use different colored
wires throughout, checking will be comparatively easy. And you'll have a neater -looking unit if you take time to lace wires which.
group together.
Finally, secure battery B1 to the bottom
plate. Using masking tape, fix the battery

diagram on page 32. Although shielding
isn't necessary, you can use three -wire

connected to TS1 on each unit, wire the

shields of the two cables together and
ground to a water pipe. Then, at each station, connect the shield to terminal 4 of TS1.

To operate the intercom, throw switch
S1 to the left or right, depending on which

station you want to contact. Release the
switch at the end of your message and wait
for a reply. The spring -loaded talk switch
always returns to the "listen" or "off" position when not held down. In the event you
wish to monitor the children's bedroom, for
example, the spring can be removed from
S1 and the switch set to "talk"-the switch
has a "detent" which will hold it in position

Detail 4. Complete pictorial diagram
(on next page) of three-way intercom
unit. Completed unit is shown below.

SPKR

CI

TSI

R6

92

HEAT SINK
61
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REAR
PANEL

PARTS LIST FOR ONE STATION
El -22.5 -volt battery (Eveready #763 or equivalent)

C1-10-0., 25 -volt d.c. electrolytic capacitor

LI-Filament transformer used as choke; primary,

117

volts @

equivalent)

volts (not used); secondary 6.3
amperes (Stancor P-6134 or

1.2

Ql, Q2 -2N1502 power transistor supplied with

mounting hardware by Minneapolis -Honeywell
(available from Allied Radio)

R1 -15,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2, R6 -100 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
1962 Edition

R3 -470 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R4 -6800 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R5 -10,000 -ohm potentiometer, linear -taper
R7 -10 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor

S1--3-position, 6 -pole spring -return switch (Centralab #1448)
TS1--4-lug, screw -type terminal strip
SPKR.-4" PM speaker, 45 -ohm voice coil
(Quam #4A1Z45 or equivalent)

1-7" x 4" x 41/4" aluminum universal sloping panel cabinet (Bud AC -1613 or equivalent)
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when the spring is removed. To obtain the
desired volume, simply adjust potentiometer R5.
About the Circuit. The schematic diagram shows the wiring for one station only.
Transistor QI amplifies the signal picked

current supplied to a transistor amplifier
stage must be decreased or increased in
order to decrease or increase the output

up by the PM speaker in the same unit.

Q2 is developed across R7 and L1. The d.c.
resistance of L1 causes most of the a.c. signal to drop across it. Resistor R7 functions

signal from it.
Resistors R4 and R6 provide the bias level

for transistor Q2. The output signal for

When "talk" switch S1 is thrown to either
position, the speaker's voice coil is connected to Q1's base and, through R2, to its

mainly as a current limiter for the second

(PRIMARY
RI
ISK

R3

NOT USED)

R4

47011.
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6.9K

O

R7
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00000)

2N1502
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CT NOT USED)

,OLUME

10yf.

B

25V.D.C.
R6
01

2N1502

loon
E

111112fBI-v

SI

Two -stage transistorized amplifier above is heart
of each of the three-way intercom units. External
cable connections are made to terminal strip TSI.

STATION I

Interconnection diagram shows how to hook up sta
Lions. If cables are shielded, connect shields to
terminal 4 on each unit and to water pipe ground.

O

STATION 2

STATION 3

OOOO

O
CABLE

CABLE
2

I

\

It

I

I

1

emitter. Resistors R1 and R2 provide the
d.c. bias for the base of Q1 to obtain the
operating point for this amplifying stage.
The amplified audio signal is developed
across R3 and coupled to the next stage
through capacitor Cl and volume control
R5.

Note that R5, unlike volume controls in
vacuum -tube circuits, is connected in series
between transistors Q1 and Q2. Since tran-

sistors are current amplifiers, the signal
32

stage. The remote speaker in the intercom
selected by switch S1 is connected across
L1; hence, it will convert the audio signal
to sound. Using this technique to couple
the speaker to the second amplifying stage
limits the d.c. current passing through the
voice coil of the remote unit's speaker to
almost zero.
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Comprehensive courses in
Electronic Fundamentals
TV Servicing

- Color TV -

Electroniics for
Automation

-

Transistors

LET RCA TRAIN YOU AT HOME
RCA Institutes, one of the leading technical

Resident school courses in Los Angeles and
New York City also offer college -level train-

exclusively to electronics, offers you the finest training -at-home. The very name "RCA"

choose. Classes begin four times each year.
Free Placement Service.

institutes in the United States devoted

means dependability, integrity, and scientific advance. Practical work with your very
first basic lesson. You build and keep prime

quality equipment. Pay as you learn. No

installment payments necessary. You pay for
your next study group only when you order

it. And remember, in electronics the more
you know the higher you go. Licensed by the

ing in any field of electronics you may

SEND POSTAGE -PAID CARD TODAY
FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK!

Check Home Study or Resident School Box

University of the State of New York.
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350 WEST FOURTH ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y. 610 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES 14, CALIF.
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r)
Build a
SOIL
MOISTURE
METER
By RONALD WILENSKY

Simple ohmmeter circuit takes
guesswork out of lawn watering
HAVE you ever wondered whether you

were watering your lawn or garden
more than necessary-or not enough ? This
handy "moisture" meter will help you determine just how much water the soil needs
at any time-it will take some of the guess-

work (and the unnecessary work) out of
the job.
Essentially a simple ohmmeter, the unit
works on the principle that the wetter the
soil gets, the lower its resistance becomes.
A miniature 0-1 milliampere meter (MI) is
the heart of the device. Wired in series with

a transistor battery (B1), calibrating potentiometer R1, resistor R2, and a special
probe, the meter functions as an effective
soil resistance indicator.
Construction couldn't be simpler. The

ohmmeter circuit will fit in an aluminum

Minibox with plenty of room to spare. Lead

length and component placement are not

mounted in a holder made of 1" sheet -metal
or aluminum strip.
The probe is made from two lengths of

coat hanger wire (paint removed) and a
piece of scrap plastic or other insulating
material. Construction details are shown

in the pictorial diagram. A six-foot or
longer length of zip cord, terminated in a
phone plug, connects the probe to the meter

critical. The simplest way to make the Ph" -

box.

Greenlee chassis punch, but the light alu-

minum is easily cut, and a few minutes

To use the soil moisture meter, you
must first calibrate it. When your lawn or
garden has been freshly watered, insert the

work with a Y4" drill and a half -round file
will yield the same results. The battery is

prongs of the probe two inches into the
ground; then adjust R1 until the meter

diameter hole for the meter is to use a
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reads eight -tenths of full scale (0.8 ma.).
You may want to mark El's position with a
pencil

in case the shaft

is accidentally

Wiring the moisture meter is easy but be
sure to observe proper polarities when

moved.

connecting meter MI and battery BI.

When you think the ground should be
watered again, insert the probe at several
different points on your plot and take read-

JI

ings by depressing Si. If most of your

MI

readings are much less than 0.8 ma., the soil

0-I ma.

needs water: If they're over 0.8 ma., hold
off the watering for a day or so. (Exact
scale readings will vary for different types

SI

of soil.)

If you'd like to use the moisture meter on

several kinds of soil, or in garden areas,

R2
6.8K

RI
IOK

6-32 ma" SCREW
FLAT WASHER, LOCK
WASHER, SOLDERING

WG,NUT (2 EACH
REQUIRED)

2-112"xI-1N"xIN.
PLASTIC

BI

PARTSLIST
I

RI

B1 -9 -volt transistor

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:

battery (Burgess P6 or

equivalent)

11-Open-circuit phone jack
MI -0-1 ma. miniature d.c. milliammeter (La-

MI

I

fayette TM -400 or equivalent)

P1-Phone plug

potentiometer, taper not important, slotted shaft (Mallory SU -20 or equivalent)

111 -10,000 -ohm

112 -6800 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

SI

I
I

Sl-Miniature push-button switch (Lafayette

MS -449 or equivalent)
1-51/4" x 3" x 21/8" aluminum box (Bud CU -3006-A

I

or equivalent)

R2

"I

Misc.-Hardware, zip cord, 21/2" x 11/4" x 1/4"
plastic block, coat hanger wire, etc.

I

ÉIIWIInnnnnllllllR

All components fit nicely in a 51/"
x 3" x 21/8" aluminum box. The battery

holder shown here is handmade, but
a commercial unit may be used.
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requiring varying amounts of water, you'll
probably need more than one calibration
point. In this case, it might be handier to

use a potentiometer with a pointer and

scale rather than the screwdriver -adjusted
type shown, and jot down the different calibration readings on the side of the box. 337

BUILD
20
RADIO
CIRCUITS AT HOME

Req. U.S.

Rat. Off.

ONLY

$

with the New
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PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT"®
A Practical Home Radio Course
Now Includes

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary

* 12 RECEIVERS
* 3 TRANSMITTERS
* SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
* SIGNAL TRACER
* AMPLIFIER
* SIGNAL INJECTOR
* CODE OSCILLATOR

* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
* EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV

*

SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED
* Sold In 79 Countries

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE
The "Edu-Kit" Offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a
rock -bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making
use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construction practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL.
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics: how to wire and solder
in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis.
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work With
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn
and
practice
code,
Using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice
trouble
-shooting
using
the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector. Pro-

gressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build 20 Receiver, Transmitter. Square Wave Generator. Code
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You
will receive an excellent background for television. Hl -Fi and Electronics.
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu-Kit" Is the
product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The EduKit" will provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the complete

price of $26.95. The Signal Tracer alone Is worth more than the price of the entire KIt.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
You do not need the slightest background
in radio or science. Whether you are inter
ested in Radio & Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby, a well paying
business or a job with a future, you will find
the 'Edu-Kit" a worth -while Investment.
Many thousands of individuals of all

FREE EXTRAS
SET OF TOOLS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND

I

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946

ages and backgrounds have successfully
used the ''EduKit'' In more than 79 Countries of the world. The "Edu-Kit" has been
carefully designed, step by step, so that
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu-Kit"
allows you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No Instructor Is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD
The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit In the world,
and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Edo Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct.
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble shooting-all in a closely integrated pro /Tam designed to provide an easily -learned, thorough and interesting background in radio.
You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "Edu-Kit." You then learn the
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing
and troubleshooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory
and techniques. Gradually. in a progressive manner, and at your own rate. you will
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.
Included in the Edu-Kit" course are twenty Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator,
Signal Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector circuits. These are not unprofessional breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction
known as 'Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current.

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER
PLIERS -CUTTERS
ALIGNMENT TOOL
WRENCH SET

VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL

HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE QUIZZES
TELEVISION BOOK RADIO
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK

MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB:

CONSULTATION SERVICE FCC
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS
You will learn trouble -shooting and
servicing In a progressive manner. You
will practice repairs on the sets that
you construct. You will learn symptoms
and causes of trouble in home. portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you
are learning In this practical way. you
will be able to do many a repair Job for
your friends and neighbors, and charge
fees which will far exceed the price of
the "Edu-Kit." Our Consultation Service
will help you with any technical problems you may have.

FROM OUR MAIL BA
J. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar PI Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired
several sets for myfrieends, and made
was eready to sp n' g24Ó paid oa Courfse.
but I found your ad and sent for your

Kit."

Ben Valerlo, P. O. Box 21, Magna,

Utah: 'The Edu-Kits are wonderful. Here
I am sending you the questions and also
the answers for them. I have been In
Radio for the last seven years, but like
to work with Radio Kits, and like to
build Radio Testing Equipment.
enloyed every minute I worked with the
1

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE
You wall receive ail parts and instruction necessary to build 20 different radio and electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips,
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals, hook-up wire, solder.
selenium rectifiers, volume controls and switches, etc.
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, Including Printed Circuit chassis.
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a
Professional electric soldering iron, and a sellpowered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
Tester. The 'Edu-Kit" also Includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator.
In addition to F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur License training. You
will also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a Nigh Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book, You receive Membership In
Radio -TV Club. Free Consultation Service. Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges.
YOu receive all parts, tools. Instructions. etc. Everything Is yours to keep.

different kits' the Signal Tracer works
fine. Also like to let you know that I

feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio -TV Club."
Robert L. Shoff. 1534 Monroe Ave.,
Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would
drop you a few lines to say that I received my Edu-Kit, and was really amazed
that such a bargain can be had at such
a low price. I have already started repairing radios and phonographs. my
friends were really surprised to see me
get into the swing of It so quickly. The
Trouble -shooting Tester that comes with
the Kit is really swell, and finds the
trouble. If there is any to be found."

r---- UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

PRINTED CIRCUITRY

-- 1

ORDER DIRECT FROM AD-RECEIVE FREE BONUS
RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7

At no increase in price, the 'Edu-Kit"

now includes Printed Circuitry. You build
a Printed Circuit Signal
Injector. a
unique servicing instrument that can de-

Send "EduKit" postpaid. I enclose full payment of $26.95.
Send "Edu-Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $26.95 plus postage.

tect many Radio and TV troubles. This
revolutionary new technique of radio
construction is now becoming popular

Rush me FREE descriptive literature concerning Edu-Kit."

in commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated
chassis on which has been deposited a
conducting material which takes the

Name

Address

place of wiring. The various parts are
merely plugged in and soldered to terminals.

Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of
this subject Is a necessity today for
anyone interested In Electronics.

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.
1186 Broadway, Dept. 506RR, Hewlett, N. Y.
-1
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Chapter2
CITIZENS BAND
AS thousands of new CB stations go on the air each month, the problem of
maintaining effective two-way communication is magnified. Limited by
Federal Communications Commission rules to five watts input, CB operators must
make use of the best possible techniques. In this chapter, a world-famous beam

antenna is described. Simple to erect, this antenna has been used for the past
fifteen years by commercial short-wave broadcasting stations and thousands of
amateur radio operators. Dubbed the "Cubical Quad," it represents one more
way of achieving maximum use of the low CB power input.
Many of the earlier CB transceivers lacked sufficient selectivity and effective
"squelch." On page 44, we describe a simple circuit that may be added to any CB
transceiver having a single i.f. stage-it will solve the problem of adjacent channel
interference. On page 53 we present the most effective squelch control we have
ever seen added to a superregenerative receiver.

Two other useful gadgets are also described in this chapter-a power output
meter, and a channel "spotter." Both will afford a wealth of applications at your
CB station.

WILLIAM I. ORR

Cubical Quad for CB

40

DONALD L. STONER

Citizens Band Q -Multiplier

44

JAMES G. LEE

SWR/Power Meter for CB.

47

DONALD L. STONER

CB Channel Spotter

50

R. L. FHAWBAKER

Add a Squelch to the CB -1

53
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CUBICAL
QUAD fo r

ce

INTERFERENCE on the crowded Citizens Band channels in urban and in-

dustrial areas is often so high that the
efficiency of the CB service is severely impaired. The use of a good, directional beam
antenna will do much to reduce or eliminate
the interference.
First, the beam antenna will concentrate
the transmitted r.f. energy in one direction.
Secondly, the beam will improve reception

by picking up signals from one direction
only and greatly attenuating all others, thus
providing a bonus feature over nondirectional antennas such as the simple ground

plane. Two CB stations employing beam
antennas can enjoy reliable communications over distances far beyond the usual
range of single -element antennas.
An efficient and inexpensive beam antenna that has enjoyed great popularity among
radio amateurs is the "Cubical Quad" array.

Popular directional antenna
makes its Citizens Band debut

be able to construct the Quad for ten dollars or less!
Framework Assembly. The Quad con-

sists of two square loops of #14 enameled
wire (each loop is about 37 feet in length)
supported on a simple lightweight bamboo
frame. (See Fig. 1 on p. 41.)
One loop of wire is coupled to the CB
equipment via a twin -line lead-in, while
the second loop acts as a parasitic reflector

element requiring no connections to the
lead-in. The antenna can be supported by a

center pole and rotated by a heavy-duty
"TV -type" antenna rotor. Directivity-the

The Quad is simple to construct, made of

direction in which the antenna beams transmitted waves and best picks up r.f. signals

easily obtainable components, and provides

-is in a plane parallel to the plane of the

a power gain of approximately 6 db (four
times). No tuning adjustments are necessary; you build it, put it up, and it works!
If you are a good "scrounger," you should
40

loops and through the driven element.
A suitable framework can be made up of
bamboo "arms" and a wooden supporting
structure. (See Fig. 2.) Four poles are re ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

QUAD

ANTENNA
LOOP

QUAD

REFLECTOR
LOOP

Fig. 1. Designer's "eye view" of

Cubical Quad antenna. Each side

BEAM
DIRECTION

of the square loops is slightly
longer than one -quarter wavelength.

Although spacing between loops is

(RECEPTION AND
TRANSMISSION
REFLECTOR
STUB

50", boom will be about I" shorter
due to thickness of center plates.

\-134." U;CAN'

72 OHM
TWIN LINE

LEAD IN

SUPPORTING MAST

TO BALUN AT
CB EQUIPMENT

QUAD WIRE LOOP
PASSES THROUGH
END HOLE

BILL OF MATERIALS
8 -8' -long bamboo poles-see text
1-80' length of #14 enameled wire-see text
2-12" x 12" plywood plates, 5/s" thick
1-49" section of dry 2" x 2" lumber
8-4" galvanized steel angle brackets
16-Galvanized U -bolts with nuts and washers
1-Random length of TV -type 72 -ohm "ribbon"
line (Belden #8222)

2-2" glass or ceramic insulators
1-77" length of 3/8" -diameter braided shield
(Belden #8661 shielded loom)

1-Coaxial plug (to mate with CB antenna jack)

QUAD WIRE
LOOP III"

ON A SIDE

Fig. 2. Two square loops are neces-

sary. Quad wire is strung through
holes in ends of poles and secured
with safety wire.
(See details
above.) To eliminate wire slack,
loosen U -bolts and extend the poles.

NOTE: DIMENSION D IS APPROXIMATELY 76' AND SHOULD
BE CHECKED BY LAYING QUAD LOOP OUT ON GROUND
BEFORE END HOLES ARE DRILLED IN BAMBOO POLES

I962 Edition
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quired for each Quad loop, and are bolted
to a wooden center plate with galvanized
U -bolts, commonly used in TV installations.

The center plates in turn are bolted to opposite ends of a wooden boom. Choose bam-

boo poles that are clean, straight, and free
of splits and cracks between the rings; use
96" -long poles so that the small tips may be
cut off and discarded to provide an overall

length of 7 feet. The poles should be

wrapped firmly with electrical vinyl tape
BOOM ASSEMBLY

nuts to prevent them from digging into the
soft surfaces of the plywood.
The boom is made of a 49" section of dry

2" x 2" lumber, well painted to protect it
from moisture. ("Green" lumber would
tend to warp as it gradually dries out, imparting a nasty twist to the symmetrical
Quad design.) Sand the boom before you
paint it, as this precaution will protect you
from slivers and splinters during the assembly process.
The center plates are attached to the ends
of the wooden boom by means of eight gal-

vanized steel angle brackets. (Refer to
Fig. 3.)

Wiring the Quad. You'll find that the
bamboo framework is a flimsy and unwieldy

structure, having as much stability as a
jellyfish. However, once the antenna wires

are strung in position, the assembly will
magically become neat and amazingly rigid.

The next job is to string the wires on
the bamboo frameworks. (See Fig. 2.) Remove the frameworks from the boom and

lay them on the ground. Since the Quad
4' ANGLE BRACKETS
CENTER PLATE
12' x 12' x 5/8' PLYWOOD

Fig. 3. Weakest parts of Cubical Quad

are at junctions of center plates to
boom, so be sure plates are securely
mounted before installing the antenna.

Boom dimensions are 2" x 2" x 49".

between the joints to retard splitting and
then given two coats of outdoor varnish or
shellac to protect them from the weather.
Plywood is ideal material to use for the
two center plates, which measure 12" on
each side and are cut from %" stock. (See
Fig. 3.) It is necessary to seal the plate
edges against moisture to prevent the plywood from cracking or splitting-two liberal coats of outdoor house paint will do the

job. The center plates are drilled to pass
U -bolts which clamp the bamboo poles
along the diagonals of the plates.
Galvanized or plated hardware is used in
the assembly to retard rust and corrosion,
and the butt ends of the poles are wrapped
with electrical tape for added strength at
the points where the U -bolts contact the
bamboo. Two U -bolts are required for each
pole, and the poles are positioned so that
there is a gap of about 11/2" between the

butt ends. Washers are placed under all
42

loops are 111" on a side, you cannot take up
slack by shortening the wire loops. Rather,

the slack in the wires (if any) must be absorbed by expanding the bamboo frame-

work until the wires are under tension.

Final tension may be adjusted by spreading the poles equally apart at the center
plate before the U -bolts are tightened.

Begin by cutting the two wire loops;
there will be enough extra wire on each
loop to make the end connection and the
reflector stub. Make one loop assembly
first.

When everything is "ship-shape," wire
each bamboo pole to the loop. Scrape the
enamel covering from the loop wire for
an inch on each side of the poles and pass a
short piece of copper wire over each pole,
wrapping it securely about the Quad wire.
Then solder the points. This safety wire will
prevent the loop from shifting about on the
framework. (Refer to Fig. 2.)
The second loop assembly may be made
by laying its components atop the first one

and making a "Chinese copy." When it is
completed, the reflector stub (Fig. 4)

should be soldered across the center insulator of one of the loop assemblies.
Finally, mount the bamboo frameworks
to the center boom with the angle brackets.
Feed System. The Quad is a symmetrical, balanced antenna, and for best results should be fed with a balanced tram ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

SOLDER

SOLDER

LEO SAYS:
2 -INCH GLASS

NO MONEY DOWN

OR CERAMIC
INSULATOR

on the EXCLUSIVE
MAKE STUB OF
# 14 ENAMELED

COMET KIT LINE

Leo I. Meyerson
WOCFQ

WIRE

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

Fig. 4. Shorted stub on reflector loop
serves to tune element for maximum
rejection of CB signals at rear of
Quad antenna. Inspect soldered joints
at insulator before installing antenna.

mission line. Two -wire, 72 -ohm "TV -type"

transmission line (Fig. 5) is used at a considerable savings in cost over common coaxial line. The line may be of any length
required to reach from the antenna to the
CB equipment. Most CB rigs are designed

%" Nova -Ply with wood
mosaic finish. Will hold
over 500 lbs. of equip-

Designed especially for
tte ham, experimenter
or for laboratory use.
Features sloping top,
slide out leaf. Sturdy,

ment.

49% x 29% x 31".

Sling. wt.: 99 lbs.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE

ON COMPLETE LINE OF COMET KITS!
2 -INCH GLASS OR

TechCeiver -

(CERAMIC INSULATOR

10-80M Vertical
6 -Meter Beam

I'SOLDER

SOLDER

6

Signal Slicer
100 watt Antenna Tuner
SS -3

Colinear 6M Vertical

40 & 80M Duo -Doublet
40 & 20M Duo -Doublet
'On -The -Air' Box 10%x3V4x3"
1s/ix27/8x6%"

$39.95
15.95
10.95
14.95
12.95
29.95
7.95
7.45
4.95
2.49

72 OHM TWIN LINE LEAD-IN

Fig. 5. Install 72 ohm line as you would

a TV twin -lead. Fix lead-in to mast
a few feet below the connections, to
prevent wire's weight from bending loop.

WRL Offers

WRL Offers

Over 1000 Clean
Pieces of Reconditioned Equipment!
Save up to 50', . un ham
gear completely recondi-

The Most Complete
Line of Amateur
Equipment from
"the house the

tioned with

a

Factory -

New Warranty, plus

2-

free trial.
All
equipment aligned, tested
and cleaned.
week

for use with an unbalanced (coaxial) transmission line. Therefore, some sort of balance -to -unbalance device must be placed
near the CB rig's antenna jack for a correct
impedance match between the lead-in line
and the equipment. A balun sleeve made of
flexible, metal braid will do the job.
A 77" length of braid is slipped over the
line and trimmed to the correct dimension.

(See Fig. 6.) Tape the braid's free end to
(Continued on page 158)
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hams built!"
Collins, Eico, Globe, Con set, Hallicrafters, Hammarlund, Hy -Gain, Na-

tional, RME, and dozens

of others.

WORLD RADIO `-1

LABORATORIES. INC.

PHONE 32 8-1851
3415 W. BROADWAY
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

Fend: Comet Kit Brochure Free Flyer New
chary -A -Plan Credit Blank Latest Recond. Eqpt.
Lists
NAME:

-

-

- CALL

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
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Citizens
Band
Q -Multiplier
... gives any superhet razor-sharp selectivity
... cuts out adjacent channel interference
By DONALD L. STONER,

CITIZENS BANDERS, hams, or SWL's
plagued by interference on the crowded
bands can pep up their receivers with an
easy -to -build Q -Multiplier.* The unit improves a set's selectivity by narrowing its
i.f. bandpass, thus eliminating interfering
stations and reducing static and noise pickup.

Since the Q -Multiplier operates on the
receiver's intermediate frequency, it can be
used with any superhet receiver, including
CB, ham, or SWL sets, regardless of its
tuning range. However, the receiver must
have an i.f. near 455 kc. or between 1300
and 1800 kc.
Completely self-contained, the Q -Multi-

plier has its own a.c. power supply and requires only a two -wire connection to the
receiver. Operation is simple, too; using only

two controls, you select the desired station
and reject the ones you don't want.

As for construction, there are no ex" Developed by O. G. Villard, Ir., the original Q -Multiplier
was first described in the engineering monthly "Electronics"
in April, 1D52.
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pensive parts; with all parts purchased new,

you can build the unit in an evening or so
for around $10.00. The wiring is not critical.
Construction. Build the unit following

the layout shown in the pictorial diagram.

The tube socket, tuning coil L2, and potenti-

ometer R4 are fastened to the front panel
of the box; however, each requires soldering
or modification before mounting.

Bend out the solder lugs on the tube

socket before fastening it to the front panel.
Then solder a bare wire jumper through the
socket's ground sleeve, pin 4, and the socket's mounting flange. Mount the socket so

that pins 1 and 7 are pointing to the left
when viewed from the front of the box. The

socket is fastened to the box by soldering
its ground sleeve to a machine screw
mounted on the front panel with a nut and
lock washer.

If the Q -Multiplier is to be used with a
receiver having a 1300- to 1800-kc. i.f., remove 100 turns of wire from the winding of
tuning coil 1.1, which is a Miller 2007 ferrite
loopstick. For sets with 455-kc. i.f.'s, do not
modify L1, but change capacitors C2 and
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

VI SOCKET

C.3 VA C.
(GRAB

POT'S SHELL
GROUNDED TO

CHASSIS BOX

Wiring in 9 -Multiplier is straightforward, with most parts supported by their own leads. Mounting
117VA C.

flanges on VI's socket serve as
ground lugs; gluing a small knob
to Li's adjusting screw simplifies

OUTPUT
CABLE

(ALE)

adjustment of operating frequency.

TO RECEIVER \

PARTS LIST
VI

C1-0.005-11., 500 -volt ceramic disc capacitor
C2-100-4µ4., 500 -volt mica capacitor-see text
C3-500-µµ1., 500 -volt mica capacitor-see text
C4-500-µ4., 500 -volt mica capacitor
C5a/C5b/-40/40 µf., I50 -volt electrolytic capacitor
DI-Silicon diode, 200 P.I.V., 200 ma.

6C4

OUTPUT CABLE

-2RG/513-U COAX

CI

.005 uf.
R2

55
RED

'

2.2MEG.
1/2W

4.7K

DI
4-

1W

40Pf.
BLK

150VD.C.

40pf.

150V.D.C.

R1 -10,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

/2

W

C5T fc

LI-Ferrite loopstick (Miller 2007-see text)

53
2.2K
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R2-2.2-megohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R3 -2200 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

R4 -5000 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper (Mallory U -I4 or equivalent)
R5 -4700 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor

TI-Power transformer; 117 -volt primary; 125 volt, 15 -ma., and 6.3 -volt, 0.6 -amp secondaries

VI -6C4 tube
1-4" x 3" x 5" aluminum box (LMB 435EL or
equivalent)

Misc.-Hardware, RG-58/U coaxial cable, 7 -pin
tube socket, etc.

BLK

*SEE TEXT
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Hot lead of Q -Multiplier's output cable can

be connected to plate
of first i.f. tube at i.f.
transformer

(lower ar-

row in photo). Cable's
shield should be solder-

ed to ground lug nearby (upper arrow).

C3 to 680 µµf. and .0025 µf., respectively.
Ground one lug of potentiometer R4 to
the shell of the control with a short bare wire jumper, as shown in the pictorial diagram. Then mount the control.
The remaining wiring is straightforward.
However, take care to watch polarities on
diode D1 and filter capacitor C5. Note that
the output cable shown on the schematic is
a 2' length of RG-58/U coaxial cable.
Connection and Adjustment.
If you
build the Q -Multiplier to operate on 455 kc.,

it should be adjusted when you connect it
to the receiver. The 1300- to 1800-kc. model

requires a preliminary adjustment before
being connected. To make the preliminary
adjustment, tune the receiver or any broadcast -band set to approximately 1600 kc.,
and place the hot lead of the Q -Multiplier's

output cable near the receiver's antenna.
Set selectivity control R4 to its minimum
resistance position and adjust tuning coil LZ

until you hear a whistle in the receiver's
speaker.

Before hooking up either model to your
set, turn off both the receiver and the QMultiplier. Then connect the hot lead of the
output cable to the plate of the first i.f. tube
in

the receiver, and solder the output

cable's shield to the nearest ground point.

If you use the Q -Multiplier with a dual

Now power the receiver and Q -Multiplier,

and set selectivity control R4 to its maximum resistance position; this is the point
where the Q -Multiplier does not oscillate.
When you tune in a station on the receiver
the
notice
a considerable reduction in the volume of
the received station.
To adjust the 455-kc. Q -Multiplier and to
touch up the tuning on the 1300- to 1800-kc.

model, set R4 to its minimum resistance
position. Adjust LI until a strong whistle is

heard from the speaker. Now reset R4 to
maximum resistance. For maximum output, you can repeak the plate tuning adjustment on the first i.f. transformer; a
quarter turn in either direction is all that is
needed.

Operation. Starting with R4 at maximum resistance, slowly decrease the resistance; you will find that the volume of the

received station starts to increase as you
do so. Soon the volume will increase noticeably, and voice signals will begin to sound

rather bassy. Any further decrease in R4's
resistance will cause the Q -Multiplier to
oscillate and the received station will be
blotted out.

Back off R4 until the oscillation just
stops; this is the most selective point in
R4's range. Now adjust both 1.1 and R4
slightly, for best results. Once adjusted,

conversion superhet, you must connect the
hot lead to the plate of the i.f. tube which
operates in the frequency range of the Q -

these controls should need no further atten-

Multiplier.

the band.
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tion when you tune in other channels on
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By JAMES G. LEE
W6VAT

Want to know
just how much

you're

putting out?

Then build this .. .

SWR/POWER METER
FOR CB
eel-ET'S face it," groaned one CB'er to
another a few weeks ago, "it's getting
so I can almost never cut into that hubbub
on 11 meters!"
The other nodded knowingly. "I had the
same trouble," he returned, "until I built a
little SWR/power meter for my rig."
CB'er number two had a point: with the
five -watt input allowed by the FCC, every

CB'er needs some means of insuring that

he's getting peak efficiency from his transmitter. And one of the best ways of doing
so is to provide some means of measuring
actual power delivered to the antenna.

You can leave the SWR/power meter
described here in the line at all times to
measure actual power. In addition, it can
be used for initial transmitter and antenna
tuning adjustments for best standing -wave
ratio (SWR). The circuit consists of a di -
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Parts layout of power meter is highly symmetrical and reflects arrangement of
schematic diagram on page 157 very closely. See text for details of pickup loop.

rectional coupler which is switched to
sample either forward or reflected voltage,
and a voltmeter.

Although this unit can be used on other
than CB frequencies, its power -handling
capability is sufficient only for transmitters
rated at 5 watts input or less.
Construction. The unit is housed in a
Bud CU -3006-A Minibox. Photo above
shows the general layout and should answer

any questions regarding parts placement.
The coax directional coupler is made from

an 18" length of RG-58/U. Slit the outer
covering lengthwise with a knife and peel it

Bunch the woven braid toward the
center to loosen it so that a length of #28
enameled wire can be threaded between
off.

the braid and the inner insulation. The

enameled wire is then brought out through
the braid about 1" from each end.
Next, smooth the braid back to its

original position on the inner insulation
without scratching the enameled wire. With

this done, a few turns of #20 tinned wire
should be wrapped around the braid about
'%z" from each end of the cable.

About 1" of this tinned wire should be
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left free on each end; then solder the wire
to the braid and trim off any excess braid.
Finally, cut the inner insulation so as to
expose about 3/16" of the inner conductor
at each end. The coax line and coupler can
now be set aside, and the rest of the meter
assembled.

Note that the metal cover on potentiometer R1 is removed to lower circuit

capacity and the potentiometer carefully
positioned for shortest leads. Diode D1
requires special handling when soldering
-a pair of long -nose pliers held close to
the rectifier will serve as an effective heat
sink. The last item to be soldered in place
is the coax coupler-avoid scratching the
enamel insulation where the wire comes out
of the braid.
Calibration. Although there are a num-

ber of ways to calibrate the unit, the

simplest involves your CB transmitter and
a suitable dummy load. (If you use an r.f.
source other than your CB rig, make sure
its frequency is between 25 and 30 mc.) The

easiest dummy load to make is a 2 -watt,
50 -ohm resistor mounted in a male coax
plug; all leads should be as short as possible,

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

PARTS LIST

Cl, C2-.005-µ1., 1000-w.v.d.c. ceramic capacitor
DI -1N66 diode
12-Coaxial jack, chassis -mounting (Amphenol 83 -IR or equivalent)
Ml-O-200 µa. meter (Monarch PM -4 or equivalent)
RI -250 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper, screwdriver adjustment, with locking shaft (Ohmite
CLU2511 or equivalent)
52 -100,000 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper
(IRC PQ11-128 or equivalent)
53 -100,000 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper
screwdriver adjustment (1RC RQIl-128)

Sl-2-pole, 2 -position rotary switch (Centralab
1462 or equivalent)
S2-S.p.d.t. slide switch
1-51/q" x 3" x 21/2" aluminum box (Bud CU 3006 -A or equivalent)

1-18" length of RG-58/U coaxial cable
1-20" length of #28 enameled wire

1-12" length of #20 bare copper wire
Misc.-Wire, solder, plugs to match 11 and 12
'Available from Arrow Electronics, Inc., 2534-38

S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., or RP! Sales,
P. O. Box 1252, Studio City, Calif., for $4.95,
plus postage.

Top half of box holds all components;
wiring is point-to-point, with small
parts supported by their own leads.
Solder lugs should be mounted at jacks
JI, J2, and at meter MI, as indicated.

and the resistor should ideally be of the
non -inductive type.

With the back off the unit, attach the
dummy load to output jack J2 and set

82 to Sensitivity, S1 to Fwd, and R2 at its
maximum resistance position. Next, attach
the transmitter (or other r.f. source) to the
input connector with a short length of coax
and turn on the transmitter. Adjust Sensitivity potentiometer R2 until a full-scale

reading is obtained on the meter. Now,
switch S1 to Ref; this should result in a
lower reading on the meter.
Potentiometer Rl should then be adjusted
for a minimum meter reading. Using the

above dummy load, you will not get a

complete null, but the meter should read
30 µa. or less with full-scale Fwd deflection.
Once the null is obtained, the locking nut on
Rl is tightened and the cover replaced.

For Power calibration, a VTVM with a

high -frequency detector probe is necessary
-the author used a Heathkit V7 -A. Replace

the dummy load with a T -connector and
screw the load on one arm of the T. Set S2
to Power and R3 at its maximum resistance
position. Now apply power and measure the

voltage at the open arm of the T with the
VTVM and probe.
Once the voltage is known, the power can

be calculated from the standard E'/R

formula. For example, 10 volts across 50
ohms equals 2 watts; R3 can be adjusted to
give any meter deflection desired.
Operation: The meter is now ready for
use and can be inserted in the line between
the antenna and the transmitter at any convenient point. For SWR measurements,
switch S1 to Fwd and S2 to Sensitivity.
Turn on the transmitter and adjust R2 for
full scale; then switch S1 to Ref and read
(Continued on page 157)
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CB CHANNEL
SPOTTER
Handy home -built calibrator
pinpoints operating frequency on tuning dial
By DONALD L. STONER, WcTNS
5C

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

GROUND
LUG

BRACKET

O 01

O0
O0
C3

Follow the parts layout
shown here as closely as pos-

sible to minimize changes

in stray capacitances.

THE INCREASING USE of tunable receivers in the Citizens Band calls for a
device to "spot" your frequency on the receiver tuning dial. Just in case you're not
crystal -controlled on the receive channel,
it's handy to have a gadget that will help
you pick out the exact dial setting when the
channel is unoccupied.

The "CB Calibrator" will do just that.
Essentially, it is a low -power crystal controlled transistor oscillator for the

Citizens Band. When a transmitter crystal
for your CB rig is placed in the calibrator's
crystal socket, the instrument will generate
a signal on the appropriate channel. When
accurately calibrated CB crystals are used,
1962 Edition

PARTS L I
B1 -9 -volt transistor battery
CI -50-µµ1. variable capacitor (Hammarlund HF-50 or equivalent)

C2 -4.7-µµt. NPO disc or silver mica
capacitor

C3 17-µµt. NPO disc or silver mica
capacitor
C4 -0.01-1.f. disc ceramic capacitor
L1-113/4 turns of No. 18 wire, air core
W 3003 Miniductor or equivalent)
(B
Q1 -2N274 drift transistor-see text
R1 -1/2 -watt resistor-see text

SI-S.p.s.t. toggle switch

1-X41/4 x 21/4" x 11/2" chassis box (Bud
CU -3016A or equivalent)

Misc.-Crystal socket, battery holder,
solder lug, etc.
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the signal should be within the 0.005%
limits specified by the FCC for CB equipment.

Using all new parts, you should be able
to construct this handy little calibrator for
less than $8.50.
Construction. The unit is housed in a

Connect a 1 -ma. milliammeter in series
with one of the battery leads. Substitute a
1-megohm potentiometer (wired as a variable resistor) for R1. With the pot at
maximum resistance and no crystal in the

socket, turn on the switch. The meter

other components required are a few capa-

should read zero. (Current is actually less
than 1 microampere.) Decrease the pot's
resistance until the meter reads about 0.2

citors, a resistor, one transistor, a coil, a

ma.

battery, a switch, and a crystal socket.
Mount the tuning capacitor (C1) by its
shaft nut and a screw through its bracket.
A solder lug placed between the chassis and
CI's bracket serves as a common ground for
the entire unit. The crystal socket is
mounted alongside the tuning capacitor.
Transistor Q1 and coil Li are held in place
by their leads with no other external sup-

Insert a crystal in the socket and slowly tune Cl while listening for the signal on
your CB receiver. If the unit is oscillating,
remove the pot, measure its resistance, and
place a fixed resistor with the same value
(or as near to it as possible) in the circuit.
If the calibrator is not oscillating, decrease

41/4" x 21/4" x 11/2" aluminum box. The only

port.

Most of the space in the box is taken up

by the battery and switch. They may be
mounted wherever convenient. The battery
is wired directly into the circuit. Also wire
in the three fixed capacitors (C2, CS and
C4), keeping their leads as short as possible.

Do not wire in resistor R1 until after the
adjustments are made.
Adjustments. There are just two ad-

justments needed to put the calibrator in
operating condition. The first is to set the
transistor's collector current at about 0.4

the pot's resistance a little more and try
again. The unit should "take off" with less
than 0.5 ma. collector current.
Only third -overtone crystals intended for
the Citizens Band are suitable. Fundamental -type crystals will not work in this

circuit since they operate at a low frequency that is later multiplied to a CB

channel frequency.
Operation. To use the calibrator, simply place a CB third -overtone crystal in the

socket and flip on the switch. Normally,
capacitor CI's plates will be about one quarter meshed and will need no readjustment (unless crystals for widely separated

ma.; the second, to set Cl properly.

parts of the band are used).

The author used an RCA 2N274 drift
transistor. Another transistor in the same
family can be used if you wish. A preferred

The calibrator's high degree of accuracy
enables it to be used for aligning CB equipment. For example, with suitable crystals,

substitution is the brand-new Philco 2N-

it will indicate the band ends much more

1745. Some of these transistors will oscillate

accurately than will the conventional signal
generator. It can, therefore, be used for
setting receiver tracking.
If you normally operate on only one chan-

while drawing as little as 0.1 ma.; others
may need as high as 0.5 ma. With the mini-

mum drain (0.1 ma.), the battery should
last almost its entire shelf life. With a drain
of 0.4 ma., the battery will last six months
to a year under normal service.
Qnninnnnnminunnnnnnnnnnnnnunnunnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnmm11nnnnnnnnnnnnnnuunnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnuuuunnni

HOW IT WORKS

able for that channel and place it in the
calibrator.

Turn the unit on and set it

down near your antenna. Adjust the antenna's length and matching network (if
there is one) for maximum pickup. When

The calibrator uses a single drift transistor, connected in the common -emitter arrangement as an
oscillator. When switch SI is turned on, a pulse is
fed to the transistor's base through resistor R1. The
pulse is amplified and appears at the transistor's out-

this is done, you can be sure your antenna
will deliver maximum performance, both
receiving and transmitting, on the band you
use most often.
And don't forget the original reason for

the crystal. The crystal sets the operating frequency

building the calibrator-it will point out
your transmitting frequency quite accu-

put-tank circuit LI-CI.
Part of the pulse is fed back to the base through

and acts as a feedback path. Although the crystal is
cut for approximately 9 mc., the circuit oscillates at
its third harmonic-about 27 mc.
Base bias is determined by Rl, with the exact value
depending on the transistor used.
n11,111111111111111,
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nel most of the time, select a crystal suit-

rately on your receiver's dial. After operating the unit for a while, you will probably

come up with several additional useful
applications for it.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

ADD A SQUELCH TO THE CB -1
Simple diode circuit eliminates superregenerative hiss

By R. L. HAWBAKER, I0W0975

IF YOU OWN one of the popular Heath kit CB -1 Citizens Band transceivers,
here's a neat way to add an efficient squelch
circuit to the receiver section. The squelch
will block almost all of the "between -stations" superregenerative hiss and manmade noise-yet, if set properly, it will pass
the weakest r.f. carrier. Installation involves adding only a few components and
making some simple wiring changes.
About the Circuit. The changes to be
made center around the plate circuit of detector V1b. This circuit, before and after
modification, is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. In both diagrams, all original
components are marked with their Heath
part numbers. In Fig. 2, all new components
1962 Edition

are designated by numbers beginning with
"50" (i.e., V501, R502, etc.). Portions of the
circuit which are left unchanged have been
drawn with dotted lines.
Tube V501 is a 6AL5 dual diode, only half
of which is used. Its plate voltage is taken
from dropping resistor R501 and filtered by
a network consisting of R503 and R504 and
capacitors C502 and C503. The cathode is

biased through resistor R502 and potentiometer R106; it receives the audio output
of tube V1b through capacitor C501. Capacitor C504 couples V501's audio output
(by way of volume control R108) to the grid
of the first audio amplifier (V2b) .
Potentiometer R106, formerly the regeneration control, serves to control the
53

R503
470K

R504

V50I
560K I/2-6AL5

cilt

,

o

f.

t<

C502
.05p1.

VIB

(12-65N8
104
TO EH -

R106
50011

C 501

R501
IOOK

(RECEN. CONTROL)
C114

A5yf.

TO PIN 4
OF V2

.0014
R502

TOB+s'.'.
TO FIRST AUDIO
AMPLIFIER (V28)

1

R106
)MEG.

(VOLUME CONTROL)

Plate circuit of Heathkit
1.
CB -I's detector before modifications
are made. Regeneration control R 10

will

become

the

squelch

sensitivity.

Squelch control R106 is normally set so
that the cathode of diode V501 is slightly
more positive than the plate. In this condition, the tube will not conduct and no signal will pass through to V2b. When a carrier is received by detector V1b, however,
the diode's plate voltage will rise until the
plate becomes more positive than the cathode. The tube then conducts and the signal
passes through.
With R106 set so that V501 is just on the
threshold of conducting, a rise in plate voltage of only one volt will "break" the squelch.

The average readable signal causes a rise
of 3 to 5 volts, but superregenerative hiss
and/or most man-made noise will not increase the voltage to the value necessary
for conduction.
Remember, though, that this device is not

a noise limiter. It serves mainly to squelch
the hiss which is characteristic of a super regenerative receiver when no signal is being picked up. Man-made noise is also suppressed when no signal is present, but once
a carrier causes the tube to conduct, any
noise will ride through as well.
Installation. The only mechanical
changes which must be made in the CB -1
54

TO FIRST AUDIO("4"'
AMPLIFIER (V26)

Fig. 2. The circuit in Fig. of er
it is modified. Dotted portions of
the schematic represent sections
which have been left unchanged.
I

control.

squelch. Resistor R501 sets the regeneration at a fixed value, and the author found
that this causes no inconvenience-the
model shown has operated over the entire
Citizens Band with no noticeable loss in

I MEG.

(VOLUME CONTROL)';

SQUELCH CONTROL::
(FORMERLY REGE N.(
CONTROLA

Fig.

R108

IMEG.

R108'
500K:'

are the addition of a socket (SOD for V501

and an extra terminal strip (TS1). The
pictorial diagram (Fig. 3), which shows the

corner of the chassis (wiring eliminated)
where these parts are located, will help you
with the placement. The original parts are
marked with their Heath designations.

The author installed a 5 -terminal (one
grounded) terminal strip, even though a
3 -terminal unit would have worked, to get
good spacing of the parts. Only the termi-

nals marked 1, 2, and 3 are used. Notice
also that, to conserve space and avoid drilling an extra hole, one side of the new socket
is held in place by one of the mounting nuts

for V2's socket. Place a solder lug under
the mounting nut for the other side of the
socket.

Wiring Steps. Once S01 and TS1 are
in place, you're ready to go ahead with the
wiring. The steps are itemized on page 56carry them out in order and check off each
one as you have completed it. An asterisk
appearing after a terminal means that the
last connection has been made to it and it's
okay to solder.

All of the terminal numbers mentioned
in the following instructions refer to Fig. 3,
and the photo of the underside of the chassis
will give you an idea of the relative positions of the components. When wiring, be

sure to route all component leads so that
they are as short and direct as possible.
In this way, undesirable effects, such as
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

V 501
SOCKET

R503

R108

PARTS LIST

C502

Bottom view of CB -I

chassis shows

some of the components to be added.
Extra terminal strip (not visible) makes
for a professional -looking installation.

C501, C502-0.05-0., 400 -volt capacitor

C503-0.001-0. ceramic disc capacitor
C504-0.01-41. ceramic disc capacitor
R501-100,000 ohms
R502--1 megohm
R503-470,000 ohms
R504-560,000 ohms

R504

all 1/2 -watt
resistors

S01 -7 -pin miniature tube socket
TSI-5-lug terminal strip (center lug grounded)

Fig. 3. Components in area of chassis

V501 -611.L5 tube

where changes are made. Part and
terminal numbers are keyed to installation and wiring instructions in text.

Misc.-Tube shield for V2, solder lug, hardware, etc.
; 1111111111111111111,,,111,11,111:1111,111,,,11111111111111111111111111111111,111111.111111illli1111111111111

V2
SOCKET

ADDED

SOCKET
(5011

SOLDER LUG

ADDED

L102

40
VOLUME
CONTROL
(RI081

41111.4)

TERMINAL
STRIP (TSI)

MIKE

CONNECTOR

n11ND//
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Top of chassis after conversion looks
much as it did before. Only new components visible are V501 and the
shield for V2. Control R106 is
old

part with new function.

VS0?

/4

V2
SHIELD

a104

hum pickup or the introduction of feedback
will be avoided. In addition, you'll have a
neater -looking job.

(1) Remove the 150,000 -ohm resistor

(R107) connected between terminal 2 of
choke L104 and terminal 1 of terminal strip

(2) Remove and save the 0.001-µf. capacitor (C114) connected between terminal 2 of L104 and terminal 1 of volume control R108.

(3) Connect a 100,000 -ohm resistor
(R501) between terminal 2 of L104 and terminal 1* of terminal strip "D."
(4) Disconnect the lead from the center
terminal of regeneration control R106 (not

shown in Fig. 3) and move it to the ungrounded end terminal.*
(5) Connect the center terminal* of R106

to terminal 3 of terminal strip TSI.

(6) Connect pin 3* of socket SO1 to
201's center shield terminal.

(7) Connect 201's center shield termi-

nal* to the solder lug* installed under
SDI's mounting nut.

(8) Connect pin 4* of SO/ to pin 4* of
VQ's socket.

(9) Connect R502 (1,000,000 ohms) from
terminal 3* of TS1 to terminal 1 of S01.
(10) Connect C501 (0.05 pf.) from terminal 2 of L104 to terminal 1* of 201.
56

(11) Connect R503 (470,000 ohms) from
terminal 2* of L104 to terminal 1 of TS1.
(12) Connect C502 (0.05 µf.) from terminal 1 of TS1 to terminal 2 (ground) of TS1.
(13) Connect R504 (560,000 ohms) from
terminal 1* of TS1 to terminal 7.of 201.
(14) Connect C503 (0.001 µf.-formerly

C114) from terminal 7 of S01 to terminal
2* of TSI.

(15) Connect 0504 (0.01 µf.) from terminal 7* of S01 to terminal 1* of volume
control R108.

With the wiring completed, the only work
remaining is to install a shield on VQ. Tube

V2's socket could be changed to the type
having a fitting for a shield, but the author
found it more convenient simply to slip
the shield over V2 and solder it to one of
the socket mounting screws.
Using the Squelch. After all of the

wiring has been double-checked, turn on
the receiver and let it warm up. Start with
R106 at its maximum resistance position,
rotating it until the superregenerative hiss
just stops. The control is now set for proper
operation and need not be readjusted until
the set has been shut off and turned on once
more. After you've used your new squelch
circuit for a while, you'll wonder how you
ever got along without it.
--1311ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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Short -Wave Listening
and Amateur Radio
ALTHOUGH the sunspot cycle is past its peak and has started on the downward side of its 11 -year cycle, short-wave receiving and transmitting conditions are expected to be nothing short of terrific in 1962. At the same time, many
listeners are turning to new fields. Broadcast band DX, for instance, is beginning
to boom, and in case you want to try it out, we suggest building the "Booster" on
page 74; it can add unexpected life to any BC receiver.
You may be intrigued by the number and variety of stations (police, aircraft,
fire, taxicab, FM, ham, etc.) transmitting between 70 and 160 mc. The simplified
single -tube Compactron receiver (p. 65) is ideal for covering this range and is
also economical to construct.
Our amateur radio friends will not want to miss the cathode modulator (p. 62)
and the compact 50-mc. mobile unit (p. 58)
.
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6

METERS and MOBILE

INTEREST in the 6 -meter band has been
running high ever since the FCC opened
the band to Technicians. The remarkable
performance of even low -power transmitters on 50 mc. makes a mobile rig especially

attractive. There's plenty of opportunity
for local contacts, with an occasional taste
of DX when the band "opens up."
The transmitter described here offers several advantages, especially for the new ham
who is anxious to abandon the code key in
favor of a microphone. For one thing, it's
a self-contained rig, complete with power
supply. Then, too, there's a built-in "Send"
to "Receive" relay. Further, chassis layout

Thinking of
going mobile?
Then make

this compact,

self-contained
transmitter
the heart

of your rig

is "open" (you'll find no "rat's nest" of

wires), thus easing the problems of critical
wiring at the high (50-mc.) frequency. And
finally, the circuit is easily wired for either
6- or 12 -volt cars. In fact, the only other
components needed to round out a mobile
station are a receiving converter and a whip
antenna.

Construction. After drilling and punching the chassis, make certain that the major
By LEN BUCKWALTER,
inexpensive transmitter puts out approximately five watts with power supply
shown. Crystal -controlled, the rig can be
constructed for either 6- or l2 -volt cars.
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Two views of underside of chassis,
showing location of principal parts.
Leads should be as short as possible.

fashioned from a short piece of #20 enameled magnet wire. Wind it around a IA" form (the author used a tubular capacitor),

slip it off, and solder it in place. When
properly mounted, it should almost touch
L2.

The three cables coming from relay KI

are shielded; ordinary phono cable will
serve very nicely. Note that in each case
the shield grounds at only one end of the
cable (at the underside of the chassis).

6 or 12 Volts. The rig as shown is
wired for a 6 -volt auto ignition system.
The alternative, 12 volts, is achieved by one

wiring and four component changes-sim-

ply substitute the parts given under the
heading "For 12 -Volt Operation" in the
Parts List. The wiring change is to connect
the heaters of tubes V1 and V2 in series instead of in parallel (see schematic). Other-

wise, everything remains the same-pin

numbers, layout, etc.
Checkout and Tune -Up. After checkwiring errors,
ing carefully

Almost any carbon microphone
equipped with a press -to -talk switch is
satisfactory, but its plug must be wired

to match jack JI. Due to switching by
relay KI, only one antenna is needed.

parts are oriented properly before fastening
each one in place. The lugs on the tube
sockets, for example, should be positioned
as shown in order to keep leads short. Note
that the center lugs on the two large terminal strips serve as both mounting feet and
grounds.

The neon bulb (I1) is simply pushed
through a rubber grommet on the front
panel and held in place by friction. Be sure
to install a ground lug on top of the chassis
under one screw which holds the socket for

tube V1 (this screw is nearest the front
panel). The lug receives one lead of resistor R5; the other lead is soldered directly
to one of the leads on neon bulb 11.
Standard #20 hookup wire is suitable for
most of the wiring, although coil L3 in the

antenna circuit is a 11h -turn pickup link
1962 Edition
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PARTS LIST
CI --47-µµt., 600 -volt disc capacitor
C2, C6-25-µ4. variable capacitor (Johnson
160-110 or equivalent)
C3, C5, C7-0.001-4., 600 -volt disc capacitor
C4 -25-14µf., 600 -volt disc capacitor

C8-0.005-0., 600 -volt paper capacitor
C9S.01-µf., 600 -volt paper capacitor
ClOa/C10b/C10c-20/20/20 µf., 450/450/25 volt
d.c. electrolytic capacitor (Mallory FP345.8 or
equivalent)
C11-0.006-0., 2000 -volt disc capacitor
C12-0.02-0., 600 -volt paper capacitor
11-NE-2 neon bulb
/1 -2 -circuit phone jack
12, 13-Auto-type antenna jack
KI-D.p.d.t., 6 -volt d.c. antenna switching relay
(Potter & Brumfield KT11D-6VDC or equivalent)
Ll-6 turns of B& W 3003 coil stock
L2-5 turns of B &W 3003 coil stock

L3-11/2 turns of #20 enameled wire, 1/2" diameter-see text
r.f. choke (Ohmite Z-50 or equivalent)

Rl, R3, R6 17,000 ohms
R2, R4-22,000 ohms, 1 watt
R5-1 megohm
R7-470,000 ohms
R8-470 ohms
W/1
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II

II

All resistors
1/2 -watt unless
otherwise noted

R9-

II111,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1111111

,,,11

680 ohms, 1 watt

Sl-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
TI-Universal output transformer (secondary not
used) (Lafayette TR-12 or equivalent)

T2-Vibrator transformer; primary, 6 volts d.c.

CT; secondary, 200 volts CT @ 55 ma. (Lafayette TR-77 or equivalent)
VI, V2-6CX8 tube
V3 -6X4 tube
Xtal-6-meter crystal, overtone type
I -6 -volt, 4 -prong vibrator (Lafayette MS -14 or
equivalent)
1-7 x 5" x 41/21 aluminum utility enclosure
(LMB W -IA or equivalent)

1-Carbon microphone-see text
1--2-lug terminal strip, one lug grounded
2-S -lug terminal strips; center lug grounded
Misc.-Shielded cable, sockets, etc.

Alternate Parts
for 12 -Volt Operation

KI-D.p.d.t., 12 -volt d.c. antenna switching relay
(Potter and Brumfield KT11D-12VDC or equivalent)

T2-Vibrator transformer; primary, 12 volts d.c.
CT; secondary, 200 volts CT @ 55 ma. (La-

fayette TR-78 or equivalent)
V3 -12X4 tube
1 -12 -volt, 4 -prong vibrator (Lafayette MS -128

or equivalent)

m,un1I,IIIMIIIIIIIIIIIInuuuuun1111111n111/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n,,,,,,,1nnn1m1111,
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VIBRATOR

SOCKET

V3

T2

Drawing of top of chassis,
with case removed. Neon bulb
II serves as a tuning indica-

tor and is held in place by a
rubber grommet; R5 is sol-

dered directly to one lead
and attached to a solder lug
under a screw at VI's socket.

JI

Ni
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iT WORKS

The 6 -meter mobile transmitter is comprised of
three sections -a transmitter, a modulator, and a
power supply. In the transmitter section, tube Vla
oscillates
the crystal frequency
feedback
through capacitor C3; tuned circuit C2/LI selects
the fifth overtone of the crystal output, which, with
a "6 -meter" overtone crystal, falls in the 6 -meter
band. Tube Vlb is an r.f. amplifier, boosting the
oscillator output and delivering it to tuned circuit
C6/L2. The L2/L3 combination matches the high
impedance of the plate circuit to the low impedance
of the antenna.
In the modulator section, tube V2a amplifies the
weak signals generated by the carbon microphone.
Since the microphone is in series with the cathode of
the tube, current passing through the tube supplies
excitation current for the microphone. In addition,

unnnnnmmmnmmnmimnnnnnnnmmnnnmmmmnnnmmnnnnnunnmmmmnmmmmmp

this hookup eliminates the necessity

of

using an

impedance -matching transformer.

The audio signal is further amplified by tube V2b.
Inasmuch as modulation "transformer" TI is in series

with the B+ voltage to the r.f. amplifier Vlb, audio
voltage in TI will affect the output of the r.f amplifier. This creates the characteristic envelope of ampli-

tude modulation.

In the power supply, the vibrator interrupts the
d.c. input, enabling transformer T2 to step it up to
about 200 volts; rectifier tube V3 and a filter network
consisting of C10a, R9, and ClOb furnish a smoothed

B+. The vibrator is powered when relay RI returns
the T2 primary center -tap to the battery, and this
occurs whenever the microphone button is depressed,
energizing the relay coil. The remaining relay contacts switch the antenna from "receive" to "transmit."

TDDl. n nIii1 m m n m111111111111111111111 m m m m m m n m u m11 m m n 1111111111111111111111111111 1111t11111111111111111111111111 m m m m m m m m n m m11 m11111111111111111 1 m m m m m n n n n1111111 m n m11111 n mm111 m m m1 m m m m11 m n m m11 n m m m1 m111111111 m111 11 n m m m n m m11 m11 1111111111 m m n m11 m11

in the crystal and microphone. The circuit
is designed for a carbon mike equipped with
a push -to -talk button. A Monarch MC -63 is

meter is valuable for tuning up, but a nearby receiver equipped with an S -meter will
also do the trick.

shown here, but there are numerous bargains to be had in army surplus units-the
T-17, for example. Just be certain that the
button connects the relay coil to ground

Tune the receiver to your transmitting
crystal frequency, press the mike button,
and rotate the oscillator capacitor (C2) for
a peak on the S -meter. Now tune the final

(through the shield of the mike cable) when
it is depressed.
Next, hook a 54" piece of wire to the jack

for peak output.
With the vibrator transformer listed, in-

marked Ant and apply power. The most

(B+ at ClOa is about 200 volts). If desired,
power input can be boosted by selecting a

important aspect of the initial tune-up is to
determine the approximate positions of the
two tuning capacitors; unless this is done,

you might find yourself operating on the
wrong overtone of the crystal. A grid -dip
1962 Edition

put power of the transmitter is five watts

transformer with a higher rating-up to
about 270 volts. No other parts changes
are necessary.
(Continued on page 159)
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HYBRID CATHODE

MODULATOR
By MARTIN L. KAISER, W2VCG
Electron Tube Division
RCA Laboratories

Two transistors and a single tube

team up to make a
low-cost modulator

for low -powered amateur rigs

HERE'S a simple modulator specifically
designed for amateur transmitters
whose plate current during c.w. operation
is 120 ma. or less. Compact in size as well
as easy to install and remove, it can be used
with almost any small transmitter having
a keyed final amplifier. Powering the modulator is no problem, since the entire unit
-with the exception of the 6BQ5 heater 62
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INSULATED TIE POINTS
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C7

FROM
LI

L

U
Pictorial diagram of cathode modulator.
Key jack on transmitter may have to be rewired or replaced in order to match plug Pl.

receives its power from the cathode circuit
of the transmitter final.
Because the modulator needs no output

transformer or bulky power supply, it is
well within financial reach of any amateur
-Novice and old pro alike. And it's just
the thing to turn a Novice or standby c.w.
rig into a fine amplitude -modulated transmitter.
Construction. The modulator is built
in a 5" x 4" x 3" chassis, with gain control
R4, level -set control R9, microphone jack
J1, and modulate/test switch S1 mounted
on the front panel. For connection to the
transmitter, a two -conductor shielded cable
is run through the rear of the chassis to a
three -conductor plug (P1).

To match this plug, you may have to replace the key jack in your transmitter with
a three -contact jack; if you do, a Switch craft 12B jack should serve nicely. The tip
contact should be connected to a 6.3 -volt,
0.76 -ampere source; the center contact to
the cathode of the final; and the other contact should be grounded. Be sure to check
connections to the jack and plug with an

ohmmeter or other continuity tester to
avoid possible damage to the equipment.
1962 Edition

Wiring is straightforward and should pro-

ceed smoothly; full details appear in the
pictorial diagram. Make ample use of spaghetti, and be certain to employ a heat sink
when soldering to the transistors.
Operation. With the transmitter turned
off, plug in the modulator, turn gain control
R4 to zero, set level -set control R9 at midrange, and throw switch S1 to "Test" (this
will ground the cathode of the transmitter
final) .

Turn on the transmitter and tune

it up under c.w. conditions.
Now throw S1 to "Modulate," and adjust
level -set control R9 until the plate current

meter on the transmitter final reads onehalf its c.w. value. Next, speak into the
microphone at a normal level and turn up
gain control R4 until the meter starts to
"kick" heavily. This is the point of maximum modulation, and you are now on the
air with amplitude -modulated phone.

About the Circuit. Even though the
modulator is connected in series with the
cathode of the transmitter final, it is basically of the grid -bias type. Since the audio

signal controls the cathode voltage of the
final, the modulator effectively governs the
final's plate current.
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Schemafic diagram of modulator. Modulate/test switch S I is shown in 'modulate"
position; resistor RIO should be selected to produce about 20 volts at the emitter of Q2.

PARTS LIST,
C1-0.01-4., 50-w.v.d.c. ceramic capacitor

C2, C3, C4-10-4, 50-w.v.d.c. miniature electrolytic capacitor
75-w.v.d.c. ceramic capacitor

C6-100-0., 25-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor
450-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor
II-Microphone jack
12 -3 -conductor phone jack (Switchcratt 12B or
equivalent)
L1 -350 -henry, 5 -ma. choke (Thordarson 20050
or equivalent)
PI -3 -conductor phone plug (Switchcraft 297 or
equivalent)
Q1 -2N407 transistor
Q2 -2N270 transistor
All resistors
RI, R6-1 megohm
1/2 watt unless
R2, R8-100,000 ohms
otherwise noted
R3, R5-27,000 ohms
R4 -10,000 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper
R7-5600 ohms
R9 -500 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper
R10-75,000 ohms, 1 watt (see text)
RII-5000 ohms, 1 watt
SI-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
VI-6BQ5 tube
1-5" x 4" x 3" aluminum box (Bud CU -3005A
or equivalent)
Misc.-Sockets, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
: 11111111111141111 111 11111111111111,11111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111 11 111111111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111 .11111111111111a

The speech -amplifier section of the modu-

lator, using cascaded 2N407 and 2N270
transistors (Q1 and Q2), provides sufficient

gain to drive the 6BQ5 power amplifier
(V1). Resistor RIO drops the incoming
voltage to about 20 volts for the transistor
stages, while capacitors C2 and C4 provide
adequate regulation and decoupling. Resistor R10, by the way, is a 75,000 -ohm unit
in the model, but its actual value is best de 64

termined by test; the voltage at Q2's emitter should be about 20 volts.
In the 6BQ5 modulator stage, audio voltage is developed across choke L1 and bias is
set by a variable cathode -bias resistor (R9).

During peak carrier conditions, the only
bias on the final is a small drop across the
modulator tube, plus the drop across R9.
This is a very small percentage of the full
voltage.

--
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Listen to
POLICE
ONE-WAY SIGNALING

HAMS
BUSINESS SERVICES

AIRPLANES

FIRE
on a triple -purpose
single -tube ...

VHF. RECEIVER
By RALPH M. DORRIS, Receiving Tube Department
General Electric Company

THE BAND OF FREQUENCIES (108 to
174 mc.) lying between the FM band and
television Channel 7 offers the experimenter
a variety of exciting and informative listening-aircraft communications and naviga-

tion signals, messages from ships at sea,
and so on. Here, too, are "on the spot" reports from police and fire department
emergency crews, and even the two -meter
ham band.
Commercially available receivers for
these frequencies are generally priced beyond the reach of the experimenter or casual listener. But the v.h.f. receiver shown
here tunes the entire range, is easy to construct, and can be assembled for less than
$20.00. It uses the General Electric 6D10one of the new multi -function "Compactron" tubes-as a combination r.f. amplifier,

detector, and audio amplifier. And the
1962 Edition
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detector is of the superregenerative type,
long noted for its simplicity, extreme sensi-

tivity, and ability to detect either AM or
FM signals.
Construction. Although construction of
the Compactron v.h.f. receiver is simple and

straightforward, keep in mind that v.h.f
circuits are critical as to parts placement
and lead lengths. For this reason, it's best
to follow the layout shown in the pictorial
and photographs very closely.

Begin by forming the subchassis. The
author used a brass plate and soldered component leads directly to it; however, a printed -circuit board can be substituted if a suitable brass plate is not readily available. In
this case, the subchassis would have no lips
and could be supported in the .cabinet with
angle brackets.
To insure proper fit of the subchassis and
correct mating of the tuning capacitor and

dial, first drill the required holes in the

front of the cabinet as shown in the pictorial

111111111.111111111111.111111111111111M111111111111111111

PARTS LIST,,

Cl, C5-0.001-0. disc capacitor

C2 -3.3-µµf. ceramic capacitor
C3-Tuning capacitor (Hammarlund HP -50 or
HF-35-see text)
C4 -20-µµt. ceramic capacitor

C6, C10-0.005-4 disc capacitor
C7-0.02-4 disc capacitor
C8 -25-µf., 15-w.v.d.c. electrolytic capacitor
C9-0.1-4., 400 -volt paper capacitor

Clla/Cllb-20/40

µf.,

250-w.v.d.c.,

can -type

electrolytic capacitor (General Electric XC222 or equivalent)

C12-0.01-4 disc capacitor
DI -1N1695 silicon diode

11-Insulated banana jack
12-Open-circuit phone jack
LI, L3, L5, L6-1.8-4. r.f. choke (Ohmite Z-144
or equivalent)

L2-Tuning coil-see text

L4-1-mh. r.t. choke
RI -330 ohms
All resistors
R2-1.5 megohms
1/2 watt unless
R3-15,000 ohms
otherwise noted
Rl-100,007-ohm potentiometer, linear taper
R5-470,000 ohms
R6-1000 ohms
R7 17,000 ohms, 1 watt
R8-10 megohms
R9-2200 ohms
Sl--S.p.s.t. switch (on R4)
TI-Power transformer; primary, 117 volts a.c.;
secondaries, 150 volts @ 25 ma., and 6.3 volts
@ 0.5 amperes (Merit P-3046 or equivalent)
VI -6D10 tube

1-6" x 5" x 4" aluminum chassis box (Bud
CU -3007A or equivalent)
1-4" x 7" x 1/22" brass plate (subchassis-see

The v.h.f. receiver uses a hand -wound tuning
coil (L2) and a modified tuning capacitor (C3),
exp ained in text. If the unit specified for
p-oves difficult to obtain, a 20/20/20-4.,
250-w.v.d.c. electrolytic may be employed instead, with two of the sections wired in parallel.
as

CII

VIA

1/3-6DI0

20

Misc.-Tube socket, wire for L2, hookup wire,
line cord and plug, solder, hardware, etc.

1111

VIB
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text)

I-Midget panel dial (Millen 10039 or equivalent)
1-Miniature telescoping antenna (Lafayette
F-343 or equivalent)
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f.
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Parts layout shown
,,irmumninnonninnitnron

The v.h.f. receiver employs a single, multi -function
tube as an r.f. amplifier, superregenerative detector,
and audio amplifier. Its power supply is a conventional
transformer -fed, half -wave rectifier.

Signals from the antenna are fed through capacitor
CI to the cathode of Vla, connected as an untuned,
grounded -grid r.f. amplifier. While this stage provides

some gain, its principal function is to isolate the detector from the antenna; the grounded -grid circuit is
particularly effective for this purpose, since the grid
acts as a shield between input and output.

The output from Via is coupled to the detector
(V1b) through C2 and tuned by L2/C3. A super regenerative detector of the "hot -cathode" type, rib
is brought in and out of oscillation at a supersonic
rate determined principally by R2 and C4. This is
known as the "quench frequency" and enables the detector to develop tremendous gain without instability.
The last stage (Vic) is a conventional resistance coupled audio amplifier which is fed from the plate of

the detector through C7. The output, fed to J2,

is

used to drive high -impedance headphones or an external amplifier.
1111111111161111
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must

be

followed

in

pictorial diagram above

closely for

optimum results.

and mount the dial assembly. Second, tem-

porarily insert the shaft of the tuning capacitor (C3) into the dial plate. Third, slip
the subchassis into the cabinet, then mark
and drill the tuning capacitor mounting
hole, and fasten the capacitor to the sub chassis. Finally, square up the subchassis
and-in the case of a brass plate-drill the
required holes through the sides of the cab-

inet and the lips of the subchassis in one
operation.
With this done, all holes in the subchassis

should be drilled or punched and the remaining parts mounted. The wiring can
now be completed (except for the connec67

VI

R4/SI

TI

Inverted view of receiver with cover removed shows placement of major components.
All parts are mounted on subchassis except regeneration control R4 and phone jack J2.

tions to regeneration control R4 and phone
jack J2) with the subchassis removed from
the cabinet. Pins 8 and 9 of the Compactron
socket should be grounded by bending them

had time to warm up, advance the regenercontrol;
stations.

over sharply and soldering them to the
metal rim of the socket; then, after the

expected, some stations in the upper end of
the FM band may be heard; alternatively, if
the range is too high and there is a Channel
7 station in your locality, TV signals may be
heard. The tuning range can be altered by
adjusting the spacing between the turns of
L2. Squeezing the turns closer together increases the inductance of the coil and thus
lowers the frequency range, while spreading

socket is mounted, solder should be allowed

to flow between the socket rim and the
subchassis.

The tuning capacitor (C3) is a Hammar-

lund HF-50 or HF-35 with all but three
stator and three rotor plates removed by
twisting them back and forth with a pair of
pliers until they break. Tuning coil L2 consists of two turns of No. 14 tinned copper

If the tuning range is a bit lower than

the turns farther apart raises it. Once the
range is centered, the dial can be calibrated

wire, 1/2" in diameter and approximately 74"

with the aid of a signal generator or by

long.

logging several stations of known frequency

When all of the subchassis wiring has
been completed, the mounting bracket for
the antenna jack (J1) should be fashioned
from a piece of scrap metal and bolted in
place. Finally, the subchassis should be fastened into place in the cabinet and connections made to R4 and J2. Drill holes in the

cabinet for the power cord and jack J1
and the unit is finished.
Adjustments and Operation. After
carefully double-checking all wiring, insert
the antenna, plug in a pair of headphones,
and turn the receiver on. When the set has
68

and plotting a curve of dial readings vs.
frequency.

An outside antenna is not recommended

for a number of reasons. For one thing,
such an antenna might pick up too much
signal and overload the detector. Then, too,
even though the r.f. stage provides a good
degree of isolation, there is always the possibility that the detector will radiate some

signal and thus create interference. Even
more important, the receiver is so sensitive

that the small telescoping antenna is all
that is required.
-friELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

THE MONITOR METER
.... checks percent modulation and audio quality,
also serves as a sensitive field strength meter
ALTHOUGH "phone men"- amateurs

using phone and all Citizens

Band'ers-are usually interested in improving their audio, their checking is
generally limited to the reports of stations they contact. And, as most hams
and CB'ers have learned, the best of
signals can sound pretty bad to some individuals. Even worse, the poorest can
sound "good" to others.
Actually, after all transmitter adjustments have been made and the antenna

tuned, it is audio quality alone which
can beat interference and static-QRM
and QRN. And audio quality goes hand in -hand with the percentage of modulation. If a modulator having good frequency response and low distortion over -

modulates a transmitter, the result is
distortion and sideband splatter. And if

the audio is crisp and clean but the
transmitter is undermodulated, the sig-

nal will hardly get through the second
layer of QRM-let alone the fifth!
A percent modulation meter with a
provision for monitoring will help the
"phone man" realize the maximum potential from his transmitter. The "Monitor Meter" described here differs from
the usual modulation meter in that it
requires no connection to the antenna
feedline, thereby eliminating the problem of the meter coupler changing the
length of the feedline. Also, no power is
removed from the feedline. This may

seem unimportant, but at the low out-

put of CB or portable transmitters, even
1 watt is an appreciable loss.
The Monitor Meter is basically an am-

plified field strength meter. Not only
will it function as such, but it will also
indicate percent modulation on a VU

type -B meter scale, and it has a monitor
jack for checking audio quality. Its cir-

By HERBERT FRIEDMAN
W2ZLF

11111111ZIMBIl
Particularly useful with CB
rigs, the Monitor Meter gives
continuous indication of percent
modulation for transmitters operating between 80 and 10 meters.
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L

BI -6 -volt portable radio battery (Burgess Z4
or equivalent)
CI -365-10f. midget variable capacitor (Lafayette MS -274 or equivalent)
C2, C3 -100-µµf. ceramic disc capacitor
Dl-1N56A diode

Jl-Banana jack

12-Open-circuit phone jack

L1-0.8-4. TV filament choke (Miller 6175 or
equivalent)

L2-10-4. r.f. choke (National R-33 or equivalent)

MI-VU meter (Lafayette TM -10 or equivalent)
Q1 -2N406 transistor
11111,,,1,1,X1,1

R1 -5000 -ohm miniature potentiometer (Lafayette VC -33 or equivalent)
R2 -680 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R3 -3600 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor (supplied with

meter Ml)

Sl-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
S2-D.p.d.t. toggle switch
S3-S.p.d.t. slide switch
TI-Miniature driver transformer;

primary,
20,000 ohms; secondary, 1000 ohms (Argonne
AR -104)

1-5 x 4" x 3" aluminum utility box (Bud CU 3005A or equivalent)

Misc.-Battery holder, wire, solder, hardware
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68011;
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r
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S3

Q51
BI

MOD

MI

R3

3.6K

Schematic diagram of
one -transistor Monitor Meter. Make all r.f. leads as
short as possible, and be
certain to

observe polar-

ity when wiring diode DI.
*SUPPLIED WITH MI
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Completed unit, with side of
box removed.

Rubber feet on

base lend a professional touch.

The Monitor Meter, which can
be used indoors or ou+, needs no

direct connection to transmitter.

cuit is so designed that use of the monitor
output does not disable the VU meter, and
the unit is tunable from below 80 meters
through 10 meters using "stock" coils.
Construction. The meter is built on the
main section of a 5" x 4" x 3" aluminum box,

with the r.f. components-coils, bandswitch,
tuning capacitor, and antenna jack-mounted close together at the- top. Before wiring,
mount all parts except switches Si and S2.
Complete as much wiring as possible, and

then mount Si and S2. Although all r.f.
leads must be extremely short, the audio
and power sections can be wired in any
convenient manner.
Since most of the components are rather

HOW IT WORKS
The unmodulated r.f. carrier picked up by the
a

Monitor Meter's antenna is tuned by either L//C/ or
L2/CI (depending on the position of switch S3) and
rectified by diode DI. The resultant d.c. component
is applied to the base of transistor Ql through gain
control RI. The applied base current is adjusted so
that the collector circuit will develop 1 milliwatt of
audio when modulation is applied to the transmitter.
In practice, the actual power developed in the collector circuit is slightly greater than 1 milliwatt in
order to compensate for losses in transformer Tl.
The secondary of TI is terminated in a 680ohm
resistor (R2). Since the VU meter is designed to
read 100% when connected across a 1-milliwatt,
600 -ohm circuit, the 100% modulation mark represents the collector current which will produce 1
milliwatt in T1 when modulation is applied.
Plugging á pair of earphones into jack J2 permits
monitoring the signal and thus enables you to check
the audio quality.

delicate, you'll save yourself some headaches by avoiding the' use of a high -wattage
soldering iron or gun; a 25- or 50 -watt pen-

cil iron should be more than adequate. Use
a heat sink when soldering the diode and
transistor leads.
Although most components, including
transistor Qi, are non -critical, the Monitor
Meter is designed to operate with the transformer (T1) specified. For this reason, no
substitution for Ti should be attempted.
The antenna is made from a section of an
unpainted metal coat hanger, 8" to 12" in
length, with a solderless banana plug for the
connector. Since a solderless plug utilizes a

setscrew for connection, it makes a very
firm contact with the antenna.
With the wiring completed, you're ready
to label the front -panel controls. The posi-

tion of S3 which places 1,1 in the circuit
should be labeled High; the other position,
Low. Label the position of S2 which places
the meter across the transformer's secondary Mod (modulation) ; the other position,

Cal (calibrate). Potentiometer R1 is the
1

gain control and should be marked Gain.
Place the
Check-out and Calibration.
battery in its holder and set S2 to the cali-

brate (Cal) position. Turn the unit on; if
(Continued on page 160)
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MIKE STANDS
FROM LAMP
SOCKETS
By ART TRAUFFER

VARIETY OF inexpensive micro-

THE
phone cartridges now on the market is a
challenge to the experimenter's ingenuity.
Many of them are sensitive units with good
frequency response. Mount one in an appropriate housing and you'll have a useful microphone at little cost.

2"
BATTERY
CLIP

Swivel desk mike
REMOVE
INSULATION
GRIPS

pictured
assembled

above
from

is
a

lamp socket cap plus
a few other common

pieces of hardware.
Diagram of stand is
at left; construction of microphone

6-32
SPADE BOLT

is shown below.

6-32 NUT

The author has found that the metal enclosure from an old lamp socket makes an
almost ideal housing. Its dimensions are
just about right and the threaded mounting
collar will accept a chassis -type mike connector. Illustrated here are three designs
for lamp -socket microphones.

Swivel Desk Mike. Just the cap of a
lamp socket enclosure was used as the basis

for the handy desk mike shown on this
page. A Lafayette MS -108 crystal cartridge

(with a rubber band slipped around it to
provide a cushioned press -fit) mounts neat-

ly in the 11/2" -diameter mouth. The cartridge's ground lead is soldered to the interior of the cap and the "hot" lead brought

WASHER

6-32 NUT"

CASTER CUP

(2-1/8" DIA.
METAL TOPPED)

MIKE CARTRIDGE
GROUND LEAD

MIKE CONNECTOR

(CHASSIS TYPE)
SOLDER

SOLDER

LAMP SOCKET CAP

MIKE CONNECTOR

(CABLE TYPE)

HOT"LEAD
RUBBER BAND
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out to a mike connector (Amphenol 75PC1M) screwed into the cap's mounting
collar.

The base is made from a 21" diameter
metal -and -rubber caster cup. A 6-32 spade

bolt fastened to the cup serves as a swivel

mount for a 2" battery clip. The clip, in
turn, is clamped to the mike's cable con-

Desk or floor stand
model utilizes a complete
lamp socket enclosure.

nector.
Desk or Floor Mike. A complete enclo-

Retaining ring from ca-

sure (with socket and switch removed)

ble connector is soldered
on to serve as socket
for microphone stand.

houses the mike at right, top. The cartridge

used here is a Western Electric magnetic
unit (Model MC -253-A) , cemented into the

front opening of the enclosure. Any cartridge that will fit can be used, of course,
and there's even room for a subminiature
impedance -matching transformer if necessary.
A threaded retaining ring (removed from
a cable connector) is soldered to the side of
the enclosure to act as a socket for a standard desk or floor stand. Refer to the swivel
desk mike diagram for wiring and connector installation.
Hand Mike with Switch. In the hand

Hand mike below,a variation of the unit above,

is turned on and off by

original

lamp -socket
switch. See construction
details at bottom of page.

mike shown directly at right, the socket
switch was left in place for use as a microphone control. The threaded lamp holder is
removed from the switch assembly and the
cartridge ground lead soldered to one of its
mounting screws (an ohmmeter check
should be made"to see which one connects to

a terminal screw). The "hot" lead is soldered to the old center lamp contact.
Other wiring and construction details for

the hand mike are given in the diagram
below. Be sure to use the original cardboard insulating sleeve (cut down so that
it just fits the switch) to prevent any possibility of the screw terminals shorting to

-[

the enclosure.

MIKE CARTRIDGE
GROUND LEAD

/

TO OTHER
TERMINAL SCREW
SWITCH ASSEMBLY
91111.1.

MIKE CONNECTOR
(CHASSIS TYPE)

a

a

i
"HOT"LEAD

/

LAMP SOCKET SHELL
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SOLDER°
CARDBOARD INSULATING

LAME SOCKET CAP

SLEEVE
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DID YOU EVER WISH that your receiver
was sensitive enough to pull in DX sta-

tions from other states or countries on the
broadcast band? Well, here's a one -tube
r.f. booster designed to pep up those weak
BC -band DX signals. It will give your signal a boost of about seven "S" units if you
use a communications receiver. With entertainment -type broadcast receivers, which

are normally poor performers, it will have
even more spectacular results.
The booster can be powered by stealing
plate and heater current from your receiver.
If you have a communications set with an

accessory socket, you can easily tap the
power off there. It will be a little more
trouble to borrow power from sets not

Parts needed for the booster alone will
cost only about $5 or so. The power supply,
if you decide you want to build it. will cost
slightly under $10.00. Construction time
depends on your skill with tools, but even a

rank beginner should have little difficulty
with the booster's simple circuit.
Construction. The booster shown here
was built in a 4" x 2Y4" x 2%" aluminum
chassis box. A larger box can be used if
you wish. In any case, follow the layout
in the pictorial. Be sure to mount jacks J1
and J2 on opposite sides of the box; both
jacks are grounded to the box through their
ground strips.

equipped with accessory sockets. However,
if you don't like to delve into the wiring of
your receiver, it's a simple and inexpensive

job to make the small companion power
supply designed for the booster.

High -gain

r.f. stage
brings
pepped -up
performance
to almost

aéx
.

any receiver

MIKE SWINK
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BOOSTER PARTS LIST

J2

C1 -365-µµf. midget variable capacitor
(Lafayette MS -445 or equivalent)
C2, C3, C4, C5 -0.0019f., 600 -volt disc
capacitor
L1-30 turns of enameled wire-see text
L2-Ferrite broadcast -band loopstick
(Lafayette MS -II or equivalent)
L3-2.5-mh. r.f. choke
R1 -200 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2 -100,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

.00IpS

RCVR.

11
JI

ANT.

VI-6AK5 tube
1 -7 -pin miniature tube socket, shield

1

II

C2

II

.00Ipf

00Ipf.

II

200n

II

base (Amphenol 147-913 or equivalent)
1-1%" 7 -pin miniature tube shield (Am phenol 5-401 or equivalent)
1-4" x 21/4" x 21/4" aluminum box (Bud
CU -2103A or equiv.-see text)

C4

.0010.

3659pf.

Misc.-Hardware, grommet, rubber feet,
knob, etc.

POWER SUPPLY PARTS
C7 -209t., 250 -volt electrolytic
capacitor
D1 -50 -ma., 200 -volt P.I.V. silicon rectifier
L4 -3.5 -henry,

50 -ma.

o-

o

CC,

6.3V.A.C.

choke (Stancor

+
150V.D.C.

The DX booster uses a ferrite loopstick,
tuned by capacitor CI, as its antenna coil.
Capacitor C5 couples output to receiver.

C1080 or equivalent-see text)
SI-S.p.s.t. switch

TI-Power transformer; primary 117
volts a.c.; secondaries 125 volts at

15 ma., 6.3 volts at 0.6 amp. (Stancor

PS -8415 or equivalent)

1-2" x 6" x 4" chassis (Bud AC -431 or
equivalent)
Misc.-Hardware, binding posts, etc.

Small power supply can be built for the
booster if no other power source is readily available. Parts list is shown at left.

Coil L2 is a standard ferrite
antenna loopstick; any readily
available unit will do, but make
certain it fits inside the box you
choose. Coil LZ is made up of
about 30 turns of insulated wire
wound over L2. The exact diameter of wire used for LI is not

important; anything from No.
28 to No. 32 is fine, and the wire

APPROX.
C6

20Nf.

C7

150
V D.C.

20yf.

0-si

can have either enamel or cotton insulation.
Mount the polyethylene insu-

6.3
V.A.C.

lated variable capacitor (CI).
near coil L2; be sure to mount
coils L2 and LS at right angles to each other

supply. If you are powering the booster

and well spaced. Location of the other
components is not as critical.
The power supply is built on a separate
chassis following the schematic diagram.
Parts placement here is not at all critical.
For economy's sake, a 1000 -ohm, h -watt

from an a.c. (only) communications receiver, connect the booster's three -wire

resistor could be used instead of filter choke
L4. Note that a single binding post is used
as a common ground for B- and one of the
6.3 -volt a.c. output terminals.
Operation. Do not use the booster with

an a.c.-d.c. set unless you use the power
1962 Edition

power cable to a plug that matches the set's

accessory socket, if it has one. The exact
"B" supply voltage for the booster should be
about 150 volts d.c., but no more than 170
volts d.c. If your receiver has a 12 -volt a.c.
heater supply, connect a 36 -ohm, 2 -watt, 5%
composition resistor in series with the booster's ungrounded 6.3 -volt a.c. heater lead.

With power applied, the booster is ready
for operation. Connect a dipole antenna to
75

Layout of booster is quite compact. Leads
to jacks JI and J2 must be long enough to
permit mounting jacks on ends of box; rubber grommet prevents damage to cable.

JI
CONTACT
GROUNDED

TO BOX

6.3

J2

150
16D.C.

al GROUNDED
TO BOX

LUG GROUNDEDV
TO BOX

jack J1 and connect the receiver's antenna
terminals to jack J2. For operation with a
long-wire antenna, connect only the center
(hot) terminal of J1 to the antenna with a
good ground connected to J1's ground.
Tune in stations on your receiver in the

whenever the receiver's frequency is
changed more than 100 kc. If your receiver

usual manner. Then adjust the booster's
tuning capacitor (CI) for best reception.

receiver in Kansas, the author has picked

The slug on coil L2 can also be adjusted to

(XEW) 1600 miles away with good results
on many nights. Other intermediate -range

give operation over the entire broadcast
band. Since the bandwidth of tuned circuit
C1 -L2 is quite sharp, CZ will need resetting
76

sports an antenna trimmer, don't forget to
use it whenever you tune in a new station;
repeak it each time along with Ci.
Using the booster with a National NC -173

up a station on 900 kc. in Mexico City

stations have also been heard with only a 30 -

foot antenna connected to the booster. -lELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Hi/Low

POWER
RELAY

I

Use only the power you need
for local or DX contacts
By HERB S. BRIER, W9EGQ

THIS construction project, a low -power/
high -power relay, was built by Jim Manning, K9RUH, to permit feeding his antenna
directly from his exciter for local contacts
or from his power amplifier for DX contacts. It's an easy -to -build unit which lets
you comply with FCC regulations by using

switched to the amplifier output circuit.
The relay is connected to the 117 -volt primary circuit of the amplifier's power supply
and the switching takes place automatically
when the amplifier is turned on.
Construction. Mount the 117 -volt,
d.p.d.t., antenna changeover relay (RL1)

Relay circuit for automatically

switching

r.f.

power amplifier in and
out of transmitter. If attenuation is not required,
substitute

a

short

bus

wire for RI and omit R2.

r
RI

RL/

1

R2
JI

_eonneenu

nimmiiiiii,,,irPARTS L

FROM
EXCITER
STr111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W

connected in parallel
'R2-Five 150 -ohm, 2 -watt composition resistors
connected in parallel
RL1-D.p.d.t., ceramic -insulated antenna changeover relay; approx. 2" spacing between poles;

TO
AMPLIFIER
INPUT

J3

RI

JI, 12, 13, J4-Chassis-type coaxial connectors
(Dow -Key DK-60-P or equivalent)
*111-Ten 330 -ohm, 2 -watt, composition resistors

1

R2
J2
TO

ANT.

J4

FROM

AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT

A

117 -volt a.c. coil (Ameco Type 51 or equivalent)

1-5" x 4" x 3" two-piece aluminum utility box
(Bud CU -2105A or equivalent)
'4-Squares of "flashing" copper; two 11/2" and
two 3/4"

Misc.-3/8" grommet, I/2" spacers (four), #14 or
#12 solid copper wire

'Parts used for optional attenuator
IITVJIC.

METAL BOX

:,111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111/1111111111.11111111111111.11111111/1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t

the minimum transmitter power necessary
for satisfactory communications.
When the relay is not energized, the ex-

citer feeds the antenna directly. In the

energized position, the output of the exciter
is transferred to the amplifier input circuit

(either directly or through the optional
power attenuator) and the antenna is
1962 Edition

on one-half of a two-piece 3" x 4" x 5"
utility box, using 1/z" spacers to center it.
Then mount two coaxial connectors on each

end of the box, keeping each set of connectors at least two inches apart; in this
way, the chance of r.f. feedback between
the input and output connectors is mini (Continued on page 156)
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Chapter

4

Hi -Fl and Stereo
THE MOST LIKELY AREA for experimental electronics in the field of hi-fi/audio is

the speaker system. In this chapter some 12 pages have been devoted to two
unusual speaker system designs. One of them-the "Sweet Sixteen"-uses 16 small
5" speakers to achieve broad sound distribution at low distortion levels. The idea
behind the design of this speaker system dates back to the 1930's. We don't claim
that it is an original design, but only that it is intriguing and many audiophiles
find it equal to systems costing three or four times as much.

This chapter also includes plans for a space -saving speaker system. In this
design, the speaker faces upward and the treble notes are dispersed by a special
conical reflector. It is unusual in that the bass resonant point has been damped
and flattened out so that the overall frequency is quite uniform.
In addition, there is a low-cost, conservatively -rated monaural power amplifier
construction project (page 92) plus suggestions on stereo testing techniques,
stereo headsets, speaker and equipment mountings, etc.

JIM KYLE

Sweet Sixteen

80

JIM KYLE

Sweeter with a Tweeter

85

ART TRAUFFER

FM Table Radio Turns Tuner

89

Mounting Hi -Fi Speakers

91

Direct -Coupled Hi -Fi Amplifier

92

DAVID B. WEEMS

Space -Saver Speaker System

98

MILTON OGUR

Stereo Testing Made Easy

101

Stereo Headset on a Budget

104

HERBERT I.

R.

F.

KEROES

DRISCOLL

PHILIP E. HATFIELD
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Introducing the Compactron FM Tuner/ Receiver 105
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e
sweet
e
Sixteen
CRISP, solid, bass reproduction-a hallmark of highest fidelity-can be yours
for a little over $50 and a week -end's work.
And there's no catch, even though $250 is a

more likely price for a full -range speaker
system capable of delivering useful output
to 30 cycles and below.

The classic method for providing good
bass response calls for big speakers, heavy

Compact enclosure

delivers solid sound

magnets, low resonant frequencies, and
carefully matched enclosures. This approach

provides superlative sound in the bottom
octaves, but its price tag is pretty super,
too.

The performance of the "Sweet Sixteen"

from sixteen
5 -inch speakers

system is virtually unbelievable to those
who haven't heard it. Coloration of sound
-characteristic to some degree of almost
every system-is conspicuous only by its
absence. Useful response extends to 20
cycles-well below audibility-and is reasonably flat from that point up to just below
10 kc.

Unlike many hi-fi systems, this setup re-

By JIM KYLE, KSJKX/6
80

quires little driving power. Five "clean"
watts applied to the system will drive all

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

specially designed tweeter (for mid -range
and treble), a large number of small speakers are made to work in unison. At low frequencies, the small cones acting together
move the air just as if they were one huge
unit. In the mid -range, their low mass and
high efficiency produce results not attainable with a single larger speaker.

By using many speakers together, the

Required parts are few, but it's best to
gather all of -hem together in one place
before you start to work on the system.

but the most: hardened hi-finatics out of the

room. And the system will handle more
than 30 watts without audible distortion.
Multiple Speaker Setup. The secret of
the setup is hinted at in a good many refer-

ence books, and several similar systems
have been built and described. (See September, 1960, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, for one

of the most recent and most elaborate
systems, built for the Wright Air Development Center.) Yet the idea appears to have
been almost completely ignored by most
audiophiles.

Here's how it works. Instead of mating
a big woofer (to handle the bass) with a

peaks and valleys in each individual unit's
frequency response tend to be statistically
averaged into a smooth characteristic, difficult to attain with a- single unit. The price
tag is kept down, surprisingly enough, by
the use of inexpensive replacement -quality
speakers. Operated at extremely low power
levels, these speakers are capable of hi-fi
response even though the output from each
speaker is so low that it can barely be detected at close range in a quiet room.
With enough of the small speakers working together, sound output comes up to a
more -than -usable value. It's theoretically
possible (and based on observations made
with this unit, perhaps practical) to build a
system which will reproduce frequencies as

low as one cycle if you just use enough
speakers.

Interconnecting the speakers insures that
the power fed to each remains small-each
cone's movement is in the neighborhood of

Speaker holes in front panel should be 4" in diameter and can be drilled most

easily with a circle cutter mounted in a large electric drill. Side rails are
intentionally designed to overlap at corners so they can be trimmed off to size.
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Front panel (A) is drilled following layout at left before side rails (C) are
attached. Spacers (E) can be cut to fit
from pieces sawed off from side rails.
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Wiring diagram for use with a 16 -ohm
amplifier output. See text for instructions on how to phase speakers properly.

Speaker hookup for 4 -ohm amplifier.
Other series/parallel hookups are pos-

BILL OF MATERIALS
a 3'x6'sheet)

sible and should appeal to experimenters.

2-34" x 34" x 5/16" plywood sheets (cut from
4

TOAnMP

4--2" x 6" x 38" side rails
4-1" x 8" x 38" external finish rails
5 doz.-No. 8 flathead wood screws, 11/4" long
64-No. 6 sheet metal screws, 3/x" long
1 sq. yd.-Grille cloth
1 sq. yd.-Acoustic padding or Fiberglas insulation material

16-5" PM speakers (Quam 5A07 or equivalent)

6 ft.-No. 18 hookup wire
sq. yd.-"Contact" table -top material
1

Misc.-Black screen enamel, staples or tacks,
solder, lamp cord, etc.
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Layout and Construction. The first
step, naturally, in building the system is to
gather all the materials and components

called for in the bill of materials. The
only tools required are conventional ones
-a ruler, saw, hammer, screwdriver, and

soldering iron-but a

1/4"

electric drill

equipped with an adjustable hole cutter

and with woodscrew speed bits will simplify
construction.
Begin by laying out and cutting the front
and rear plywood panels (A and B in the
diagram) to size. Mark the location of the
16 speaker holes on the front panel (A) and
cut them out. The hole diameter will be
exactly four inches for a 5" speaker.
If you're using a hole cutter in an elec-

tric drill, check the setting by cutting a
hole in scrap lumber first. Then drill the

Connecting individual speakers is easy
once you know +he impedance you require.

Simply use ordinary hookup wire and follow the appropriate schematic on page 82.

hole halfway through the panel from one
side, turn the panel over, and complete the
cut from the other side. This will prevent
the plywood from splintering when the
cutter breaks through.
The next step is to attach the side rails
(C) to the front panel. Note that the rails
are overlapped at the corners in such a

manner that each can be easily cut to
length after assembly. Tack each rail in

only 0.01" at top volume. Even loud drum
passages reproduced at 30 watts cause no
visible cone movement.
Simple Enclosure. Resonance problems

and tricky enclosures are automatically

eliminated in this approach, since they are
important only when a speaker is being operated near its power limit. The baffle used
with this system is a simple padded box to
enclose the sound radiated from the rear of
each speaker cone.
Two items are of prime importance for
good results with this system. The speaker
box must be solid, so don't try to skimp on
the side braces or internal supports speci-

fied. Important, too, is speaker phasingindividual units must be connected with one

another in such a way that all the cones
move in the same direction at the same
time.

If all of the units are identical, you'll
have no trouble. But if you must mix
models and manufacturers (and it's sometimes hard to find 16 of these speakers in
stock at the same supply house) , you'll
have to check the phasing before making
connections. This process will be described
later.
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place with small nails before drilling holes
for the assembly screws. Place screws at 6"

intervals down the side, turning them in
tightly, and proceed around the square in

this manner until all four rails are attached
firmly to the front panel.
Cut the extending ends of the side rails
off flush. Be sure that the cut edge is even
so that the external finish railing (D) will
fit properly as shown in the illustrations.
Save the pieces of 2" x 6" you cut off for use

in the next step.
Internal bracing is provided by the short
pieces of 2" x 6" (E). Attach them as shown
in the photo, at the center and two other
spots on the inside of the front panel, using
at least two screws in each bracing block.
Now paint the entire front panel black
with screen enamel so that the speakers
won't show through the grille cloth. Let
the paint dry-it shouldn't take more than
30 minutes-before proceeding.
In the meantime, you can attach the

acoustic padding to the inside surface of
the back panel (B), being sure to leave a
2" clearance at each side for the side rails.
Use carpet tacks or a stapler to attach the
padding.

After the paint dries, it's time to apply
83

acoustic padding to the inside surface and
attach the speakers. Center each speaker
over its hole and secure it with No. 6 sheet -

metal screws through the mounting holes
in the speaker frame. Tighten the screws
lightly, and be careful not to damage the
cones.

Wiring the Speakers. With all speakers
attached, you're ready to wire them up. If
phasing must be checked because of mixed
models, connect a 1.5 -volt flashlight cell to
the terminals of each speaker in turn and
note whether the cone moves in or out. If
necessary, reverse the connections to make
the cone move out. Then mark the speaker
lug which is connected to the positive terminal of the cell, using a crayon or china
marking pencil.
If all your speakers are identical, phasing
is not necessary. Simply mark one terminal
of each speaker, marking the corresponding
terminals on all speakers. Consider the
marked speaker terminals to have positive
polarity, and wire the speakers together as

shown in the diagram. Standard No. 18
hookup wire is satisfactory for connecting
the speakers, but it's best to use a generous
length of lamp cord for the wire (see diagram) which runs from the system to the

Decorative touch for finished system is

amplifier.

furnished by wood -grained covering material purchased from a department store.

(It is not recommended that this system
be used with amplifiers that have low damp-

Cut material to size before applying it.

ing factors -2.0 or less. When the "Sweet
Sixteen" is coupled to a power amplifier
that has a low damping factor, the system

hidden when the external finish railing is

will sound "boomy.")

At this point, only one step remains to
complete the system so far as sound is concerned-attaching the back panel (B) . Drill

a small hole near one corner of the panel

and thread the wire from the amplifier
through the hole. Then position the back

panel on the speaker box and tack it in
place temporarily with small nails. Use
wood screws at 6" intervals for permanent
attachment.

Dressing Up the System. All subse-

quent construction steps deal with the decorative finish of the system. First, the grille

cloth must be attached. It's best to lay it
in place, tack the center of one side, stretch
the opposite side and secure it, then work
from the center to each corner. When two
sides are secure, repeat the process on the

other two sides. A stapler works well for
tacking the cloth in place, and if all tacks
or staples are driven into the sides rather

than into the front panel, they will be
84

attached.

The 1" x 8" external finish rails (D)

should be attached in the same "ring"

fashion as the side rails-secured by sixpenny finishing nails hammered flush, then

cut to final length after assembly. Note
that they mount flush with the rear of the
box, leaving an overhanging lip around the
grille cloth. Fill any cracks or knotholes

with "Plastic Wood," let it dry, and sand
smooth with a fine grade of sandpaper.
Now you're ready to apply the furniture
finish, which consists of a square yard of
"Contact" table -top material available from

larger department stores (usually in the
"notions" department). This material, a

photographic replica of hand -rubbed wood

grain in a number of patterns, is self-adhesive.

Simply cut it to size, smooth it

down carefully on the finish railing, and
your "Sweet Sixteen" speaker system is
ready to go! Want to try another for
stereo?

-

-
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Step-by-step instructions for
adding a super -tweeter to the
POP'tronics "SWEET SIXTEEN"

speaker system

Sweet

WANT

Sixteen

to turn your "Sweet Sixteen"

into a speaker system second to none?
With an evening's work and an investment
of less than $20, you can do it-by adding a
super -tweeter.

Response of the basic Sweet Sixteen, described in the preceding article (pages 80

Sweeter
with a
Tweeter

through 84), extends from below audi-

bility to just less than 10,000 cycles. As a
basic unit, it's hard to surpass. But for the
more sophisticated listener, addition of a
super -tweeter to extend the range up past
16,000 cycles can add a whole new dimension of sound.

By JIM KYLE, K5JKX/6

One of the best comparison tests is to

lower end, it behaves like a single, large
cone moving a mighty mass of air. In the
upper octaves of its range, it becomes 16

the system. With response flat to 10,000

independent speakers moving together, pre-

cycles the drums sound real but somewhat
muffled. With the super -tweeter added, the
drums seem to move out through the speakers into the room! This test, incidentally, is

serving transient response because of the
small mass of each individual cone. This excellent transient response in the mid -range

used by a number of professional critics

sound.

play a record of snare drums through

and equipment reviewers to compare speak-

ers, since the sound of snare drums is one
of the most difficult to reproduce.
Hold That Transient! While the addition of the tweeter will sweeten the sound
of the entire system if done properly, it can
destroy system performance if you're not
careful. Here's why:
As explained in the previous article, the
Sweet Sixteen acts in different ways at the

two ends of the audio spectrum. At the
1962 Edition

is the major reason for the system's sweet

Haphazard addition of a tweeter can

completely destroy this characteristic, producing muddiness in the mid -frequencies.
Conventional crossover networks made up

of inductors and capacitors are major offenders in this respect, since the inductance

and capacitance usually resonate at some
one frequency and reflect an unrealistic
load back into the amplifier.
However, if you use capacitance -only
high-pass crossovers, the excellent tran85

sient response of the system will be preserved. In addition, since frequency response will now extend beyond the limits

the plywood acting as a "backup," it was
then possible to cut the new hole with a

of hearing in both directions, the result will
be almost complete removal of the "loud-

Dimensions and placement of the new
hole are shown on the drawing at rightdon't forget to remove the backup block

speaker wall" between the music and the

listener.
Any tweeter used with the Sweet Sixteen
must be a high -efficiency unit to be able to
blend with the rest of the system. A Calrad

Type CT -3 was chosen by the author, but
the S-307 (Olson Radio), R90LX762 (Radio

Shack), HK -3 (Lafayette) are also suitable; other possibilities include the Electro Voice T35B and University T202. The procedures described here are based on the use

of the CT -3, so the size of the mounting

Backup block slid under front panel protects
grille cloth from damage as tweeter hole is cut.

hole and manner of installation may have
to be altered slightly if you choose a different tweeter.
Mounting the Tweeter. Place the Sweet
Sixteen face down and remove the back,
disconnecting the amplifier leads if neces-

sary. To mount the tweeter on the front
panel, it's necessary to cut another hole in
the plywood.

Since the panel is already covered with
grille cloth which cannot be removed without damage, this new hole can pose a problem. The author solved it by removing one
speaker from the panel and sliding a small
piece of plywood through the hole thus exposed into the space between the panel and

the grille cloth (see photo at left). With
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sharp wood chisel.

and to replace the speaker after the hole is

cut.
Since the original Sweet Sixteen used V18"

plywood for front and rear panels, adding
the CT -3 will cause the tweeter horn to
project approximately 7/16" in front of its
mounting lips. To avoid this projection, cut
shims from scrap pieces of Y4" plywood and

place two shims under each mounting lip.
(If your Sweet Sixteen uses a %" or thicker

front panel, you won't need the shims.)

Chisel and hammer combination is best for making

required cutout, tweeter placement is not critical.

Tighten the tweeter down with the four 1/4"
screws specified, and the job is half finished.
Crossing Over. The next step is assembly of the crossover network and presence
control. Before this can be done, you must
pick the proper value of crossover capaci-

tor, and this value will be determined by
the impedance for which your system is
built. With a 16 -ohm unit, use a 3-µf. ca-

pacitor. If your Sweet Sixteen is connected
for a 4 -ohm impedance, use a 12-4. capacitor. For other impedance levels, divide 48
by the impedance level in ohms and the re-

sult will be the capacitor value in micro farads. Paralleled metallized -paper units
will serve very nicely, but do not use an
electrolytic. Voltage rating of the capacitor
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

does not have to be greater than '50 volts.
Solder the capacitor to one of the outside

ihl Ili1,lli
IIj

j

I

terminals of the 50 -ohm wire -wound "pres-

ence control" potentiometer as shown in

1111

photo below, right. Connect 2 -foot wires to

the other capacitor lead and to the central
terminal of the potentiometer.
Next, decide where on the rear panel you
want to locate the presence control (the author chose the top center) and drill a 71"

I

.'iICENTERTWEETER

/

I

HOLE BETWEEN

SPEAKER HOLES
1.

I./

hole from the outside of the panel. Cut
away just enough of the acoustic padding
to allow space for the potentiometer, and
mount the control on the panel.
Connect the wire from the capacitor to

one terminal of the tweeter, and attach

another length of wire to the other tweeter

Cutout for tweeter should
measure 4"x I%" as shown
if a Calrad Type CT -3 is

used; other tweeters may
require a different size hole.

Photos by John Kedroff

Screws hold tweeter securely to front panel; shims
prevent unsightly bulge due to projections on horn.

Potentiometer and capacitor are added to pre vent low frequencies from reaching tweeter cone.

terminal. Connect this new wire to one of

SWEET 16

the amplifier leads, and solder the wire
from the presence control to the other lead
as shown in the wiring diagram. Phasing
is immaterial. Now replace the rear panel.
Final Touches. The only thing left to be
done is to balance the super -tweeter with
the 16 basic speakers. With the presence
control at one end of the range, high notes

will sound shrill; at the other end, the

modification will not be detectable. The

CI (SEE TEXT)

TWEETER
TO AMPLIFIER

Schematic diagram of a
recommended hi -pass filter
for use with super -tweeter.

proper balance is somewhere in between.

The procedure is simple. Play a record
with drums, trumpets, or vocal performances. Set the presence control for least
treble, then gradually increase it (amplifier
tone controls should be in the flat position).
1962 Edition

11,11,
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PARTS LIST..,-.....--...;

Cl-Paper capacitor-see text
71

E.

R1 -50 -ohm, 2 -watt wire -wound potentiometer

1-Super-tweeter (Calrad CT -3 or equivalent)

4-No. 8 wood or sheet -metal screws, 3/4 long
4-1/4" x %" x 1 t/2" plywood shims-see text
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When the drums just begin to sound "live,"

the trumpets "raspy" (like live trumpets),
or the vocalists "breathy," you have the
proper balance. Further adjustments should
be made with your amplifier tone controls.
Some experimenters prefer to test for

proper balance with the background hiss

audible between stations on their FM tuners. The correct balance between highs and

lows is achieved when the higher audio
frequencies of the hiss just barely become
audible. Technically speaking, this test
relies on the use of the so-called "white

--

noise."

MORE ABOUT THE "SWEET SIXTEEN",:

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Enthusiastic reader response to +he original
"Sweet Sixteen" speaker system (which was described on pages 80 through 84) has exceeded our wildest expectations. Our offices

have been deluged by literally hundreds of letters, and we've done our level best to answer
each one individually. Since some of the points
raised are of general interest, we though+ you
might like to hear about them, too.
One of the most frequent questions we have
received concerns impedance-many speaker
systems are rated at 8 ohms and readers want
to use the Sweet Sixteen with existing systems.
Several different arrangements will fill the bill,
and a hookup which produces an impedance of
7 ohms is shown in the diagram. But we recom-

mend wiring the Sweet Sixteen for 4 ohms as
shown in the original article and paralleling it
across the existing 8 -ohm speaker; don't worry

©

low frequencies. Wood thickness can be whatever is handiest, and the final decor can naturally be changed to suit your own taste. However, use of extra -heavy front and rear panels
is unnecessary, since +he internal bracing and
2" x 6" side rails
strength needed.

provide all the physical

Although the original article specified Quam
Type 5AO7 speakers, any similar unit should

give equal results. Theoretically, using speakers
from a number of different manufacturers should

give a smoother response-slight differences in
construction would tend to fill in "valleys" and to
level "peaks." But using speakers from the same
manufacturer does simplify the problem of
speaker phasing.

Magnet weight isn't critical. In fact, the 0.65 oz. magnet of the 5AO7 is heavier than needed.

The only time magnet weight becomes important in a speaker is when the cone is traveling
over a long path, and cone movement is
perceptible in the Sweet Sixteen.
Several readers have inquired about using a
larger number of smaller speakers or fewer but
larger units, and many have asked why the
number 16 was chosen. The answers to these
questions are interwoven.
If a speaker much larger +han 5" is used, cone

í

mass will be larger and transient response will
suffer in the upper mid -range. However, bass
response will remain good and fewer speakers
will be necessary (+he author's first system of
this type used two 8" and one 12" unit, giving
response to 30 cycles and below). If a speaker
much smaller than 5" is chosen, many more will

be needed for adequate bass response, but

about

the

slight

apparent

mismatch

since

speaker impedance ratings are only nominal
anyway.

An allied question is that of which impedance
to use with an amplifier when you have a choice.
In

this case,

the

16 -ohm hookup

is

recom-

mended, since amplifier feedback taps are usually taken from the 16 -ohm output. Connecting
the system there will bring the speakers more
under control of +he amplifier's feedback loop.
The next most frequent inquiry has to do with
the dimensions of the enclosure. They're not
critical; in fact, hardly anything connected with
this system is critical-and that's one of its
greatest advantages. The box need not be
square, and its depth can be whatever you like.

Just be careful not to have the cones farther
apart than twice their own diameter, or +hey
may fail to couple properly to the air at very

treble response will be slightly better. The best
compromise is obtained with 5" or 6" speakers,
and +he 5" unit was chosen so that holes could
be cut with a drill rather than with a saber -saw.
Why 16 speakers? Without going into deep
theory, it has been determined by experiment
that bass response goes down approximately
one octave every time the number of speakers
is doubled.
Thus, with response flat to 320
cycles for a single 5" speaker, two speakers are
flat to 160 cycles, four to 80 cycles, 8 to 40
cycles, 16 to 20 cycles, 32 to 10 cycles, 64 to 5
cycles, and so on. To reach
cycle, you would
need a+ least 256 speakers. Since true response
I

to 20 cycles will meet all musical needs,

16

speakers were chosen.

By the same token, splitting the Sixteen for
stereo use probably wouldn't give the results
you would expect. The formula holds true only
when all the speakers are close together, so a
Split Sixteen would be flat only to 40 cycles, thus
losing some of the essential bass.

Lammommuumuunm,,,u,n,,,in,,,,u,,,i,,, niun,,,, nu,l,,,,,nnu,,un,u,
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FM TABLE
RADIO
NS
TUNER
By ART TRAUFFER

CUSTOM HAS IT that most hi-fi fans
start out with an amplifier, a speaker
or two, and a changer or a record playertape decks and tuners seem to come a little
later, since the necessary cash is often lacking. As a temporary arrangement, though,

the FM section of an FM or an AM/FM
table radio can make a fine little tuner for
budget hi-fi systems.
Why turn an FM table radio into a tuner?

Simply because the performance of such
sets is often surprisingly good-prior to the
discriminator or detector, at least. But in
the audio section, the cost of installing hi-fi
circuitry is prohibitive. The result is often
a small, replacement -type speaker, inadequately baffled, fed by an inexpensive am-

plifier that probably produces almost as
much hum and distortion as anything else.

The addition of a closed-circuit phone
jack can change all this, however, allowing

Improve the sound
of your FM receiver

you to turn your table radio into a tuner

by feeding it into
your hi-fi system

intó your radio at the output of its FM

at will.
Closed -Circuit Jack.

All you do is tap

"detector," and feed the signal into your
FM RADIO

The pretty miss
at left is listening to the fine
sound of FM over
a hi-fi setup. The
simple modifications made to the

FM receiver are
at right.

shown

TO HI-FI AMPLIFIER

TO I17 V.A.C.

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER ASSEMBLY

hi-fi amplifier and speaker system. The
jack is wired across the radio's de -emphasis

capacitor, as shown in the schematic diagram. Although the exact mounting details

will vary from set to set, the jack can
usually be placed at some convenient spot
at the rear of the radio.

A phone plug and a few feet of phono
or mike cable feed the tuner output into
1962 Editior
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the input of your hi-fi amplifier. Use low capacitance cable, and keep it as short as

possible to preserve the "highs." If the
capacitance of the cable is large and you
want to compensate accordingly, the de emphasis capacitor in your set can be reduced in value in order to produce the required 75 -µsec. de -emphasis characteristic.

As you can see from the schematic, the
table radio's audio section is severed from

the "tuner" section whenever the cable
from the hi-fi amplifier is plugged into the
closed-circuit jack. Since this is the case,
volume and tone must be controlled from

the hi-fi amplifier or preamplifier whenever you use your receiver as a tuner.
Isolation Transformer. If your FM or
AM/FM table radio is of the a.c. type (i.e.,
containing a power transformer) , there is
no danger of electrical shock. But if your
radio is of the a.c./d.c. type (i.e., without a
power transformer) , it's almost imperative
that you use an isolation transformer between the line and your radio.
Details for constructing a suitable isolation transformer unit appear at right. The

HOLES

FOR A.C.
RECEPTACLE

HOLE FOR
TOGGLE
SWITCH

ALUMINUM
CUP
VENTILATING
HOLES

RUBBER
GROMMET
FOR POWER
CORD

SCREW HOLE
FOR WOODEN
BASE (1 OF 3)

A.C.
RECEPTACLE
TOGGLE
SWITCH

SECONDARY

LEADS

SOLDER
AND TAPE
CONNECTIONS

POWER
CORD

TRANSFORMER
WOODEN BASE

(WI,' THICK)
WOOD
SCREW
(I OF 21

HOLE FOR
WOOD SCREW

II OF 3)

BREAK

FROM FM

ORIGINAL
CIRCUIT HERE

DETECTOR

To
AUDIO
STAGES

Isolation transformer assembly makes it safe
to operate any a.c./d.c. receiver with a hi-fi set.

VOLUME
CONTROL

DE-EMPHASIS
COMPONENTS

Although the parts shown here are those
selected by the author, construction details
PHONE PLUG

are largely a matter of individual choice
and will depend to a great extent on what
you are able to uncover in your spare parts

CLOSED CIRCUIT
PHONE JACK

box. Then, too, individual receivers may
(TO HI-FI
AMPLIFIER)

Schematic diagram shows how a closed-circuit
phone jack can be added to your FM radio to permit it to function either as a tuner or as a receiver.

transformer-a Lafayette Type TR-91 or
equivalent-is mounted on a round, wooden
base, approximately 3%B" in diameter and
a" thick. An aluminum drinking cup, 331"
wide and 3" deep, hides the wiring and improves the appearance of the assembly; a

power switch and an a.c. receptacle are
provided for convenience.
90

necessitate some changes in design. If your

radio requires a larger and heavier -duty
isolation transformer than that specified,

for example, you will naturally have to use
a larger cup than the one shown here.
All holes and cutouts in the cup-including those for the s.p.s.t. toggle switch and
the Amphenol Type 2R2 a.c. socket-were
made with the small blade of a pocket knife
and a few small round and flat files. To pass
the . transformer's power cord through the
rubber grommet in the cup, you'll probably
have to clip off the plug and put on another.

In any case, be sure to provide plenty of
ventilating holes in the cup, since the
transformer warms up after a few hours'
use.

-
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EASY DOES IT when you're

MOUNTING

Hi -fl SPEAKERS

THE audiophile who can set up his own hi-fi system usually knows just
what to do with each component. But equally important is knowing
what not to do.
Take the matter of mounting a speaker in a baffle for instance: To the

uninitiated, it looks like little more than tightening a few nuts with a
wrench. But to those in the know, proper installation of a speaker in its
baffle is as important to good sound as a cleanly shaped point on a diamond stylus.
According to Al Altenhof of Utah Radio & Electronics Corp., the thing
to remember is that a speaker is a precision item held to dimensions of
several thousandths of an inch. Screwing a speaker to a warped mounting board or tightening the nuts too tight can easily throw most speaker
cones out of alignment. Mr. Altenhof recommends following these three
easy steps when mounting a speaker:
1. Check the mounting board to

be sure it isn't warped.
2. Slowly place speaker on the
screws, carefully aligning its holes
with the screws to avoid damaging
the cone.

3. Tighten the mounting nuts by

hand, then use a wrench to give
each nut one additional turn. -{Utah Radio & Electronic Corp. photos

Check mounting surface before
pulling the speaker in place to be
sure +ha+ the surface is not warped.

Be careful to avoid overtightening
the nuts. Too much muscle may
result in damage or distortion.
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DIRECT -COUPLED
Complete construction details for a superior -quality

18 -watt power amplifier with excellent
frequency response and low transient distortion

By HERBERT I. KEROES
YEARS AGO, before the hi-fi era, an audio

power amplifier was built that sounded

better than any other then in existence.
This unit was called the Loftin -White amplifier, after its designers, and had many
ingenious features. It used direct coupling
and a method of bias stabilization that was

probably the first application of inverse

feedback in an audio amplifier. Overall, it
had distinctly better sound-noticeably reduced distortion and better bass response.
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The modern theory of feedback amplifiers provides a ready explanation for the
improvement brought about by the LoftinWhite circuit. Direct coupling reduced the
low -frequency attenuation and phase shift,
and improved the stability of the amplifier
so far as low -frequency transients were con-

cerned. Today we know that an amplifier
lacking low -frequency stability sounds weak
and puny compared to one that is more

stable but less powerful.

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

HI-FI AMPLIFIER

Drill and punch the amplifier's chassis before mounting any components.
Filter choke LI (dashed line) mounts under chassis below transformer T2.

Here is a modern version of the Lof tin White amplifier that is free from distortion,

is exceptionally stable, and has excellent
frequency response. (See power output and

frequency response curve on page 96.)
With a push-pull ultralinear output stage
and a voltage feedback of 20 db, the resulting amplifier is nominally rated at 18 watts
but will actually outperform many amplifiers of considerably higher power.
Printed Circuit Optional. Building the
amplifier is exceedingly simple if you follow
the pictorial and schematic diagrams. If
desired, you can purchase a pre -wired and
1962 Edition

pre -tested printed -circuit board which con-

tains all of the circuit wiring and compo-

nents with the exception of the power
supply, tubes, and output transformer. The
circuit board, the Acrosound Model 20, can
be ordered through Allied Radio, 100 N.
Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.; Lafayette
Radio, 165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33,
N. Y.; or Radio Shack Corp., 730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass.
Both the audio output and power trans-

former used in the amplifier can also be
obtained from the above -mentioned suppliers. When ordering ask for the Acro93

TO LINE PLUG

ACCESSORY SOCKET
(NOT USED)

TSI

JI

Power supply section of amplifier is completed before audio stages are hooked
up. Rectified output appears between points A (positive) and B (negative).

sound TO -370 audio output transformer,
(T1 in the schematic) and the Acrosound
TP535 power transformer (T2).
If you build the amplifier from scratch
without the aid of the printed -circuit board,
you will find it helpful to pre -drill the 2" x
11" x 7" chassis following the pictorial dia-

gram shown on page 93. Once the chassis
. 94

is drilled, the amplifier is built in two steps:
first the power supply is wired and tested;

then, when the power supply is operating
properly, the audio stages are wired.

Wiring the Power Supply. Start by

mounting all the components shown in the

pictorial diagram above and hook up the
power supply and output transformer, be ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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Audio stages of amplifier are wired last; power supply wiring is indica+ed by
broken lines. Note that circuit is grounded +o chassis at only three points.

Note that the power supply is grounded at
point B only and that filter capacitors C7

And be sure to polarize silicon diodes Di
and D2 correctly.
Although an octal accessory socket is

and C8 are both mounted on the chassis
with insulated mounting flanges. It is also
important to use an insulated fiber sleeve

mounted on the chassis, it need not be wired
unless you wish to power auxiliary equip-

ment such as a preamplifier. If you do,

on capacitor C8's can, since both terminals

connect point A to pin 3 of the octal socket
and point B to pin 8; these are the 390 -volt

ing careful to follow the wiring shown.

of C8 are "hot" with respect to ground.
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PARTS LIST
Cl, C2-0.047-0., 600 -volt paper or ceramic
capacitor
C3-250-0., 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C4, C5-40-0., 150 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C6-100-µ0., 500 -volt ceramic capacitor
C7a/C7b/C7c-60/40/20-0., 450 -volt electrolytic
capacitor with insulated mounting flange
(Cornell-Dubilier C0365 or equivalent)
C8 -100-µf., 300 -volt electrolytic capacitor with

25

20

insulated mounting flange (Cornell Dubilier

POWER OUTPUT (WATTS)

A0340 or equivalent)
Dl, D2-Silicon diode, 750 ma., 600 P.I.V.
(Motorola 1N1096 or equivalent)
F1 -3 -amp. slow -blow fuse

15

(O

5

20

30

5070100

5K

K

1OK 20K

FREQUENCY

Power response of amplifier is shown above for a
harmonic distortion of 2%. Note that due to use
of a special output transformer the output is flat
from 48 to 20,000 cycles.
Harmonic distortion at
18 watts output at 30 cycles is less than 3%.

11-RCA phono jack
LI-2-henry, 200 -ma. filter choke (Stancor C2325
or equivalent)
RI, R2, R7, R8, R9, RIO-1-megohm, 1/2 -watt, 1%
resistor

=_

R3, R4 -10 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 1% resistor
R5 -2200 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor
96 -330 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor
R11, 912 -1500 -ohm, 10 -watt, 5% resistor
913 -5600 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor
R14 -220,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor

RI5-6.8-ohm, 1 -watt, 10% resistor

R16 -22 -ohm, 2 -watt, 10% resistor
TI-Output tranformer (Acrosound TO -370)

T2-Power transformer; 117 -volt, 60 -cycle pri-

B+ and ground terminals, respectively.
You should also connect pins 4 and 5 of V2's
tube socket to pins 2 and 7 of the octal
socket to supply 6.3 -volt heater current for
your accessories. Do not ground either

heater lead at the accessory socket

the power transformer has a grounded
center -tap on the 6.3 -volt winding.
,,,nulin,ortno"mwonnm.

HOW IT

amplifier and phase inverter. This tube operates with

"starved plate current to achieve maximum amplification, a condition created by the 1-megohm plate
resistors (R9 and R10). To obtain best linearity and
maximum driving voltage, the heater of the tube is
also "starved by means of dropping resistor R15.
Direct coupling is used between

V1

and the

push-pull output tubes V2 and V3. The cathode
current of each output tube flows through a separate resistor, R3 and R4 respectively, which is

coupled to the corresponding grid of VI.
The current feedback through R3 and R4 accomplishes several purposes. First, it stabilizes the cathode current of each output tube under quiescent
operating conditions. Secondly, the cathode current is
also stabilized under dynamic operating conditions to
the point where the stage operates almost completely
as class A, resulting in minimum distortion. Finally,
the stabilized direct coupling produces an amplifier

3

I-Fuse holder

1-2" x 11" x 7" aluminum chassis (Bud AC -407
or equivalent)
1-13/8" x 3" fiber insulating sleeve for C8 (Mallory CE -6 or equivalent)

Misc.-Nine-pin sockets, octal socket, terminal
strips, hardware, etc.

When the power supply has been wired,

test the resistance between points A and
B with a VOM; you should find that it
measures well over 1 megohm with the
meter connected a few moments. If you
get a low reading, reverse the leads to the
meter. Should both readings be low, you
probably have a defective filter capacitor
(C7) or have made a wiring mistake; recheck the wiring against the pictorial and
schematic diagrams.
Once the power supply checks out with

the VOM, you can give it an operating

which has only one principal source of low -frequency
phase shift, output transformer T1; this provides perfect low -frequency stability.
In addition to the current feedback, 20 db of
voltage feedback is provided by the capacitor -resistor
combination C6 -R13. The voltage feedback circuit is
connected between the secondary of T1 and the cathode of Via.

check. Connect a 5000 -ohm, 50 -watt re-

Response of transformer TI drops only 1 db at S
cps and 60 kc. The primary halves of T1 are tightly

actual operation.

coupled for distortionless high -frequency performance.

Ultralinear screen taps are provided at the optimum
ratio for the output tubes used.
96

TS1-4-lug, screw -type terminal strip
V1-12AX7 tube
V2, V3-EL84/6BQ5 tube

WORKS,,,,,ttunn ni,,,,m,,,,,,,,iu,,,n,,mg

Input stage VI is used as a fombination voltage

g.

mary; 185 -volt, 200 -ma., and 6.3 -volt CT, 4.5 amp. secondaries (Acrosound TP-535)

sistor between point A and point B. Power
the circuit already wired, and test for 390

volts d.c. between points A and B. If the
desired voltage is present, the power supply

is operating under a load approximating

Wiring the Audio Stages. With the
power supply wired and tested, proceed
with the wiring of the audio circuitry folELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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\'6.3 VAC CT
4.5 AMP

lowing the pictorial diagram on page 95.
The broken lines on this diagram indicate
the power supply circuitry.

Note that many of the resistors used in

the audio stages have 1% tolerance, as
mentioned in the parts list. And be sure
that the five -lug terminal strip to which
most of the resistors are connected has a
grounded center terminal. The only other
ground connections to the chassis are at
the lug under one of choke LZ's mounting

screws and at the audio input jack J1

In normal operation, voltage

from point A fo point

B

is

390 volts d.c. Heater current
to tube VI is "starved" by
use of dropping resistor RI5.

With all the wiring completed, plug in
the tubes and, without powering the amplifier, make a resistance check with a VOM

between points A and B. Any reading of
less than 1 megohm after the capacitors
charge calls for a wiring check and a test
of individual components.

After all tests are completed, connect a
signal source with an output of about 1
volt to jack J1 and hook up an appropriate

speaker to the output terminals of TS1.

(point B).

The excellent performance of the amplifier
should be readily evident.
30
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SPACE -SAVER
SPEAKER
SYSTEM
By DAVID B. WEEMS

Side view of enclosure, showing

its perforated
resistive panel. All joints are screwed and glued.

Resonant bass cavity coupled with

wide treble dispersion

explain this small speaker system's

truly amazing performance

TWO OBJECTS, physicists tell us, can't

the same size and most of them were de-

time. Personally, I've never bothered to

sorts. As it happened, I had no available
space of either kind at the moment.
Further, I reasoned, a bookshelf or table
doesn't really add to the performance (although it does raise the speaker to a better

occupy the same space at the same

find out just why, but I'm certain they're
right.

You see, the speakers didn't look especially large at the hi-fi showroom-just a
little closer to Airedales than Pekinese. At
home, the situation boiled down to this : if
we moved out of the living room, then the
two stereo speakers could move in. But if
we stayed ... well, two objects can't occupy
the same space at the same time, like we
said!

Looking over the "bookshelf" speaker
systems back at the hi-fi showroom, I stum-

bled across what I think is a rather significant fact : most of them were pretty much
98

signed to rest on a "bookshelf" or a table of

level for dispersing sound) . What's more, I

thought, a speaker/table combination can
take up more space than a full-sized enclosure with improved characteristics.
Scratching the old noggin a bit, I finally
came up with the solution you see pictured
here. It's a speaker -and -baffle combination

that occupies only about % sq. ft. of floor
space, needs no supporting "table," and yet
sounds good from "top to bottom." The
basic design is actually British, but it has
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Constructing enclosure is actually rather simple, if you follow the step-by-step instructions
outlined in text. One side was removed (left and center) to show the internal layout better.

been reworked to fit a full -range 8" speaker
(Lafayette SK -128, Radio Shack "NOVA 3," Knight KN-819, etc.).
If you like your bass with a built-in boom
(some people do, and that's their privilege),
this cabinet may not appeal to you. And, as
with most good speaker systems, your first
impression may be that it's a little "shy" at
both the low- and high -frequency extremes.
But it's not the first impression that counts;

it's how well the sound "wears." Lack of
boom can be deceptive, and this little system can accept boosting at either end of the
spectrum without pain.

Familiar Features. You will note that
there are some familiar features in an unusual setting. For one thing, the speaker is
pointed upward to avoid "beam" effects at
high frequencies and to disperse the sound
better. In addition, an angled panel directly
behind the speaker is drilled with a number
of small holes and offers a resistive path
between the speaker cavity and the closed
chamber at the bottom. This chamber, incidentally, is intended to counteract reso-

nances in the bass; otherwise, the baffle acts
as a conventional ducted -port bass reflex.

Together, these features add up to extremely smooth bass and treble response
in a unit whose cost is nominal. The cabinet, for example, is made of '/e" plywood
costing less than $3.00, plus about 50 cents
1962 Edition

worth of foam plastic and some scraps of
lumber.

The price of a square yard of grille cloth
will vary according to the kind you choose,

or you may want to eliminate the cloth
altogether and try for a different effect.
Another change you might consider is the
use of an open grille for the top instead of
the closed wood top shown here-more on
this possibility later.
The foam plastic used for "padding" the
speaker compartment is of the flexible kind.
Apparently this material goes under a variety of names, but the warehouse which provided ours called it "poly -ether" foam. It's
similar to foam rubber and is used in upholstery work. If you can find a firm which
supplies it for that purpose, you can probably get their left -over cuttings for a frac-

tion of what you'd have to pay in most
stores.

Basic Enclosure. There are several angled cuts to be made on the pieces of plywood. If you have access to a power saw,

you've no problem; but if you don't, it's best

to have the parts cut to size at a lumber
yard or cabinet shop. You can save some
time and material by keeping the pieces
left over from cutting the resistive panel
and the bottom sloping panel and using
them for glue blocks on the back and bottom. And don't forget that for a cut of 30°
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CENTER OF FUNNEL

9-1/8

all parts in enclosure. Resistive
panel (E) will overlap the ducf

7-11/16

1.-10-5/16
MOLDING

Diagram showing placement of

3/3/8{

12 3/16-

I.12-v2.

panel and must be trimmed to fit.

FUNNEL

3/4

PLUG

SPEAKER BOARD (D

L

+N

4-3/8

0+

4-1/8
TWEETER
CONTROL
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2-1/8

1-7/8 HOLE
17

+B

D

C+

29-I/2

--r

L__

I

[I.-

G

F

1+2-1/4

30°+30

SLOPING PANEL (G)

12

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

the saw blade should be set at 60°, which is
30° from a vertical setting.

Begin assembly by fixing the cleats in
position on the back, bottom, and sides,

ls,ái

1
45°

11

2-1/2 I-I1- 1 MOLDING

BECOMÁ

T

10 1/4

ROW,
1" SPACING

7 I/2

10

F

45°

RESISTIVE

7 ROWS
OF HOLES,
10 HOLES
IN EACH

using plenty of glue and screws. Join these
parts and then add the resistive panel, hav-

ing first drilled it with seventy I/4" holes
(Continued on page 142)
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* HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR
* THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE MANUAL
* LEARNING THE RADIOTELEGRAPH CODE

* OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
Starting out in amateur radio? You will find these publications a necessary part of your reading and studying for the coveted amateur radio operator's ticket. Written in clear, concise
language, they help point the way for the beginner. Tried and proven by thousands upon
thousands of amateurs, these ARRL publications are truly the "Gateway to Amateur Radio."

Only
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Postpaid
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For All Four
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Booklets

Street

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, Inc.

City

West Hartford 7, Connecticut
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State
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Money Order
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STE R EO TE STI N G

MADE EASY
Switch from speakers to test equipment

at will with this easy - to - build gadget
By MILTON OGUR

IF YOU'VE HESITATED to test that
highly touted stereo system of yours because it meant too much wear and tear on
cables, cabinetry, and nerves, this gadget is
for you. It's easy to build (only a handful

of components are needed), inexpensive
(parts will cost you about $5.00), and can

mal use, this switch feeds the audio voltage
from the input jack, J8, to the speaker system, via a pair of 2 -conductor, closed-circuit

phone jacks (J1 and J2). And for test purposes, it feeds these signals to a parallel
combination of the following: banana test
jacks J4/J5 and J6/J7 for oscilloscope or

be used with monaural amplifiers, too. Furthermore, it's small enough to form a permanent and inconspicuous part of your hi-fi
setup.
Comprised of a switch, various jacks,
and two resistors, this device should make

VTVM leads; and a 3 -conductor open -cir-

life easier whenever you want to run frequency response checks, measure distortion, or whatever. Its circuit is built around

RI and R2. For this reason, R1 and R2
should possess a power rating in excess
of that for each amplifier channel and

a single d.p.d.t. toggle switch (S1). In nor -

1962 Edition

cuit phone jack, J3, for monitoring with
low -impedance headphones.

In case the plugs to the speakers are removed from J1 and J2, the amplifiers are
automatically terminated in load resistors

should roughly match the "nominal" imped-

I01

JI
SPKR A

CND
PL

CHANNEL
CHANNEL A

o

J4

SI

I^i
1

RI

J5

R2

J7

TEST

SPKRS

OJ6

J6

TA I

AMPLIFIER

J2

SPKR B

I

1
1

J3
PHONES

Schematic diagram of inexpensive stereo test unit. As explained in text, output from
stereo amplifier can be fed to

k--1-1/4"--40-1-1/4"-.4-1 I/4"--4-1 1/4"--.1

speakers A and B, stereo head-

phones, or test jacks J4 to J7.

2-1/4'

Template at right shows location of holes for jacks JI to
J8 and switch SI. Only two
sides of utility box are used.

I-1/8"

5/8"

PARTS LIST
II, 12 -2 -conductor, closed-circuit phone jack
13, '18 -3 -conductor, open -circuit phone jack
14, 15, 16, 17-Banana jack (2 black, 2 red)
'PLl-3-conductor phone plug (to match 18)

4

1

J6

3/4"
2-1/4"

1

7/8'

RI, R2-Wire-wound power resistors-see text
Sl-D.p.d.t. toggle switch
11

1-5" x

21/4" x 21/4"

aluminum utility box (Bud

CU -2104-A or equivalent)
fi

Misc.-Hookup wire (2 colors, one for each chan-

nel), 3 -wire cable, hardware, decals, solder,
etc.

Optional-see text

Pictorial diagram of
completed stereo test unit. Although test jacks J5 and J7 are both
at ground potential, jacks J4 and J6 must
be insulated from the chassis, as indicated.
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Aluminum utility box with snap -on
cover simplifies mounting of stereo
test unit. With cover attached to
equipment cabinet, the test unit
can easily be removed. If "easy
remove"

feature

is

not

needed,

however, the unit can be mounted
in an aluminum box and permanently attached to the hi-fi cabinet.

ance of the taps in use-e.g., 4, 8, or 16
ohms.

Construction is relatively simple, but be

to use an aluminum utility box with
a "snap -on" cover. Begin by laying out the

components on the "open chassis"-only
two adjacent rectangular sides were used
for mounting in the author's model. If the
suggested layout shown here is used, the
following order of mounting is recommended: (1) S1, with leads attached; (2)
J4 and J6 (both red), with lugs bent slightly

in, away from the chassis; (3) J5 and J7
(both black) , again with lugs bent slightly
in;

(4) J3 and J8; (5) J1 and J2 (rotate

until terminals are most accessible); and
(6) RI and R2.
As indicated above, the leads to switch
S1 should be soldered in advance of mount-

ing and made long enough-about 3"-to
reach the banana jacks (J4 -J7). For channel identification, use two colors of hookup
wire.

All jacks except J4 and J6 are

grounded to the chassis; these two should
be insulated with fiber shoulder washers.
No terminal strips will be needed, and
RI can be soldered directly to the terminals
of J4 and J5, and R2 to J6 and J7. It may
be necessary to loosen the jacks in order to
rotate their lugs into positions where wiring

will be easiest; in any case, R1 and R2
should be dressed to clear all adjacent parts
and the chassis for coolest operation.
1962 Edition

Jack J8 is optional. Should you wish to
use the unit to check someone else's stereo
system, you'll find it helpful; but if the unit
is to be anchored to one cabinet, J8 can be
omitted and a rubber grommet inserted in
its place to protect the 3 -wire cable con-

necting the unit to the output terminal
strip (or strips) of the stereo amplifier.
This cable should be long enough to enable

the unit to be used outside the equipment
cabinet if necessary.

If space is available within the equip-

ment cabinet, drill two holes in the cover to
accommodate wood screws, and mount it in
the chosen space. With this done, the chassis can be snapped in place as needed.
For regular listening, leave switch Si
in the Speaker position, or, if headphones

are preferred, switch to the Test position.
When distortion rears its ugly head, bring
out the audio oscillator, oscilloscope, VTVM,

or what have you; snap the test unit out of
its cover; and place it in a convenient spot
for testing. (This "open chassis" arrangement insures proper ventilation of R1 and
R2 when full power is being pumped into
them.)
With the switch in the Test position, plug

the meter leads into test jacks J4/J5 or
J6/J7, as needed, and measure distortion or
output level. If an oscilloscope is used, simply plug the cable from its "vertical" ter3( minals into the test jacks.
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Headband bracket matches tapped holes.

Use separate leads for each speaker, and phase for bes+ bass.

STEREO HEADSET
on a BUDGET
By R. F. DRISCOLL
YOU CAN ASSEMBLE your own stereo headset for about half the price
of a factory -made product. Pick up a pair of Quam 25A07 replacement
speakers (they come with holes tapped in the back plate), a pair of headset
cushions, and a Trimm headband. Cut the four flanges off the speakers, and
fit the speakers into the headset cushions (be careful of the speaker cones)
after attaching some flexible wire leads to the voice coil terminals. Attach
the Trimm headband by sweat -soldering a bracket with holes to match the

spacing of those already in the speakers. Connect each pair of leads to
plugs, reversing the leads to one plug for best bass, then sit back and
just listen.

Total cost of +he five items you will need to make
the stereo headset should be approximately $5.92.
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Speaker mounting flanges should be clipped off as
shown. Enlarge holes in cushions for best response.
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INTRODUCING THE
COMPACTRON

multi -section tube gives
FM TUNER/RECEIVER
three -tube performance
By PHILIP E. HATFIELD, W9GFS*
BY NOW, just about everyone has heard

of the "Compactron." And you'll be seeing more and more of the Compactron, too,
for this new multifunction tube in its many
forms will soon appear in TV sets, FM mul-

tiplex adapters, and dozens of other products. Actually, the Compactron is just what
its name (a General Electric trademark)
implies : an extremely compact grouping of
a number of different "tubes" in a single
envelope. There is almost no end to its applications, but the little FM tuner/receiver
* Receiving Tube Dept., General Electric Co.
1962 Edition

pictured here represents an ideal introduction to the device.
Since this one -tube unit can be used with
earphones, it is just the thing for listening

to FM programs late at night when fullscale operation of your hi-fi rig might
cause domestic discord. If you want to boost
FM programing to full -room volume, sim-

ply feed the output from the combination
tuner/receiver into your hi-fi set. Reverting to earphone operation again will entail
nothing more than changing plugs.
Although it incorporates its own power
supply, this compact tuner/receiver can be
105

built for far less than most FM tuners. And
it offers the distinct advantage of enabling
you to become acquainted with one of the

latest developments in the tube field-the
Compactron-at the same time.
About the Circuit. You can see from
the schematic diagram that the 6D10 Compactron is a triple triode (see page 108). It
combines the functions of an r.f. amplifier,
superregenerative detector, and audio amplifier-all in one envelope.
The first section serves as an r.f. amplifier, connected in a grounded -grid circuit.
l'or simplicity, this stage is untuned, since

its principal function is to isolate the antenna from the detector.

The second stage, a superregenerative
detector, oscillates simultaneously at the
frequency of the incoming signal and at a
frequency slightly above the audible range

-the so-called "quench" frequency. If

you've ever done much experimenting with
ordinary regenerative detectors, it shouldn't
take you long to figure out how a superregenerative detector works.

As you no doubt know, an ordinary regenerative detector is most sensitive when
it's just on the verge of oscillation. But in
the superregenerative circuit, the detector
is pulled "in" and "out" of oscillation thousands of times each second at a rate determined by the quench frequency. The result
is a circuit so sensitive that you can actually
hear the thermal noise of the tube, although
this noise disappears when a strong signal is
received.
The detector's

very

high

frequency

(v.h.f.) oscillation takes place at the same

TO

R5, R8,

AND LI

Pictorial diagrams on these
pages show how parts for FM
tuner/receiver should be arranged within 3" x 4" x 5"
aluminum chassis box; receiver

portion of circuit appears at
right, above, while power supply (at bottom of chassis box)
is shown at left.
Note that
coupling capacitor C5 has been
moved upward slightly in picTO ONO

AND L6
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torial at right to show pins on
socket for Compactron tube.
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The output from the detector is fed to a
filter consisting of L3, C7, L4, and CS, in
order to strip the signal of v.h.f. and
quench -frequency components. From the fil-

ter, it goes to the grid of the Compactron's
third triode section, an ordinary resistance coupled audio amplifier which amplifies the

signal to a suitable level for headphone
operation. Alternatively, the ouput from
this stage can be fed into an auxiliary audio

rate as the frequency of the incoming signal; the frequency of this oscillation is determined principally by the values of coil
L2 and variable capacitor C3. The lower frequency oscillation or "quench" frequency

is determined chiefly by the values of capacitor C4 and resistor R2, as well as the
position of the tap on L2. Amplitude of the
quench oscillation, in turn, depends on the
plate voltage and can be controlled by the
setting of potentiometer R7.
1962 Edition

amplifier.

Putting It Together. The box chosen
for the cabinet provides plenty of room for
all components, but you'll find that assem-

bly is easier if you follow the sequence
outlined here.
Begin by punching and drilling all holes,
then mount the Compactron socket, the two
adjacent 5 -point terminal strips, potentiometer R7, antenna jack J1, and phone jack J2.
As much wiring as possible should be com107

C6

.05yf.1 /
J2

PHONES

ANT.
JI

CI

C .001J1,
6.8M
RI

95
476

R4

33011

2701L

R9

I001L

RIO
10K

DI

IN1695

CIOA CIOB
50-50 pt.
ISOV

T T.Olpf.

Schematic diagram

II7VAC

of +he tuner/receiver.
detector, and audio amplifier are combined within a single tube.
R.F.

e...11.........11...1..1111111111.1.........1.1111..11111111.111111111 ................1.1.1.1111111111 PARTS

C1 -O.001-0. ceramic capacitor
C2- 4.7-µµ1. ceramic or mica capacitor
C3 -17.5-µµf.

CII

variable capacitor (Hammarlund

HF-15 or equivalent)
C4 -50-µµf. mica capacitor
CS, C11 -0.01-µf. ceramic capacitor

LIST,111111111111111111111.......,..,.,..,.,111111.1111 ..............111111,111111111.1,............,..111111

L5, L6 -Single layer of #22 enameled copper
wire, close -wound on and wired in parallel
with 470,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor, 7/32" in

diameter, 9/16" long

R1 -330 -ohm, =/2 -watt resistor

C6-0.05-0., 200 -volt Mylar or paper capacitor
C7 -0.005-µf. ceramic capacitor
C8 -100-µµf. ceramic capacitor
C9-25-0., 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
CIOa/C10b-50/50 µf., 150 -volt dual electrolytic
capacitor
DI -1N1695 diode

fl -Screw -type banana jack
J2 -Open -circuit phone jack
LI-Single layer of #30 enameled copper wire
close -wound on and wired in parallel with
470,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor, 7/32" diameter
and 9/16" long

L2-5 turns of #18 tinned copper wire,

amplifier,

1/2" in

diameter, spaced to a length of approximately
5/8", tapped at center turn
L3 -7-µh. r.f. choke (Ohmite Z-50 or equivalent)
L4-10-mh. r.f. choke (). W. Miller 756)

R2-6.8-megohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R3 -560,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R4 -270 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R5, R6, R8 -47,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor

R7 -50,000 -ohm potentiometer, linear taper
R9 -100 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R10 -10,000 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor

Sl-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
TI -Power transformer; primary, 117 volts a.c.;
secondaries, 125 volts
15 ma. and 6.3 volts
@ 0.6 amp. (Stancor PS -8415 or equivalent)
ítai

VI -6D10 tube

1 -12 -pin socket for above (produced by 1. H.
Mfg. Co., Cinch Mfg. Co., etc.)
x 5" utility box (LMB T -F779 or
equivalent)
1 -Miniature telescoping antenna (Lafayette
F-343 or equivalent)

1-3" x 4"

Misc.-Line cord and plug, wire, solder, dial,
dial plate, terminal strips, hardware, etc.

1..1111111111111.111.11111..11.111111.1111111111111.11.1......`

pleted before you mount any additional
parts. Variable capacitor C3 should then be
mounted and all wiring completed, with the
exception of that for the power supply.

Note that both the rotor and stator of
the variable capacitor must be insulated
from the box, and that an insulated shaft
extension must be used with a metal dial.
The capacitor specified in the Parts List
108

has two holes in the ceramic end -plate that

allow the use of "pillars" for mounting.

Other capacitors may require a small plastic plate for mounting, with mounting pillars attached to the plate.
Transformer T1, switch Si, filter capacitor C10a/C10b, and the other two terminal
strips should now be mounted on the box
(Continued on page 161)
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GROVE'S GIANT CB SALE!!
Closing out our stock of CB kits. Originally advertised at
539.95 up. Complete with power supply, tubes, crystal, cabinet, wire, instructions, etc. Less microphone. Note: transmitter must be tuned and tested by or under supervision of
person holding a first or second-class FCC license. All sales
final at this price. Thousands now in use. Rush your order in
today while the supply lasts,

110 Volt CB Transceiver Kits.$19.95
12 Volt CB Transceiver Kits.$22.95
6 Volt CB Transceiver Kifs.$22.95
GROVE BREAKS THE ANTENNA PRICE BARRIER!!!
3 -ELEMENT CB BEAM ANTENNA
SALE $ 1 1.99
Reg. $19.95
(Mounts vertically or horizontally) Model BA -27
(3 or more -$10.99 ea.) (6 or more -$9.99 ea.)
$8.99Reg. $12.98. All aluminum -Model GP -27. SALE

CB ANTENNA

$8.69
$8

SALE

4 -ft. Continuously loaded fiberglass whip + trunk lid mount
SALE

99

$
e

Bumper mount + heavy spring + 102" st. steel whip

COMMAND CORSAIR II -Model CBB-2
Rep. $22.95

SALE

I

Double bumper mount + spring + 102" st. steel whip

COMMAND STANDARD II -Model CS -2
Reg. $9.98

SALE

$6e 89

Heavy duty body mount + spring + 102" st. steel whip
COMMAND CB GROUND PLANE ANTENNA
SALE
Model CGP-1. Reg. $16.98
Heavy-duty construction -solid alum. rods
(3 or more -$10.99 ea.)

SALE

Reg. $8.95

SALE

i

$3 49
$3,99

Spark plug & distributor suppressors + gen. cond. and GNS
14 -PC. CB SILENCER KIT -Model SN-2
SALE
Rep. $12.95
Consists of NN -1 kit + 3 hypass capacitors

NOISTOP-finest cure-nationally famous

$ 16.95

Special: with each Noistop. 3 high pass filters for only 19c

LOW PASS FILTERS -Model CLP

$2.95

SALE
Rep. $3.95
Installs between transmitter and antenna -coax connectors

HIGH PASS FILTERS -Model CHP

$ I19 9

SALE

Rep. $1.95

Eliminate CB noise from TV sets (3 or more -89c ea.)
FIELD STRENGTH METER -Model FSI-1

$5.99
$6,99
S -METER -Clear plastic face
SALE $2.95
Reg. $3.98
0-1 MA. D.C. PANEL METER
L
SALE $2.89
For s.w.r., other uses
CRYSTAL SOCKETS
10 for only 89c
Reg. 24c
RG8u COAXIAL CABLE for base stations
100 feet for $7 99
9
RG58u COAXIAL CABLE for mobile use
999
100 feet for S2.99
PL -259 COAXIAL CONNECTOR PLUG
SALE 39c
SO -239 COAXIAL CONNECTOR SOCKET
SALE 39c
PL -258 COAXIAL CONNECTOR JUNCTION
SALE 49c
SALE

Reg. $8.95

COLINEAR ANTENNA

$ 11 99
$29.95

HY-GAIN TOPPER WHIP -top -loaded
ONLY
(Chrome body mt.)
Special: with each topper whip, 50 ft. RG58 cable for only 19c

$7.17

UG-175 COAXIAL CONNECTOR ADAPTOR

$28e 43

ONLY
Model M-81
Special: with each M-81, 100 ft. RG58 cable for only 19c

ri MARK

MOBILE BEACON BASE STATIONONLY
ANTENNA

WI

9.5

Special: with each beacon, 100 ft. RG58 cable for only 19c
SUPER BEACON by Mark Mobile
ONLY

$34e 95

Special: with each super -beacon, 50 ft. RG8u cable for only 19c

HELIWHIPS by Mark Mobile -4 ft. or 5 ft.
ONLY

$9 I95

Heavy-duty continuously loaded fiberglass mobile antennas

Special: with Heliwhips, 50 ft. of RG8u Cable for only 19c

$7 20

HELIWHIPS by Mark Mobile -Light duty S models. 18 -inch, 3 ft., 4 ft., or 6 ft. lengths. ONLY
Special: with Heliwhips, 50 ft. of RG58 cable for only 19c

SALE

UG-646 RIGHT ANGLE ADAPTOR
Li LAPEL TYPE CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
CARBON HAND MICROPHONE

SLIM -TYPE CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
with switch, etc.
I

MAGNUM 27 by Antenna Specialists

SALE

e

ONLY
List $49.95
Special: with each colinear, 100 ft. RG58 cable for only 19c

-for base stations

Reg. $3.98. Tuneable for CO band

Model FSI-2. Reg. $9.95

(3 or more -$7.99 ea.) (6 or more -$6.99 ea.)

1-1 COMMAND CORSAIR -Model CCB-1
Reg. $19.98

GENERATOR NOISE SUPPRESSOR -Model GNS $'
(3 or more -$1.49 ea.) (6 or more -$1.19 ea.)
11 -PC. CB SILENCER KIT -Model NN -1

4 -BAND FIELD STRENGTH METER

CB -SPECIAL GROUND PLANE ANTENNA

COMMAND
Reg. $11.98

KILL CB INTERFERENCE WITH GROVE ACCESSORIES!!

SALE

SALE
SALE
SALE

BULLET -SHAPED CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

SALE

14c
19c

$1.39
$3.49
$3.49
$3.99

$9 95

TURNER 350C FAMOUS CB MICROPHONE
e
ONLY
Special: with each 350C, receive or transmit crystal for only 19c
FAMOUS MAKE ANTENNA ROTATORS

$ 19.98

4-COND. ROTATOR CABLE FOR ABOVE.. ..100 feet for 52.49
SALE ON FAMOUS MAKE CLOSE -TOLERANCE CB CRYSTALS!!
channel, freq.,
Receive
or transmit -specify make, model,
trans. or rec. ONLY $2.49 each. 6 or more $2.29 each
TRANSMIT CB CRYSTALS

STANDARD
Famous make, close tol.

ONLY

$ I9
a

below (3 or more -$1.89 ea.) (6 or more -$1.79 ea.) freq. 27.035.
26.975, 26.985, 27.005, 27.015, 27.025,

26.965,
27.125,
27.055, 27.065, 27.075, 27.085, 27.105. 27.115, 27.215.
27.135, 27.155. 27.165, 27.175, 27.185, 27.205,
27.225 (channels 1 thru 23)
Check items wanted. Return ad or order w/check or money order
(include postage, excess returned). Sorry, no C.O.D.

6 -FOOT HEAVY DUTY HELIWHIP

ONLY $ 1 0.95
by Mark Mobile
Special: with Heliwhips, 50 ft. of RG58 cable for only 19c

M-36 COAXIAL

ANTENNA
by Antenna Specialists

ONLY

S19.95
e

$3

Special: with each M-36, 100 ft. of RG58 cable for only 19c

COMMAND COURIER CB ANTENNA
SALE
Model CCA-1. Reg. $4.98
Center -loaded CB whip to fit your standard mount

Note: Models BA -27, GP -27, CCB-1, CCB-2, CS -2, Colinear,
Beacons, 6 Ft. Heliwhip, and M-36 antennas shipped

Railway Express collect only due to size.
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GROVE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY COMPANY

4101 W. Belmont Avenue

Chicago 41, Illinois
Rush items checked.
Send latest CB sale catalog.
Name

(please print)

Address

City

Zone... State
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ELECTRONIC KITS...
HI-FI
TEST INSTRUMENTS

... HAM GEAR
CITIZENS RADIO
... TRANSISTOR RADIO

All easy -to -build - with complete, step-bystep, beginner -tested pictorial instructions

All tremendously economical - cost 50%
less than comparable wired units

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.

Your buying guide
to all the cars
on the market

3300 No-thern Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y. EEH-62

Here's the place to find out which car is for you!

All fully guaranteed - lifetime service and
calibration at small cost

and

All in the latest

L7E/COe

Catalog

-Mail coupon today for your free copy.-

--

Please send FREE catalog and
name of neighborhood dealer.

The 1962 Car and Driver Yearbook (formerly

Name

Sports Cars Illustrated Directory) features a com-

Address

prehensive listing of imported and domestic

City

models-complete with photographs, prices, performance data and specifications.

State

Zone

COlOR COPED NUIDRIYER SEIS

PLUS: A review of the 1961 racing season.
Car and Driver Road Research Reports
on top cars.

No fumbling - you reach for

1962 calendars of all major automo
bile shows and races.

the right one every time!

A listing of all importers of cars in the
U.S.-complete with addresses.

On sale March 6

Only $1.00

Or send in this handy coupon and we'll send you
a copy on the date of publication.
No. 127
space -saving

No. 17
handy bench stand

wall rack

7 most -used sizes -11'6" thru %"
High carbon steel. Precision sockets. Shockproof
plastic handles (UL). Ask your distributor to show
you these and other Xcelite sets. Also, full range
of nutdrivers (1;2" - ?;").

XCELITE, INC.

-

ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.

Retail Sales Division
Ziff -Davis Publishing Company
One Park Avenue
New York 16, New York

Please send me a copy of the new 1962 CAR AND
DRIVER YEARBOOK.
enclose $1.00, the cost of the
YEARBOOK, plus 1N to cover mailing and handling
I

charges. (Canada and Foreign, $1.25 plus 1OC
postage.)
Name

Address

City
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

I10

Zone

State

(add 3% sales tax if New York City resident)
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Electronics
in the Workshop
THE newcomer to electronics experimenting may believe that he will soon
require a veritable laboratory of test equipment. But before long he finds that
this is not so, and that for 1 out of 3 projects a simple 20,000 -ohm -per -volt VOM
sensitive vacuum will suffice. Furthermore, he can turn this instrument into a
112)
.
A
probe
to
detect
and measure
tube voltmeter (which we describe on page
radio frequencies with the "adapted" VOM appears on page 122.
The transistor experimenter will probably find the "in -circuit" tester (page
125) of considerable interest and value, while the overall experimenter may want
to build the "Universal Workshop Tester" (page 132) . Refined voltage measurements are possible with the miniature a.c. voltmeter (page 138) and the very
unusual "Expanded Scale Voltmeter" (page 1 19) .
A radio -TV service shop handling electrolytics should investigate the
"Restorer" (page 1 J) ; it will save "call-backs" galore. This gadget "forms"
capacitors to prevent them from popping the insulating film. Such breakdowns
and
are frequent occurrences when electrolytics have been allowed to age
deteriorate.
These, and the other 30 projects in this volume, are only a small sampling of
the numerous valuable ideas appearing regularly in the monthly editions of
1

POPULAR ELECTRONICS.
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PHILIP E. HATFIELD

VTVM Adapter for Multimeters

H. E. SANDERS

The Restorer

DOROTHY L. ZACHARY

Expanded Scale Voltmeter

119

FORREST H. FRANTZ, Sr.

R.F. Probe Peps Up VTVM

122

C. L. HENRY

In -Circuit Transistor Tester

125

BOB WRIGHT

Cooking Up Your Own Blueprints

128

FRANK A. PARKER

Universal Workshop Tester

1 32

FORREST H. FRANTZ, Sr.

AC Transistorized Voltmeter

138

HERBERT FRIEDMAN

Sensitive Field Strength Meter

144
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Adapter for
Multimeters
Low-cost adapter converts VOM to a vacuum -tube voltmeter
By PHILIP E. HATFIELD,
IF YOU NEED a vacuum -tube voltmeter

but hesitate to buy one because you

already own a good 20,000-ohm/volt multi meter, the little adapter described here may
be the answer to your problem. It will convert your meter to a d.c. VTVM having an
input resistance of 11 megohms. Since the

only connections to the multimeter are
made through the existing input jacks, the
unit can easily be removed whenever you
wish.

The adapter provides d.c. ranges of 0 - 4,
0 - 40, and 0 - 400 volts, and-with the help

of a specially built a.c. probe-the two
lower ranges can also be used on r.f. voltages at frequencies up to about 10 mega-

cycles. The cost of the unit is low, and
you'll be able to check sensitive circuits in
which voltages would literally disappear
under the load of an ordinary multimeter.
Construction. The parts are housed in
a 3" x 4" x 5" metal utility box. Start construction by drilling all the mounting holes
and installing all parts except "range"
switch Si and power transformer Ti.
Resistors R3, R4 and R5 are then mount-

ed on Si, the terminal for one of the un-

W9GFS

installed in the handle of the positive probe.
The r.f. probe circuit is built into the plastic

case of a nasal inhaler, in the following
manner.
Remove the interior sleeve from the plas-

tic case, and drill holes for the leads and
banana plug in the outer shell and threaded
cap respectively. Diode Di, resistor R2 and
capacitor Cl are then wired in; these components will be slipped into the shell when
the case is closed. Finally, install a phone

plug (Pi) and an alligator clip on the free
ends of the appropriate leads. The banana
plug may be used as a test prod, or it may
be slipped into an alligator clip for attachment to a circuit point.
Checking and Operation.
Set your
multimeter to 50, 75 or 100 volts d.c., connecting its negative lead to J4 and its posi-

The adapter connects to the multimeter's existing input jacks as
shown below. It can be removed
at any time if you want to use the
multimeter in the normal way.

used sections of this switch serving as a tie

point for the grounded end of R5. The
switch is now installed and all wiring in the

box, except for the transformer connec-

tions, may be completed. Finally, mount
and connect the transformer.
Before the VTVM adapter can be used,
the proper probes must be provided. The d.c.

probes are a set of ordinary test leads with
one modification: a 1-megohm resistor
(R1), wired in series with the test lead, is
This VTVM adapter is patterned after one described in
the July and August 1954 issues of the "G.E. Ham News."
The author wishes to extend his thanks to the General
Electric Company for permission to use the idea.
112
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VI SOCKET

Completed unit (below, right)
fits in 3" x 4" x 5" utility box
to spare. Switch

with space
used

for

SI

(see

pictorial

diagram, right) has two extra
positions. The terminal of one
of these was used as tie point
for the grounded end of R5.

tive lead to J5. The adapter is plugged in

and, after it has warmed up, balance control
R8 is set for a zero reading on the multi meter. Connect the adapter's d.c. test leads
across a 1.5 -volt flashlight cell, then several
cells in series, and finally a variable voltage
power supply-checking several points on

the three ranges.
The voltage indicated on the meter
will be 10 times the voltage across the
adapter's test leads on the 0-4 volt range.
On the 0-40 volt range, the meter will indicate the same voltage which is across
the leads; while on the 0-400 volt range,
the meter reading will be one-tenth that of
the voltage across the leads.

The most accurate readings will be obtained when the resistance of the multi -

meter used is greater than 50,000 ohms. For
this reason, the higher voltage ranges of
the multimeter should be employed where

To use the r.f. probe, plug in its cable
anti disconnect the d.c. test leads. The
probe's clip lead is attached to a ground

be read. As mentioned previously, the probe
should be used only on the 4- and 40 -volt
ranges of the adapter; voltages much
higher than 40 will exceed the ratings of Dl.
How It Works. The adapter uses a 6CG7
dual triode as a d.c. amplifier. With no in-

point in the circuit and its tip is touched or
clipped to the point where r.f. voltage is to

draw currents which are dependent on their

possible.
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put signal, the two sections of the tube
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TO

J4

V.O.M.

02

RII

10011

R8

TI

500011
BALANCE

a

+

R6
10K

^C4
- 40pf.

R9
10K

125V C>

117 V

60n,

RANGE

+

4V

R3

r

-11140V

9.I M EG.

6CG7

R4
0.9I M EG.

C2

C3

0.05pí.
R5
0.I MEG.
CJ3

1

Schematic of adapter shows 6CG7

dual triode in d.c. amplifier cir-

cuit. Potentiometer R8 (balance
control) makes the "no -signal"

voltage the same on each plate.

R7

56o n

To..5.
PARTS LIST

own characteristics and the values of the
resistances in their cathode and plate circuits. If one section draws more current
than the other, it will have a greater voltage drop in its plate resistor, and a volt-

meter connected across jacks J4 and J5 will
show this voltage difference.

To zero the meter, the balance control

(RS) is used to change the relative amounts
of resistance in the two plate circuits so the
same voltage appears at each plate.
When the positive voltage applied to the
grid approaches 4 volts, a linear plate voltage change is no longer obtained. For this
reason, a voltage divider has been incorporated to allow higher voltages to be measured without applying more than 4 volts to
the grid of the tube.
The r.f. probe uses diode DI as a shunt
rectifier. The diode develops a d.c. voltage
across the input voltage divider when r.f.
energy is coupled to it through capacitor
Cl. This voltage causes the meter to
ate in the same manner as with a d.c. opervoltage applied to the test leads.

C1 -500-µµt. ceramic disc capacitor

C2, C3 -0.05-µf., 200 -volt paper capacitor
C4 -40-µf., 150 -volt electrolytic capacitor

D1 -1N48 diode
D2 -130 -volt,

20 -ma.

selenium rectifier

(I.T.T.
#1159 or equivalent)
JI-Open-circuit phone jack
12, 13-Tip jack (one red, one black)
14, 15-Banana jack and binding post combination (one black, one red)
PI-Phone plug
R1-1.0 megohm
R2-3.3 megohms
R3-9.1 megohms
All resistors
R4-0.91 megohm
1 watt, 5%,
R5-0.1 megohm
unless other R6, R9-10,000 ohms
wise specified
R7-560 ohms, 1 watt, 10%

R8 -5000 -ohm wire -wound potentiometer

RIO -10 megohms, 1 watt, 10%
R11-100 ohms, 1/2 watt, 10%
SI-Single-pole, 3 -position rotary switch (3 positions of Mallory #32151, or equivalent)
TI-Power transformer; primary, 115 volts; secondaries, 115 volts @ 15 ma., 6.3 volts @
0.6 amp. (Triad R -54X or Stancor PS8415)
VI-6CG7 tube
1 -9 -pin miniature breadboard tube socket (Pomona XS -9 or equivalent)

1-3" x 4" x 5" utility box
equivalent)

(Bud CU -2105-A or

Misc.-D.c. test probes; banana plug, alligator
clip and plastic inhaler case for
r.f. probe;
hardware; knobs
ALLIGATOR CLI
R.F. PROBE

SHIELD

The circuit for the

r.f. probe is

-

BANANA
PLUG

PLASTIC CASE

housed in a plastic nasal
inhaler

case. The positive d.c. probe is

a

standard test prod having a 1-megohm resistor in series with its lead.

POSITIVE D.C.PROBE

RI
IMEG.
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IF YOU'RE one of the many experimenters

who have large stocks of used electrolytic capacitors in storage, you know that

such units often break down as soon as
they are again placed in service. These
capacitors aren't cheap, and you can avoid
wasting them by using this efficient automatic restorer. Costing less than $16.00 to
build, the device will give the most senile
electrolytic in your spare parts box a new
lease on life.
Inside the Electrolytic. Most electrolytic capacitors contain two sheets of thin

aluminum foil which are held apart by a
layer of electrolyte -impregnated paper or
gauze separators and rolled into a cylinder.
Each of these sheets is connected to one of
the capacitor's pigtail leads, and the posi-

tive foil is coated with an insulating (dielectric) film of aluminum oxide. The
thickness of this film, which is deposited
on the side facing the electrolyte, determines the maximum safe working voltage
of the capacitor.

When the capacitor is in service, the
thickness of the dielectric film is ade-

THE

quately maintained by the circuit voltage.
In storage, however, time and heat cause

RESTORER
.

gives your electrolytics a new lease on life
By H. E. SANDERS, W4CWK

the film to deteriorate. Full voltage placed

on an electrolytic that has been idle for
some time will almost invariably puncture
the weakened dielectric, ruining the unit.
It is possible, however, to electrically
restore or "form" a deteriorated dielectric
film. One standard forming procedure has

been to apply a very low voltage to the

capacitor, slowly increasing it over a period
of an hour or so, until the normal working
voltage is reached.
How the Restorer Works. The unit described in this article has been designed to
1962 Edition
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carry out the forming process described
above automatically. The capacitor itself
is made to adjust the speed of forming in
accordance with its age and the condition
of its oxide film. The progress of the forming is observed on a series of neon lamps.
Power for the automatic restorer is pro-

vided by transformer T1 and a voltage doubling full -wave rectifier circuit consisting of diodes Dl -D4 and capacitors CZ and

C2. Resistor R2 protects the diodes from
damage by excess current. The transformer's primary is connected to the line
through a 74 -ampere fuse (F1) and a toggle switch (S1). Neon lamp 11, with its
associated dropping resistor (R1), serves as
an "on -off" indicator.
The approximately 720 -volt d.c. output

A

bO a
O
oN

nected in series with the original one.
Resistor R17 protects the neon lamps from
a current overload.

Voltage applied to the capacitor to be
formed, through the series current -limiting

resistor (see "Operation" section for appropriate voltage and resistance settings),
divides between the two units as if they
were both resistors. Since the unformed
capacitor has a very low forward-or insulation-resistance, almost all the voltage
is initially dropped across the resistor. The
small drop across the capacitor begins the
forming process, however, and as the deteriorated electrolytic film is restored, the
capacitor's resistance gradually increases.

As the capacitor's resistance becomes

R15
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R13

334

R,?

334

334

33,1

O o
S1

tion of S3. an additional neon lamp is con-
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Schematic diagram of the "Restorer." Switch S3 taps the power supply's
voltage divider, selecting the "forming" voltage, and also controls the indicating lamp circuit. Switch S2 inserts the proper current -limiting resistor.

of the power supply is dropped across a
voltage divider made up of resistors R8
through R15. The voltage drop across each

of these resistors is on the order of 90
volts. One section of switch S3 taps the
voltage divider, determining the multiple

of 90 volts which will be applied (through
a series current -limiting resistor) to the
capacitor being formed. The current -

limiting resistor to be used (R3, R4, R5,

R6 or R7) is selected by switch S2.
The other section of S3 controls the automatic indicator circuit. In the lowest voltage position of this switch, neon lamp
19 is connected across the capacitor being
formed. For each successively higher posi116

greater, a larger proportion of the voltage
is dropped across it. When the voltage
across the capacitor has risen to the value

at which S3 is set, the lamp (or lamps)

associated with that position of S3 will fire

-indicating that the forming is complete.
Switch S3 is calibrated in 75 -volt intervals
because the NE -2 neon lamps used at 12-19
fire at 75 volts each.
Before disconnecting the restored electrolytic, S3 is turned to the "discharge" posi-

tion. In this way the capacitor, its charge
drained through R16, is made safe to
handle.

Construction Details. The restorer is
built into an 8"x 6" x 31/2" aluminum utility
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

box equipped with an "L" -shaped mounting

shelf. The shelf is formed from a 51/2" x
41/a" piece of heavy aluminum; make a

90°

bend along the long dimension, 1" from
one edge. The resulting lip is used to bolt
the shelf into the utility box.
Mount transformer T1 on one side of the
shelf and the remainder of the power supply

S2 and S3, and the indicating lamps are
mounted directly on the box. Before making the front -panel opening for the lamps,
construct the lamp holder.

The author made the lamp holder by

bending a 21/2"x 51/2" piece of plexiglass
(along its long dimension) into a "U"
shape. You can get the same effect, how -

clearly in this photo;
the author made his holder from a single strip of plexiglass. Quick -

Details

drying cement keeps

lamps and

,,,,1111,,,,,,,111,1111111111111,,,,1,11,,,,,,,111,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

PARTS LIST

CI, C2-8-4., 450 -volt electrolytic capacitor
Dl, D2, D3, D4-400-PIV, 200 -ma. silicon rectifier (Sarkes-Tarzian 2F4 or equivalent)
Fl -1A -ampere, 3AG fuse

11-19-Neon lamp (General Electric NE -2 or
equivalent)
11, 12-Banana jack (one red, one black)
RI -150,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2 -180 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor

R3-0.33 megohm
R4-0.47 megohm
R5-0.68 megohm
R6-1.0 megohms
R7-1.5 megohms

R16 -820 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R17 -180,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

Sl-S.p.s.t. toggle switch

52 -1 -pole, 5 -position, non -shorting rotary switch
53 -2 -pole, 9 -position, non -shorting rotary switch
TI-Power transformer; primary, 117 volts;

secondary, 250 volts @ 25 ma. (Knight 62 G
008 with filament winding and plate winding
CT unused, or equivalent)

1-8" x 6" x 31/2" aluminum utility box (Bud
CU -3009A or equivalent)

All 2 -watt resistors

R8 - R15 -33,000 -ohm, I -watt resistor

components (R2, R8 -R15, D1 -D4, C1 and

C2) on the other. To facilitate construction, the resistors are wired onto a terminal
board; drill two 3/16" ventilation holes in
the board below each resistor. The diodes
can be mounted on a long terminal strip.
When installing the shelf, position it so

that transformer Ti is inverted, with its

weight resting on the bottom of the utility
box. Banana plugs J1 and J2, switches Si,
1962 Edition

rolled -paper separators in place.

Misc.--Sheet aluminum for shelf, line cord and

plug, test leads, terminal board and strips,
plexiglass strips, cement, hardware, fuse clip,
wire, etc.

ever, by bolting together two 1" x 51/2"

plexiglass strips, spacing them about 1/a"

apart. One of the strips, of course, need
not be transparent-so you can substitute

any non -reflective material you happen to
have handy.
The "on -off" indicator lamp (I1), as well
as voltage indicator lamps 12-19, are inserted between the strips. Use only new

NE -2 lamps; old ones may have drawn
I

I7

The Resforer's"L"-shaped
mounting shelf is fastened
to the rear of the front
panel.
though
shelf,

Transformer
fastened to

TI,
the

really supported
by the bottom of the box.

heavy currents in prior usage, causing them

to fire at a voltage which is too low. The
NE -2's are separated with ',.'1" -diameter x
1" -long cylinders made of rolled paper, and

both the lamps and cylinders are held in
place with quick -drying cement.

When the cement has dried, measure the
assembly to determine the proper dimensions for the front -panel opening. The same

screws that hold the unit together may be
used to fasten it to the front panel.
(Continued on page

UNUSUAL BUYS

SPELLBINDING EXPE° IMENTS with
SILICON SOLAR CELL AND SUN BATTERY!

Experience endless fascination in cunt ertimg sun-

light into electricity to power small motors. amplifiers, etc. (See Jul' '61 Popular Science article"The Boat That Huno on Sunlight" for latest tech-

niques). Plastic case 11/2" x 1 /s" x 3/16". Produces
.3 to .45 volts -1U-16 milliamps. 24 -page Handbook
gives full
on 12pat exuerimen $2
No. 1ata60216-GD
25 Postpaid
Selenium Photocell. Lower power, lower price than Silicon Cell.
Stock No. 30.411-GD
$1.50 Postpaid
Solar Coll and Photocell Handbook. Fascinating 112 -page Handbook
on Silicon -Cell and Selenium projects. demonstrations, etc. Explains
phuto-voltage theory, performance. Gives infrared and ultra -violet
applications. Paperbound, 6" x 9".
Stock Na. 9230-GD
$2.00 Postpaid

ILA Stock

.

NEW PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE
Reproduces image on its s,I ,.on of any electrical waveform. See the operation of amplifier circuit, oscillator.
vibrator. eve. Ideal fur TV and Hi -Fi service, Indus-

trial testing, hams and electronic enthusiasts. Amer-

ican made. Ilond-wired circuits, shielded Cathode ray
tube. 20 cycles to 211 kc three step sweep. Vertical

frequency response: AC 20-75,000 cycles DC 0-75.000
Itoriz: 211 cycles to 75,000 cycles, lit. 7.4", 32" wide.
11%" deep. wt. 5% lbs. Operates on standard household current 105115 volt, 60 cycle. Rugged metal ease.
Stock No. 70,508.60
$69.95 Postpaid
cycles,

WOODEN SOLID PUZZLES
12 Different puzzles that will stimulate your ability to

Govt. Cosf $900-Bargain at $39.50

light source Is furnished.
Stock No. 85.098-GD

(See below).

$39.50 f.o.b. Barrington. N. J.
INFRARED LIGHT SOURCE AVAILABILITY!
Sou will need a 6 volt transformer or 6V auto battery to operate.
Stock No. 80.035.60
$10.00 Pstpd.

NEW! THERMO-PILE KIT!

t1.P,®óei .,

Converts Heat Into Electricity

the heat of a blow torch, a gas jet, or even
the heat of the sun into electricity. You receive
20-14" gauge, 0" long chromel-aluntel thermocouples; washer, bolt
and nut fur making reflector; other materials for making a thermopile; a small 1.5-3 V DC motor to run from thereto -pile (gives you
visual demonstration of electricity created). Kit includes full directions for setting up and experimenting with thernm-piles.
Stock No. 70,436-GD
$15.00 Postpaid
Order by Stock No.-Send Check or M.O.-Money-Back Guarantee

MAIL COUPON

Address

$3.00 Postpaid
o

for FREE CATALOG ttGD"

144 Pages! Over 1000 Bargains!
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., Barrington. N. J.

of fun. Order yours now.
Stock No. 70,205-GD

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.,BARRINGTON, N.J.
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WAR SURPLUS!-INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPE

Name

stimulate ability to think and reason while having lots

.I

OPTICS

SCIENCE
MATH

Converts infrared to visible light. See in total
darkness without being seen. Use in lab, factory, classroom, etc. Completely portable. Operates on Uro flashlight batteries (not included). Image is quite good, may be made even
better by careful focusing. Size 111/2" x 8".
Weight with currying case 12 lbs. Nu infrared

think and reason. Itere is a fascinating assortment of
wood puzzles that will provide hours of pleasure. Twelve
different puzzles. animals and geometric forms to take
apart and reassemble, give a chance for all the family.
young or old, to test skill, patience. and, best of all to

o.o,. It )ror. OW.. .l,ho r.,r. oa rower oto,.
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For demonstration, experimentation in the
exciting held of thermoelectricity'. Convert

Low Cost-High Performance

*
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Ingenious circuit employs
three zener diodes,
makes possible

accurate, low -voltage
d.c. measurements

A SCALE
N VOLTMETER
By DOROTHY LOUISE ZACHARY

NOT SO LONG AGO, an expanded -scale
voltmeter was a piece of equipment too
expensive for the average experimenter to

consider buying. Recent developments in

\^
t1e

\

\wtlo

i

l utiU'8//c///////////

1

semiconductors have changed the situation,
however. The 0-30 volt expanded -scale voltmeter described here, designed around the
now -familiar zener diode regulators, can be
built at moderate cost-even though it
rivals in performance commercial models

costing much more. Each of the unit's

three ranges (0-10, 10-20 and 20-30 volts
d.c.) is spread out over the full scale of the

.._..__.,..,

41 _> "-wide panel meter.

The Diodes. The design of the voltmeter

is based on the properties of the zener or

10-20 DC

(-10 DC

n

40-30 DC

MMUS
XPANDED-SCALE

VOID' ETER

"breakdown" diode. When a voltage source
is connected to such a diode in the reverse
direction (positive to cathode) , current flow
through the diode is negligible as long as
the voltage is below a certain critical point.
If the source voltage is raised above this
point, the diode "breaks down," passing a
current which is determined by the value of
the excess voltage and the resistance of the

rest of the circuit. As the source voltage
is further increased, the current flow
through the diode increases proportionally
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The three zener diodes in
the

expanded -scale

volt-

meter (DI, D2 and D3) are
protected from excess current by resistors RI and R2.

PARTS LIST
Dl, D3 -10 -volt zener diode, 1 -watt, 5% (Motorola
1N3020B or equivalent)

D2 -20 -volt zener diode, 1 -watt, 5% (Motorola
1N3027B or equivalent)

11, 12-Insulated tip jack (one red, one black)
M1-0-100 d.c. microammeter (Beede Model 230
or equivalent)
RI, R2 -2000 -ohm, I -watt, I% precision resistor
(either deposited -carbon or wire -wound)
R3 -100,000 -ohm, 1 -watt, 1% precision resistor
(either deposited -carbon or wire -wound)
SI-3-pcle, 3 -position rotary switch
1-2" x 7" x 5" aluminum chassis (Bud AC -402
or equivalent)

since it does not conduct. At voltages
higher than 10, DI "breaks down," maintaining a 10 -volt drop across its leads and

locking M1 at a reading of 10 volts. Resistor R2 and diode D2, though in the circuit, have no effect because D2 is a 20 -volt

to the excess voltage, but the voltage across

the diode remains at the breakdown point
-as long as the diode's rated power -handling capacity is not exceeded.
Zener diodes are available with breakdown ratings ranging from under 3 to about

200 volts. The two types used in this instrument are rated at 10 and 20 volts. (For
more complete information on zener diodes,
see the article beginning on page 76 of the
June 1961 issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS.)

The Circuit. Meter Ml, a 0-100 d.c.
microammeter, is converted to a 0-10 d.c.

voltmeter by means of a 100,000 -ohm series
resistor (R.3). Resistors RI and R2 are

current -limiting units, serving to protect

diodes D1, D2 and D3; the 2000 -ohm resistance of Rl or R2 is low compared with that
of Ml with its series resistor-so R1 and R2

have a negligible effect on the meter reading. The equivalent circuit for each of the
three positions of range switch S1 is shown
at the bottom of page 121.
When switch S1 is in the 0-10 volt position, M1 (neglecting the very small voltage
drop across R1) reads the voltage across
input jacks J1 and J2. Diode D1 has no
effect on the circuit for voltages below 10,
120
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diode-remaining a non-conductor throughout the 0-10 volt range.
With the switch in the 10-20 volt posi-

tion, no current flows through meter M1
for voltages less than 10 appearing across
J1 and J2, since neither diode conducts. For

voltages between 10 and 20, D1 is in its

"break -down" state and maintains a 10 -volt

drop across its leads, although D2, the 20 volt diode, is still in a non -conducting state;

the meter, therefore, reads the excess over
10 volts across J1 and J2. When voltages of
20 or higher appear across the input jacks,
diode D2 also "breaks down" and maintains a 20 -volt drop; in this case, M1 sees
only the voltage difference between D1 and

D2 (10 volts) and remains locked at its
maximum reading.
When S1 is in the 20-30 volt position, the

circuit is the same as in the previous case
except that an additional 10 -volt diode (D3)

is placed in series with the lead from J2.
TO MI (f)

TO MI (-)

3

This has the effect of "offsetting" the measurement by 10 volts. In other words, no
current flows through M1 for input voltages
of less than 20, while for voltages between
20 and 30, the meter reads the excess over
20 volts. When the input voltage reaches 30
or above, M1 locks at its maximum reading.
Construction. There's room to spare in
the 2" x 7" x 5" aluminum chassis used to
house the parts, but you'll find it convenient
to make all connections to switch S1 before
mounting it. And although parts layout

and placement are not at all critical, it's
essential to observe the proper polarity
when wiring in the diodes (D1, D2 and D3)
and meter (M1). A chromium handle of the
kitchen
type
be screwed to the top of the meter, making
it easier to carry around.

Reading the Meter. Since mentally

converting MI's 0-100 scale to measure 0-10
volts is a simple matter (you just divide all
readings by 10), it's not really necessary to

make a new meter scale for this application. Remember to add 10 volts to all
measurements taken on the 10-20 volt

Hook up range switch SI
as shown in photo above

range and 20 volts to all measurements on
the 20-30 volt range, and you won't have
any trouble.

before installing i+ in the
chassis according to pictorial diagram shown at left.

Equivalent circuits for each of
the three positions of the range
switch. "Offsetting" diode D3 is
placed in the circuit only when
SI is in the 20-30 volt position.

,2U+

,20+

0-10V

10-20V

20-30V

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION
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R.F. PROBE PEPS UP
uru M
Easy -to -build attachment helps you to trouble -shoot r.f. circuits
By FORREST H. FRANTZ, Sr.

YOU CAN INCREASE the utility of your
vacuum -tube voltmeter considerably by
building an r.f. probe for it. Although a

standard VTVM has an input capacitance
which limits its a.c. measurements to frequencies below about 50 kc., an r.f. probe
will push this frequency range well into the
short-wave region. In fact, the probe described here can boost your VTVM's upper
frequency limit into the 6 -meter band-a
frequency jump of over 1000 times!
What It Is. An r.f. probe is nothing more
than an r.f. detector which rectifies r.f. signals and delivers a d.c. output proportional
to the voltage applied to the probe's tip.

As shown in Fig. 1, capacitor Cl passes
r.f. signals but blocks d.c. voltages which
122

would contribute to the voltmeter reading
and possibly damage diode Dl. The diode
rectifies the r.f. signal by shorting out the
negative a.c. pulses, leaving a positive pul Fig. 1. Circuit of r.f. probe. Aluminum foil surrounds three components and serves as shield.
PI

(TO MATCH VTVM
D.C. VOLTS JACK)
PRIOBE

RI

DI

ALUMINUM FOIL
GROUND CLIP
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TUBE
CAP

SHIELDED
CABLE

SHIELD

GROUND

CLIP

6"
INSULATED
LEAD

BARE
WIRE

1

PLASTIC
TUBE

SOLDERED TO

SHIELD

ALUMINUM
FOIL

Fig. 2. Pictorial diagram shows how author's probe was assembled. Hook added
to probe screw simplifies trouble -shooting.

sating voltage which must be filtered to
obtain accurate meter readings.
Resistor R1 is part of the necessary filter.

PARTS LIST
ceramic
1000-volt
(Sprague 5GA-T20 or equivalent)
D1-1N34A diode
C1-0.0002-0.,

capacitor

PI-Phone plug (Lafayette MS -455 or equivalent-see text)
R1-4.7-megohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

1-30" length of shielded single -conductor mike
cable (Belden 8401 or equivalent)
1-"Mini-gator" clip (Mueller -30 or equivalent)
1-9/I6" x 21/I6" plastic tube-see text
Misc.-Aluminum foil, tape, hardware, etc.

Only a few parts

The other part of the filter is the stray

capacitance contributed by the shielded
cable on the probe and the stray capacitance of the VTVM's internal wiring.
Construction. The probe is built in a
plastic tube or bottle about 9/16" in diameter and 2-1/16" long. You can use a larger
tube if you wish, but it should be made of

are

to construct the
probe, as shown in the pho-

needed

tograph. When soldering,
be sure to use a heat sink

for diode DI, and to ob-

serve +he polarity indicated
on +he schematic diagram.
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FROM
PLATE OF
CONVERTER

IF

AMPLIFIER

TO

PLATE OF
DETECTOR

8+

TO
AVC

B+
AVC (FROM DETECTOR)

AND AUDIO
CIRCUIT

Fig. 3. Partial schematic of superhet receiver.
Numbers designate test points discussed in text.

plastic and have a screw -type or force -fit
cap. See Fig. 2.

Only the three electronic components
already mentioned are used in the probe:
Cl is a 0.0002-µf., 1000 -volt ceramic disc
capacitor; Dl is a 1N34A diode; and R1 is
4.7-megohm, 1/2 -watt resistor. Before as-

sembling the probe, solder the cathode of
Dl to one end of RI and to one end of Cl;

this leaves one end of each component
free. Be sure to use a heat sink when
soldering Dl.
Next, solder the free end of capacitor Cl
to the head of a /4" 6-32 screw. Solder the

free end of resistor R1 to the center lead
of a shielded cable which should first be
passed through a 1/4" hole in the cap of the

tube. (Use a drill or hot ice pick to make
the hole.) Finally, solder the free end of
diode DI to the cable shield; a short bare
wire, about 3" long, should also be soldered
to the shield.
Prepare the probe's body for assembly by

drilling a 5/32" hole in the bottom of the
tube. After drilling, glue a piece of aluminum foil to the outside barrel of the probe
as shown in the pictorial diagram.
Now push the machine screw connected
to Cl through the hole from inside the tube,
and attach a nut to hold the screw in place.
The screw serves as the probe's "hot" contact; if desired, a short length of bare wire
can be twisted around the screw for more
critical "probing."

Push the cap over the open end of the
tube with the short bare wire passing be 124

tween the cap and the tube. Then solder
a 6" insulated lead to the bare wire and
tape this junction to the aluminum foil so
that a good electrical connection is made
between the foil and the junction. The tape
also serves to hold the cap in place.
free
insulated lead with a small alligator clip which
serves as the probe's ground terminal. The
free end of the shielded cable should be connected to a plug (P1) that matches your
VTVM; be sure to connect the cable's center lead to the plug's "hot" terminal.
Operation. Plug the probe into your
VTVM and set the VTVM's range switch to

"plus d.c. volts." The d.c. scale will now
give a voltage proportional to the r.m.s.
value of the r.f. signal. To obtain the r.m.s.
value, multiply the scale reading by approx-

imately 1.1. When you use the probe to

check the operation of a superhet receiver,
for example, ground the probe's alligator
clip to the receiver's chassis and touch the
probe to selected points in the set.
Shown in Fig. 3 is a partial circuit of a
typical superhet receiver; generally, signal
voltage should be present at odd -numbered
test points and should increase as the probe
is moved to a higher odd number. However,

when proceeding from the plate of one
stage to the grid of the next stage, signal
voltage should remain about the same. No
signal voltage should be present at any
even -numbered test point; if it is, the by-

pass capacitor at that point should be
checked to see if it is open.
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In -Circuit Transistor Tester
Home-brew test instrument checks home-brew projects
By C. L. HENRY

IF you're tired of unsoldering transistors

front cover; mount base -current potentiom-

just to test them, and want a dependable

eter RI and power switch S2 on the lower
half, and the indicator lamps (11 and 12) in
the center. The lamps are held in place by
rubber grommets and are soldered directly
into the circuit.

transistor tester, this project is for you.
With this tester, you'll be able to check
most transistors without removing them
from the circuit. In one simple operation,
it will tell you the quality of the transistor
and show up leaky or shorted units.
You don't have to worry about elaborate
circuitry, critical wiring, or expensive components. Construction costs are kept down

since no meters are used in the tester; a

pair of lamps serve as indicators.

You

should be able to build the unit in an evening-for less than ten dollars.
Construction. The transistor tester is

housed in a 4" x 4" x 2" aluminum box
which has removable front and back covers.
All controls and indicator lamps go on the
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The collector, base, and emitter jacks (J1,

J2, and J3) connect to the transistor under
test; these jacks are also mounted on the
front cover, near the top. Tip jacks serve
as test jacks on the author's model, but universal binding posts might be handier. In
addition to the jacks or binding posts, you
can also mount an audio and a power tran-

sistor socket on one side of the box for
rapid testing of transistors which are not
wired in circuits.
For testing in -circuit transistors, make
three test leads from 2' lengths of flexible

125

PARTS LIST

liminnilinummrmummmt

B1 -3 -volt battery (two type "C" cells in series)
C1 -0.1-0f., 200 -volt capacitor
C2 -0.068-µt., 400 -volt disc capacitor
I1 -2 -volt, 60 -ma. flashlight lamp

(GE49

or

equivalent)
12- NE-5Ineon lamp
11, 12, 13-Insulated tip jack (Lafayette P1-23 or
equivalent)
RI -10,000 -ohm

or equivalent)

potentiometer

(IRC

Q11-116

R2 -220 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

SI-Two-pole, three -position rotary switch (Mallory 32231 or equivalent)
TI-Miniature audio transformer, 1500 -ohm
center -tapped primary, 500,000 -ohm secondary
(Argonne AR -141 or equivalent)
1-4" x 4" x 2" aluminum utility box (Bud AU 1083 or equivalent)
I-Dual "C" cell battery holder (Lafayette MS -

the transistor is now actually operating as
an oscillator in the circuit. If you have another transistor of the same type on hand,
you can compare the relative "goodness" of
the two transistors by comparing the relative brilliance of the "good" lamps as you
test each transistor.
"Bad" lamp 11 indicates the transistor's
collector current. The brighter the lamp,
the higher the current. When RI is in its
minimum resistance position, the collector
current should be high and the "bad" lamp
should light for most transistors --good or
bad. With RI in its maximum resistance

173 or equivalent)

Misc.-Hardware, knobs, grommets, etc.
TI
PRI.

C
JI

TRANS,STOR

COLLECTOR

UNDER
TEST

J2

44

C2

RI

BASE

BASE CURRENT

C

II 'BAD'
J3
EMITTER

SI

I2
GOOD

R2
RI

B

BASE
CURRENT

C2

NPN

PNP

OFF

PNP

NPN

BAD

BI

OFF
BI

Actual schematic of the tester (above) and
simplifed schematic (right). See How It Works.

wire. Solder an alligator clip to one end of
each lead and a phone tip to the other end;
the phone tips mate with the tester's jacks.
Operation. Connect each transistor electrode to the tester's jacks (J1, J2, and J3)
and rotate base -current potentiometer R1
to its maximum resistance position. Throw
Si to either its p -n -p or n -p -n position, according to the type of transistor under test;
if S1 is in the correct position and the tran-

sistor is okay, the "good" lamp (12) will

HOW IT WORKS
The transistor tester is basically an audio oscillator
in which the transistor under test becomes an integral
part of the circuit. The strength of oscillation provides a relative measure of the transistor's quality.
In the simplified schematic of the unit (above),
power switch Sl has been omitted and the battery is
shown connected in the p -n -p position of SI. Transformer TI is used in a Hartley oscillator circuit and
as a step-up transformer. One half of the primary of
TI (A) serves as the transistor's collector load, the
other half (B) for audio feedback. Capacitor Cl
tunes Tl's primary to raise the oscillator voltage on
TI's secondary to the point where neon lamp 12 will
fire. The brightness of 12 depends on the quality and
characteristics of the transistor under test.
Emitter current is measured by the brightness of
lamp 11, which also serves to limit the transistor's
current drain to less than 50 ma. Potentiometer RI
sets the base current of the transistor; resistor R2
maintains a minimum resistance in the base circuit.
Feedback front the collector to the base passes through
capacitor C2, which also blocks d.c. front the base.

light. (Setting the switch in the wrong position won't harm the transistor, so if you're
not sure which type a particular transistor
is, try both positions.)

The brilliance of the "good" lamp is an
indication of the transistor's quality, since
126
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The fester is built in a small
utility box. If desired, an audio
and

power

transistor socket

can be mounted on the box for
rapid testing of transistors that
are not wired in a circuit.

position, the "bad" lamp shouldn't light; if
it does, the transistor has excessive leakage.
If both lamps light when R1 is at a maxi-

mum, it indicates that the transistor

is

operative but may not work in critical circuits.

The most common trouble in power transistors is an emitter -to -collector short; if

the transistor has this type of short, the
"bad" lamp will light in all positions of R1.
On the other hand, the most common trouble in audio transistors is an open collector

don't condemn it; test it outside of the cir-

or emitter; in this case neither lamp will
light. In the last analysis, the "good" lamp

cuit-some other component may be at

must light for a transistor to be rated

fault.

as "good."

If an in -circuit transistor tests "bad,"
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RECIPE:

Take one sheet

of "Ozalid" paper,
top with material
to be copied;
expose first to light,
then to ammonia fumes .. .
EVER think of making your own "blueprints" ? You can-for little more than
the cost of the paper. Of course, there are
machines that will duplicate your drawings

and other line -type material on photosensitive paper very efficiently and with
quite uniform results. But if you can do
without some of the efficiency, you can still

get a fine job-practically free!
The Paper. The main requirement is
sensitized paper, which must be of a type
designed for use on an "Ozalid" machine. Such paper is available at office supply

houses at a cost of just over one cent a

sheet for a package of 250 standard 81/2" x
11" sheets. Buy the "Dry Developing"

rather than the "Wet Developing" type of
sensitized paper.
Incidentally, this paper is manufactured

in both a "Blue Line" and a "Black Line"
variety. As the names suggest, one paper
128

Sun lamp provides illumination in this setup. Drawing lies on top of sensitized paper.

produces drawings with blue lines, while
the other makes black -line reproductions.
Naturally, the one you choose is simply a
matter of your own personal preference.
The Procedure. "For best results, keep

in a cool, dry place, away from ammonia
and light," reads the warning note on the
label of the paper package. Actually, this
simple instruction is the key to our duplicating process.

You'll note that the unexposed paper is
white on one side, pale yellow on the other.
As it happens, the yellow side is sensitive
to light, although much less so than photographic paper (it can be exposed to normal
room lighting for several minutes at a time
without ill effects).

If the paper is subjected to ammonia
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

ONE

TWO

THREE
FOUR

FIVE
SIX
SEVEN

After exposure,

"blueprint" is developed in
with fumes from ammonia -soaked cloth.

Correct exposure time can be determined with
test strips. Strip A is original; B and C are prints.

fumes before it has been exposed to light,
it turns a dark color (blue or black). And if
it has been exposed to light for a sufficient
time, it will be unaffected by the presence

Exposure Times. You can see the effects of different exposures in the photo-

glass jar

of ammonia fumes.
To copy a drawing or other material, take
a wide -mouth glass jar with a screw -on lid

-a Mason jar or an instant coffee jar, for
instance. Then put several drops of household ammonia on a wad of paper or cotton
and drop it in the jar.
Place a sheet of the sensitized paper face
up on a flat surface, cover with the drawing

to be copied (also face up), and place a

sheet of glass on top to hold the sensitized
paper and the drawing flat. Expose to light
for a suitable length of time, and develop
in the jar.
1962 Edition

graph at right, above. Strip "A" is a piece
of ordinary tracing paper with the words
"one" through "seven" drawn on it in India
ink. This was placed over test strip "B,"
which was lying on a plate of glass. Another
plate of glass was placed on top to hold the
tracing against the sensitized paper.

Natural sunshine, of course, can be used
for the light source. With a bright sun, the
exposure time may be as little as 15 seconds, while on a cloudy day 10 to 20 minutes

may be required. You will also notice that,

with a little practice, you can judge the
degree of exposure by the color of the
sensitized paper.
(Continued on page

131)
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Here's how you can receive
the next 6 months of
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Free...
as part of this special
introductory offer:

18 months for only x3.85!
The regular subscription rate for 1 year (12

_

issues) of POPULAR ELECTRONICS is $4. How-

ever, you can receive 18 project -packed issues

for less than the regular price of 12-actually

giving you 6 EXTRA ISSUES AT NO
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EXTRA COST!
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If you like to take a set of diagrams and pho-

tos, a paragraph or two of clear directions,
some simple tools, and build a practical, exciting electronics project-then this offer is for
you.
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During the next year and a half, POPULAR
ELECTRONICS will bring you more than 270

projects-each one in complete detail, with
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step, complete parts lists, and clear instructions. Experts who have designed and built
these projects will show you how to construct

or assemble such valuable devices as hi-fi
components and enclosures, money -saving
test equipment, tape recorder gear, electronic
games and computers, photo aids, radio apparatus, short wave receivers and antenna sys-

tems, solar powered and transistorized
equipment-and much more.
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Cooking Up Blueprints
(Continucd jro»a page 129)

Exposure was made 10 inches from a
275 -watt, 117 -volt Kenmore PS sun lamp. A

piece of black cardboard was used to cover

Build your own

Electronic Devices
around the

the words starting with "one" after the
desired exposure time. Total exposure for
each section of strip "B" was : "One" -30
seconds; "Two" -1 minute; "Three" -2
minutes; "Four" -4 minutes; "Five" -8
minutes; "Six" and "Seven" -16 minutes.
Strip "C" was exposed in the same manner, although it was placed at a distance of
20 inches from the sun lamp. In addition,

RCA -2N307

the total time was extended to give "Seven"
an exposure of 32 minutes. The other sections were exposed exactly as they were on

strip "B." On strip "C," the word "Five"
has about optimum exposure -8 minutes.
Obviously, the background will be too
dark if exposure is insufficient. Similarly,

the lines get thin and start to fade if ex-

New RCA Booklet

posure is excessive.

featuring 2N307

Helpful Hints. When typing material
for duplication, place a piece of carbon

circuits

paper with its coated side against the back

ol

exl

of the typing paper. This will make a
darker copy, since the type will appear on
the front of the sheet with the carbon copy
directly behind it on the back of the same
sheet. Alternatively, tissue, "onion skin," or
tracing paper can be used to reduce the required exposure time, since a thinner paper
will pass more light.
In order to get a more even distribution
of the ammonia fumes so that developing

will take place uniformly at the top and
bottom of the jar, you can make an arrangement like that shown on page 129. A

vertical wire in the center of the jar was

wrapped with a cloth which was then

saturated with ammonia. The bottom end
of the wire was bent to form a base that
would rest on the bottom of the jar.
If you can't find a wide -mouth glass jar
that is large enough, try the restaurants.
They get pickles and other foods in one gallon glass jars 10" high with a screw -on
lid approximately 49/4" in diameter. You'll

need more ammonia with these jars, of

course, but you'll find that they are almost
"made to order" for "cooking up your own
blueprints."
30
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NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL
RCA SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTOR
RCA's high-performance, low-cost 2N307
power transistor is a "natural" for hams, experimenters, hobbyists and others who enjoy

building electronic devices for education
and fun. The new 16 -page RCA booklet
shown above provides complete, easy -to build circuits and parts lists for the following
devices using RCA -2N307 transistors.
1 2 -Watt Power Amplifier Light Flasher
Regulated Power Supply Regulated Power

Supply with Amplified Correction Signal
Intercommunication System Sinusoidal
Power Oscillator Photoflash Power Supply

DC AC Inverter Garage Light Actuator
Boat Horn Relay Actuator Rain Alarm
Now, for a limited time only, this newly revised
Practical Transistor Circuit Booklet will be available through your local Authorized RCA Semicon-

ductor Distributor. See him today for your copy.
RCA Semiconductor Products -Distributor Sales
Harrison, New Jersey

The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
® RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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UNIVERSAL
WORKSHOP
TESTER
Versatile instrument measures
capacitance and resistance,

checks tuning and modulation,
also acts as a signal generator

By FRANK A. PARKER

HERE IS an audio generator, resistance -

1" x 45/1" x 5V/s" chassis cut from a piece of

capacitance bridge, and a tuning and
modulation indicator all rolled into one.

scrap aluminum fits inside the box and

Small in size, this universal tester will take

holds most of the components. If you wish,
you can use a larger box and chassis-wir-

should save you hours in building and adjusting home-brew projects.
With the aid of this instrument, you can

added benefit of a larger and easy -to -read
bridge scale.

easily find values of capacitors from 10 µµf.

front half of the box; the back half serves
as a cover. Mount jack J1, balance control
RI, switches 81, S2 and S3, and binding
posts BP1 through BP4 on the box's front
panel, as shown in the photos. Capacitor
C4 should be placed just behind the front
panel; all the remaining components, including the tubes, fixed resistors, and capacitors, are mounted on the chassis.

up little room on your workbench and

to 40 µf. with ratings as low as 10 volts.
Finding a matched pair of resistors also
becomes quite easy. The tuning -eye feature gives you an accurate tuning indicator for AM and FM tuners and tells you
the amount of modulation present in the
received signal. Added to this, you have an
audio generator which puts out a 10- and
a 1000 -cycle tone for testing audio amplifiers or for signal tracing.

Parts for the tester should cost about

ing and layout will be easier with the
The entire instrument is built into the

The socket assembly for tube V2 is
supplied with a mounting bracket and
escutcheon plate which are attached to the

$20, but this price can drop drastically if

front panel of they box; the tube itself

you're lucky enough to be able to find some
of the components in your spare parts box.

clamps onto the bracket. Wire V2's socket
to the chassis subassembly using about 7" of

the color -coded leads provided (see scheCONSTRUCTION

As indicated in the Parts List, the unit
is housed in a 4" x 5" x 6" aluminum box; a
132

matic diagram). Save the excess lengths
of wire cut off the socket; they will be
handy for connecting the front panel controls to the chassis.
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

RE

C3

C,

C2

I

(2 -1.09f. N

(2-.0lpt.IN

PARALLEL)

PARALLEL)

Bottom of chassis, showing placement of parts. Author paralleled two smaller

units for both C2 and C3.

Balance potentiometer R1 can be any
2000- to 5000 -ohm, 2 -watt, linear taper

unit; the exact resistance will not affect
calibration. Use a standard potentiometer
with a 270° rotation or buy a surplus 360°

pot of the same value and rating for a

longer balance scale; a 360° pot was employed in the model.
Be sure to use the values specified in the

Parts List for capacitors Cl, C2 and C3;
these are the "standard" capacitors and
determine the tester's calibration and
ranges. Leads between these capacitors and

CI

JI 5r2

function switch S1 should be as short as
BP2 RI BPI StA/ S2
SIB

possible. The connecting leads between the
binding posts (BP1 through BP4) and balance potentiometer RI should also be kept
short. Other wiring is not critical.
CALIBRATION

Before applying power to the instrument,
check the resistance across resistor R9 with
an ohmmeter. The meter should fall to zero
ohms and then slowly climb to about 47,000

ohms; any lower final reading indicates a
wiring error or a shorted or leaky filter capacitor (C7a or C7b) . Now disconnect the

meter and switch on the unit; tube V2
should light with a green glow. If V2
doesn't light, check for about 125 volts d.c.
on the plate of V2 and for 6.3 volts a.c. on
V2's heater.

Next, jumper the "standard" binding
posts (BP1 and BP2) and set function
switch Si to capacitance range 1 (Cap 1).
Rotate balance potentiometer RI through
its range. The eye of V2-the null indicator
-should open at one end of R1's range and
close at the other end. If the eye doesn't
open and close, check for plate and heater
BP3

View of aluminum box
with

chassis

removed.

Opera -mg controls are
mounted on top of box,
with cube VI, transformer

Ti, and most small

components on chassis.
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VI

voltage on amplifier tube V1. When everything checks out, the bridge's balance po-

tentiometer (R1) is ready for calibration.
Make a scale for R1 by marking V2's
eye -open position "0" and the eye -closed
position "100." This scale is then divided
equally, every five units, as shown in the
Calibration Chart. You can buy a readymade scale (such as the Croname 905, designed for 270° rotation pots) or you can
make your own scale. If you use a 360°
rotation pot and make your own scale, as
133

LLR AND
EXT. NULL

2

3

R5

JSIB

1806

C4

V2

VI

5

6

RED

',WNA

.005yí.

6AF6-G

6SH7
C5

(FUNCTION

.005yí.

411

I

BLU

GRN

CI -.0002 pf.
I

4

2

ryOSIA 4

BRN
R4

R6

S12K

15K

1

5

FUNCTION
SWITCH POSITIONS

IOyyf--.04-1.

E .01yí.

.lyf.

JUMPER
FOR
CAPACITY

-4yí,

40yí.

4 SAC CCNAL STANDARD
S LORI FEO OSCILLATOR
S NIGH FREO.OSCILLATOR

RANGES

BP4

8P2

STANDARD

UNKNOWN

BALANCE

-- BPI

BP3

DI

N2F-4

(SEE TEXT) RI

TI

+

R8
1.5K

.A-

R9

C7A

47K

20yf.
150V

60 CPS
S3

R7

IoOfl

Schematic diagram of tester. Potentiometer RI can be almost any 2000- to 5000 -ohm unit.

PARTSLIST
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BPI, BP2--Universal binding post (yellow)
BP3, BP4--Universal binding post (blue)
C1 -0.0002-4f. silver mica capacitor, 5% tolerance
C2-0.02-4., 200 -volt Mylar capacitor, 10% tolerance
C3 -2-µf., 200 -volt Mylar capacitor, 10% tolerance
C4, C5-0.005-4., 600 -volt paper capacitor
C6-50-11., 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C7a/C7b-20/20 pl., 150 -volt electrolytic capacitor

D1- Silicon diode (Sarkes-Tarzian 2F4 or equivalent)

11-RCA-type phono jack
R1 -2500 -ohm, 2 -watt linear potentiometer-see
text

R2-3.9 megohms
R3, R8-1500 ohms
1111 111111
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1111

1111111111111111

111111111111111111111111

11

11

All resistors
R4-12,000 ohms
1/2 watt unless
R5-180,000 ohms
otherwise noted
R6-15,000 ohms
R7-100 ohms, 2 watts
R9-47,000 ohms, 1 watt
Sl-Two-pole, six -position rotary switch
S2-D.p.s.t. slide switch
S3-D.p.s.t. toggle switch
T1 --Power transformer; primary, 117 volts;
secondaries, 125 volts (h 15 ma., 6.3 volts el
0.6 amp. (Stancor PS -8415 or equivalent)
VI-6SH7 tube
V2-- 6AF6-G tube

1-6" x 5" x 4" aluminum box (Bud CU -2107-A
or equivalent)

1-43/a" x 5'? x 1" chassis-see text

1-Tuning ey7 assembly (Amphenol 58 -MEA -8
or equivalent)
Misc.-Knobs, hardware, octal socket, wire
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OPERATION

Once calibrated, the universal tester is
ready to go to work in any one of a number
of applications.
Capacitance Bridge. Connect a wire

jumper across "standard" binding posts

BP1 and BP2 and rotate function switch S1
to a capacity range (Cap 1, Cap 2, or Cap 3).
Next, connect the unknown capacitor across
the "unknown" binding posts BP3 and BPy.

Socket assembly for tube V2 in workshop tester
includes mounting bracket and escutcheon plate.

the author did, you'll find that the "0" and
"100" points coincide.

The "0" to "100" scale marked on R1's
dial now corresponds to the values of capacitance given in the Calibration Chart,
which is valid only if the values of capacitors Cl, C2, and C3 correspond to the values
given in the Parts List. As mentioned

earlier, different values for R1 will not affect the calibration.

The capacitor's polarity need not be observed and its working voltage can be as
low as 10 volts d.c. Set bridge frequency
switch S2 to "60 cps" and switch on the
unit.

When the null indicator eye (V2) lights,
rotate RI until V2 gives an "eye open:' indication. If the point where the eye opens is

at either end of R1's scale (0 or 100), set
S1 to the next higher or lower scale until
an eye -open indication is found somewhere
between the extremes of R1's range. When
the eye -open indication is observed, check

RI's reading against the Calibration Chart
for the unknown capacitor's value.
Resistance Bridge. To find a matched

pair of resistors among a group marked

BUILD YOUR OWN AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS
from one of these easy -to -assemble kits!
ADVENTURER -50 watts CW input, rugged 807 transmitting tube,
instant bandswitching 80 thru 10 meters. Crystal or VFO control, pi -network output, timed sequence keying.
NAVIGATOR -40 watts CW input, also serves as VFO exciter. 6146 final
amplifier tube. bandswitching 160 thru 10 meters. VFO or crystal control.
CHALLENGER -70 watts phone input, 80 thru 6; 120 watts CW input,
80 thru 10; 85 watts CW on 6 meters. Two 6DQ6A final amplifier tubes.
Crystal or VFO control, TVI suppressed, wide range pi -network output.

RANGER 11-75 watt CW or 65 watt AM, also serves as an RF/audio
exciter. Self-contained instant bandswitching 160 thru 6 meters! VFO or
crystal control. Timed sequence keying, TV1 suppressed, pi -network
antenna load matching 50 to 500 ohms.

RANGER II

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY

Popular "Messenger" CB Equipment

4201 Tenth Ave. S. W. Waseca, Minn.

"Personal Messenger"-Hand-

Please RUSH me latest:

held, highest performance trans-

Amateur Catalog

ceiver. "Messenger"-maximum
legal power, 5 channel CB transceiver for base station or mobile.

Write for FREE 4 color "Mes-

senger" brochure.

Messenger Brochure

NAME
ADDRESS

cin
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E90R98083
"When does

with the same value, connect one resistor
across "standard" binding posts BP1 and
BP2. Connect any resistor you want to

match to the "standard" resistor across
"unknown" binding posts BP3 and BP4.
Set S1 to Ext and place S2 in the 60 cps

position. Now, rotate R1 in the vicinity of
50 on its scale, and switch on the tester. If
the unknown resistor is exactly the value
of the standard, null indicator V2 will give

my subscription
,,,1,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,1,111,/1111111111111111,1111,/,111

expire?"
This question is often
asked of us by subscribers to Popular Electronics. You can check the
expiration date of your

1

,

,

1.

111111111111111111111111111111111,1111111,1111111111111,,,11

CALIBRATION CHART
Balance

Range 1

Range 2

Range 3

Pot (R1)

(uf.)

(uf.)

(uf.)

o

-

-

-

.00001

.001

.1

10

.00002

.002

.2

own subscription by

15

.00004

.004

.4

reading the code line on
the mailing label of Pop-

20

.00005

.005

.5

25

.00006

.006

.6

30

.00007

.007

.7

35

.0001

.01

1.0

40

.015
.017

1.5

45

.00015
.00017

50

.0002

.02

2.0

ular Electronics as follows:

E=Popular Electronics

5

1.7

55

.00025

.025

2.5

90=The month and

60

.0003

.03

3.0

year in which

65

.0004

.04

4.0

your subscription

70

.0005

.05

5.0

started -in this

75

.00065

.065

6.5

case, Sept., 1960.

80

.0008

.08

85

.001

.1

10.0

90

.002
.004

.2

20.0

R980=(Filing instructions for our use
only)

83=The month and

year in which

-

95
100
,11111111111111111

8.0

-

-

40.0

.4

III II

11111111111111111111,1

,,,,,,illlll11,111,,,,

,1/,,,,1111111,11

your subscription

an eye -open indication at "50." Should the
unknown resistor be a lower value than the

will expire -in

standard, RI will read above 50. In the

this case, Aug.,

value than the standard resistor will give

1963.

same way, unknown resistors with a higher
readings on R1 below 50.
Audio Generator. As previously stated,

two fixed audio frequencies are available
(Continued on page 150)
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Light Control for Toys
(Continued from page 27)

bolted to a swivel joint salvaged from an
old desk pen set and attached to the top of
the box. This arrangement makes it possible to tilt the cell away from any strong
light which might interfere with the operation of the relay.
Installation and Operation.
Wire the
contact points of relay K1 in parallel with
the switch controlling the toy's power, set
R2 for maximum resistance, and turn on Si.
A flashlight beam is directed at the surface
of PC1, and the resistance of R2 is slowly

space
age

BUILD -YOUR -OWN

hobby

FOR MODERN LIVING

ELECTRONICS

IT'S FUN...IT'S EASY WITH MONEY -SAVING

featured in the 444 page

1962

ALLIED

ELECTRONICS
CATALOG

decreased until the relay contacts close,
turning on the toy.

The action should stop when the light
beam is shut off or moved away from the

Select from more than 70 exciting

Knight -Kits! See-Stereo hi-fi.
including new Multiplex Stereo
tuners and all -transistor amplifiers, short-wave radios. intercoms,
Citizens Band radios, electronic
science labs, test instruments-all
easy to build and a pleasure to
own! Send today for your FREE

Dozens of new hobbyist kits, Including
amazing Electronic

ALLIED

Science Lab-over
100 projects!

Everything in Stereo

New-tachometer

hl -fl components;

kit and outstanding
test instrumente

new Multiplex Stereo
FM tuners

New all -transistor

Intercom; many

other kits for modern living

SAVE ON EVERYTHING
IN ELECTRONICS
Get the most for your money in:
Stereo hi-fi systems and components
Recorders and tape Citizens Band

radios Amateur station equipment
TV tubes, antennas, accessories
Electronic parts, tubes, transistors,
tools, test instruments, books. Send

Framed photocell is mounted
on optional ball-and-socket joint.

today for your FREE 444 -page 1962
ALLIED catalog!

photocell. Should the room light level be so
high that the relay contacts remain closed,
install a cardboard shade on the photocell.
To restore normal operation of the toy,
just open Si; the toy's original power
switch will operate as before.
A word of caution. The contacts of relay

Kl are rated at about 500 ma. (half an
ampere). This is more than adequate for
most small electric toys, but if you're in
doubt, measure the toy's current drain before connecting it to the relay.
30
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NO MONEY DOWN
Easiest Terms

FREE
CATALOG

ALLIED RADIO
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 94-2
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Rush FREE 1962 ALLIED Catalog

WORLD'S
BIGGEST

Name
PLEASE PRINT

Address

L City

Zone_State

J
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ac

Sensitive pocket -sized instrument,

rugged and professional -looking,
covers 0.05 - 500 volts in 5 ranges

TBAXSISTOIWII)

XIILTMETER

By FORREST H. FRANTZ, Sr.

THIS versatile a.c. voltmeter is the transistorized counterpart of an a.c. VTVM.
Having five input ranges (0-.05, .5, 5, 50 and

500 volts), the battery -operated unit may
be used for making any routine a.c. measurements. In addition, its high input impedance (200,000 to 300,000 ohms on the
.05 -volt range, 2 - 3 megohms on the higher

voltage ranges) makes it suitable for a
variety of other applications.

The "AC TVM" (transistorized voltmeter) will check relative output levels of
microphones and phono pickups, trace and
'measure audio signals in sensitive circuits.
tignal tracing in the i.f. and r.f. sections of
1 adio receivers can also be carried out if a
.demodulation probe (such as VTVM's r.f.
probe) is used.

Rugged and professional -looking, the
completed unit is compact enough to fit in

your coat pocket. The cost is low for an
instrument of this calibre, and it can be
built in about a day. All in all, the transistorized voltmeter is a worthy addition to
anyone's stock of test equipment.

Construction. Begin by mounting

switches S1 and S2, jack J1, and meter M1
bn the front panel of the Bakelite box. The
'exact positions of these parts are not important, but the photograph above will serve as
'a general guide.
Resistors R1 through R5 and capacitor
Cl can now be wired to Si and J1. Connect
;the shell of S1 and the metal frame of S2
(for shielding purposes) to the frame terminal of J1. Leave the connections to this terminal unsoldered, since another wire must
added at a later stage of construction.
Though precision resistors are specified
for R2 -R5, you can save some money by
438

using ordinary,

10% -tolerance,

1/2 -watt

units if you have access to a Wheatstone
bridge. Use the bridge to measure a number of resistors marked with the value you
are looking for, selecting the one which hits

it "on the nose" in each case. The author

found it convenient, in a few cases, to

"make" a resistance of the proper value by
combining resistors in series or parallel.
With the front panel wired, you can proceed to the amplifier board. Once again, the

exact parts locations are not importantuse the component layout shown in the pic-

torial diagram as a guide. Two 1/4" holes
should be drilled to accommodate the meter

terminal screws (which serve to hold the
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

board in place), and another 14" hole for

Finish wiring the voltmeter by making

by bending its ends back behind the board.

the connections from the amplifier board to
switches SI and S2, and jack J1. The terminal of potentiometer R8 which connects to
the frame of J1 should also be grounded to
R8's metal shell, completing the shielding
system.

Stick a piece of cellophane tape over the
wires and the top of the battery to prevent

your meter, an appropriate input cable

horizontal movement.
All of the other parts are mounted on the

length of single -conductor shielded wire to

mounting RS.

The battery is held in place with two

pieces of stripped, solid hookup wire looped
over it and passed through the perforations.

Pull each wire tight and hold it in place

board by passing their leads through the

Before moving on to the calibration of
must be assembled. Connect one end of a

a phone plug (the braid goes to the plug's

Perforated board, held
place by meter termi-

in

nal screws, simplifies wiring.

perforations. Leads which are to be connected together are run through a common
hole or joined with a length of wire running
across the back of the board. Do the soldering from behind, using a small, well -tinned
iron and rosin -core solder. Heat should be

applied for the shortest possible time to
avoid damaging the components (the diodes and transistors are most sensitive).
When the amplifier board is completed,

it should be fastened to the front panel

assembly. Pass the meter terminal screws
through their holes in the board, screwing
them into the terminals. The meter leads
are looped under the screw -heads before

"shell" connection), attaching a pair of test
prods or a test prod and an alligator clip to
the other end. The phone plug is inserted
into jack J1 on the voltmeter's front panel.
About the Circuit. The a.c. voltage to
be measured passes through JI and capacitor Cl to a voltage -dividing range -selector
circuit consisting of SI and resistors R1 -R5.
The output of the voltage divider is fed to
a high -gain amplifier employing transistors
Q1 and Q2.

Feedback for

QI and

Q2,

obtained

tightening.

through resistors R6 and R9 respectively,
improves the linearity and frequency response of the amplifier. Transistor Q2's
output, which is proportional to the voltage
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PARTS

transistor battery (Burgess 2U6

or

equivalent)
C1-0.05-41., 600 -volt Mylar or paper capacitor
C2, C3, C5-304., 15 -volt miniature electrolytic capacitor (Sprague TE -1158 or equivalent)

C4-100-41., 6 -volt miniature electrolytic capacitor (Sprague TE -1102 or equivalent)
Dl, D2 -1N60 diode
11-Open-circuit phone jack
M1-0.50 microampere meter (Lafayette TM -70
or equivalent)
Ql, Q2 -2N508 transistor
RI-l.8-megohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor
R2-2.7 megohms*
R3-27,000 ohms'
R4-2700 ohms'

LISTI
135- 300 ohms'
R6 -680,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor
R7,

RIO,

R12,

R13 -2700 -ohm,

1/2 -watt,

resistor
R8 -1000 -ohm miniature potentiometer
R9 -330,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor
R11 -1000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor

10%

Sl-One-pole, five -position rotary switch
S2-S.p.s.t. toggle switch

1-61/4" x 33/4" x 2" Bakelite case (Lafayette
MS -216 or equivalent)

1-Panel for case (Lafayette MS -217 or equivalent)

1-2 7/16" x 3 3/8"

perforated board (Lafayette

MS -304 or equivalent)

Misc.-Phone plug, shielded wire, and alligator
clips or test prods for input cable

* 1/2 -watt, 1%, deposited -carbon resistor (Aerovox "Carbofilm" or equivalent)

-H7NE PLUG

SHIELD

EST PR7!,

ALLIGATOR CLIP

Input cable is made with
standard

shielded

wire;

inner conductor connects
to tip of phone plug.

battery (B1). The current drain on the battery is only about 2 milliamperes.
Calibration. Since the scale of meter
M1 reads from 0 to 50, it's a simple matter
to mentally convert it for use on any of the
transistorized voltmeter's ranges. On the
500 -volt range, MI's readings are multiplied
by 10; on the 50 -volt range, 1111 is read directly; on the 5-, .5- and .05 -volt ranges,

divide the readings by 10, 100 and 1000
respectively.

being measured, is rectified by diodes D1
and D2 and indicated on meter Ml. Variable potentiometer R8 is the meter calibration control.
Power for the transistorized voltmeter is
supplied by a small, self-contained 9 -volt
140

The simplest-but least desirable-method of calibrating the voltmeter uses the a.c.

line as a reference. Set the instrument to
its 0-500 volt range and connect the input
cable across a wall outlet. Next, flip on S2

and adjust R8 for a reading of 110 volts
("11" on Ml's scale) . Though the line volt ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

age will be closer to 117 volts in some locali-

ties, this discrepancy is minor and will not
seriously affect the instrument's accuracy.
A more accurate calibration method in-

volves the use of a reference voltmeter.
Connect a good a.c. voltmeter in parallel
with input jack J1, set the transistorized

PR'D

ñ

FOR MODERN

LIVIN
ATR

voltmeter at its 0-5 volt range, and connect

the meters to a 6.3 -volt filament transformer and 5000 -ohm wire -wound potenti-

ometer (see below). The 5000 -ohm pot is
adjusted for a 5 -volt reading on the reference voltmeter, then potentiometer R8

PLUG-IN TYPE
PORTABLE

INVERTERS'
A.G. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY

Anywhere .. in your ewe earl

Operates Standard A.C.

Record Players
Dictating Machines
Small Radios
Electric Shavers
Heating Pads, etc.

MODELS

6-RMF (6 volts) 60 to 80
watts. Shipping weight 12
lbs. DEALER NET

533.00

PRICE

12T-RME (12 volts) 90 to

125 watts. Shipping weight
12 lbs. DEALER NET

$33.00
*Additional Models Available
PRICE .

In your own car or boat)

.

ti

AIR "A" Battery

ELIMINATOR
For Demonstrating al
Testing Auto Radios-

r

Suggested circuit for
calibrating the voltmeter.

should be carefully adjusted for a 5 -volt
("50" on MI's scale) reading on the transistorized voltmeter.

Either of the methods described above
will effectively calibrate the voltmeter for
0 - .05, 5, 50 and 500 volts. The author
found, however, that the calibration for the
0 - .5 volt range did not readily fall into line
with the others. You can check the accuracy of the 0 - .5 volt reading with the same
reference voltmeter circuit discussed above,
in the following manner.
After carrying out the calibration, adjust
the 5000 -ohm potentiometer for a .5 -volt
deflection on the reference meter and set
the transistorized voltmeter to its 0 - .5 volt
range. If Ml's reading is less than "47"

(.47 volt), correct it by decreasing the resistance of RZ (try other 10% resistors of
the same value as R1 in place of it until you

find one which will produce the proper
reading) .
If MI goes off -scale, reduce the setting of
the 5000 -ohm potentiometer until M1 reads
"50" (.5 volt), and check the reference

meter. A reading of less than .47 volt on
this meter means that you'll have to increase the value of R1. Again try different
10% resistors, repeating the test proce-

-

dure each time until you find one that
works.
1962 Edition

TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR
OPERATED!

Designed for testing O.C.

Electrical Apparatus on Reg-

ular A.C. Lines-Equipped
with Full -Wave Dry Disc.

Type Rectifier, assuring

noiseless, interference -free
operation and extreme long
life and reliability.
MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER
MODEL 610C-ELIF ... 6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs.
$49.95
DEALER NET PRICE
MODEL 620C-ELIT ... 6 volts at 20 amps. or 12 volts at
10 amps. Shipping weight 33 lbs.
$66.95
DEALER NET PRICE
There is a trim plate
CUSTOMIZED
Á
kit for YOUR CAR!

elk

KARADIO
Vibrator -Operated

with Tone Control
ATR KARADIO ... is
ideal for small import
cars or compact
American cars! Unit
is completely self-contained-extremely compact! Powerful 8 -tube performance provides remarkable freedom

from engine, static, and road noises. The ATR

Customized Karadio comes complete with speaker and
ready to install. Can be mounted in -dash or under -dash
-wherever space permits! No polarity problem. Neutral
Gray -Tan, baked enamel finish. Overall size, 7" deep.
4" high, and 61/2" wide. Shipping weight, radio set, 7 lbs.
Model K-1279-12 for 12V Dealer Net Price
$33.57
$33.57
Model K-1279- 6 for 6V Dealer Net Price.
.

Airplane Style Overhead
Mounting under Cab Roof

ArR

NO PRINTED
CIRCUITRY

TRUCK

KARADIO
Excellent Tone,
Volume, and Sensitivity!
Compact, yet powerful. Fits
all trucks, station wagons,
most cars and boats. Just drill a % inch hole in roof and
suspend the one-piece unit (aerial, chassis and speaker)
in minutes. Watertight mounting assembly holds anten-

na upright. Yoke -type bracket lets you tilt radio to

any angle.
Extra -sensitive radio has 6 tubes (2 double -purpose),

over -size Alnico 5 PM speaker for full, rich tone. Big,
easy -to -read illuminated dial. Fingertip tuning control.

Volume and tone controls. 33 -in. stainless steel antenna.
Neutral gray -tan enameled metal cabinet, 7 x 61/2 x 4 in.
high over-all. Shipping weight 101/2 lbs.

Model TR-1279-12A for 12V Dealer Net Price $41.96
Model TR-1279- 6A for 6V Dealer Net Price $41.96
SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
WRITE FACTORY FOR FREE LITERATURE...

AMERICAN TELEVISION 8 RADIO CO.

ATR

2uS.'t' Pnadxaeta Suee í93I
SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA-U.S.A.
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or an inverted cone. The latter method is
Space -Saver Speaker System
(Continued

from

page 100)

used here.

The cone is easily constructed from a
funnel by cutting off the narrow tube at
the bottom, fitting in a cheap plumb bob for
a plug, and filling the funnel with plaster of

according to the pattern shown. This panel

will require trimming from its original
10'A" dimension to prevent its overlapping
the duct panel and obstructing the duct.

Next, the duct panel and the bottom

Paris. Don't mix the latter until you are
ready for it.
After the funnel is filled with the plaster
of Paris, it should be put aside to hardenpreferably overnight. Meanwhile, you might

sloping panel can be placed in position. By
coating the sloping panel edges heavily with

want to try out the speaker to make sure
everything is working all right and to de-

Plaster of Paris "funnel" serves as a

tweeter control at this point) and set the
speaker in the opening made for it. Now
try several kinds of music, both with the

for high frequencies. Author
used empty peanut -butter jar as holder.
reflector

glue and putting in its bottom screws last,
as shown, the top edge will be forced up
against the bottom edge of the duct panel
for a good seal.
Now the front panel can be set in place,
using some small pieces of 3(." stock to insure proper spacing from the duct panel.
Place the foam plastic so that it covers the

interior surface of the speaker compartment. Last of all, put on the speaker board
and the top framework, and the basic enclosure is finished.
Inverted Cone. The reflector for the

high frequencies can now be prepared.

There are several acceptable means of reflecting highs, including a single convex
"mirror," a set of multiple convex surfaces,
142

cide what kind of top you are going to have.
Open or Closed? Connect the speaker
leads (it's unnecessary to wire in the

Completed "Space -Saver" assembly rests on
floor, can be placed almost anywhere in room.

top open and with a board across the frame-

work. There will be fewer highs without
the reflector in place, of course, but the
thing to listen for is the change of quality
in the overall sound of the speaker when
the board is in place and when it is removed.

If you like the sound with the board in
place, go ahead with the plans as shown
here. If, on the other hand, you dislike the
slight coloration caused by the top (rememELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
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BILL OF MATERIALS
Lumber
A-1/2" x 12" x 291/2" plywood (back)
13, C-1/2" x 81/2" x 231/2" plywood (sides -2 required)
D-1/2" x 11" x 17" plywood (front)
E-1/2" x 11" x 101/4" plywood (resistive panel)
F-1/2" x 11" x 71/2" plywood (duct panel)
G-1/2" x 11" x 21/4" plywood (sloping panel)
H-1/2" x 11" x 81/2" plywood (bottom)
1-1/2" x 81/2" x 12" plywood (speaker board)
1-3/4" x 91/8" x 123/16" plywood (top)
K-1/2" x 711/16" x 105/16" plywood (sub-top-optional)
L-3/4" x 3/4" x 12" pine (top/front framing)

M-3/4" x 3/4" x 73/4" pine (top/side framing 2 required)
N, 0-3/4" x 3/4" x 43/4" pine (front corner framing -2 required)
1-Length of 3/4" x 3/4" pine (to be cut for cleats)
1-6' length of door stop (top and bottom trim)

Other Parts
1-Plastic funnel, 4" diameter

I-Plumb bob, small (conical plug at bottom
of funnel)

lb. Plaster of Paris
5 doz.-Wood screws, #6 x 1"
I yard-Plastic grille cloth
4 sq. ft.-Plastic foam, 1/2" thick (acoustical
padding in speaker compartment-see text)
1

1-Speaker-see text

Misc.-Glue, carpet tacks, etc.
Materials for cabinet are readily available at lumber yards
and supply houses. Funnel construction is explained in text.

ber, sound quality is largely a matter of
individual taste), then mount the funnel on
a single Y4" brace and locate it above the

are passed through the back panel by means
of two 1/8" brass bolts, placed just above the

tweeter.*

Finishing It. To finish the cabinet, cover the top as well as the sides with grille

control. When mounting the speaker, follow the instructions supplied with it for
hooking up the tweeter control, and don't
forget to place the tweeter at the front of

cloth. Note that the top has about 1/4" overhang at the front and on each side, allowing

the enclosure.
One possible change could be made in the

space for the grille cloth. A piece of 1/2"
plywood is cut to fit inside the top framework of 3/4" material. It holds the funnel

and provides a guide to hold the top in

enclosure if you find it too high for your
particular installation. The back could be
cut 51/2" shorter and the entire top eliminated. A 3/4" frame around the outside of

The top and bottom of the enclosure are

the top would provide the necessary elevation of a top grille (sub -top) to cover the
speaker. This would cut about 6" from the

board. Door stop has a width of about 11/e"

height, but would leave the speaker without
a positive method of treble dispersion. Perhaps a plant in an egg -shaped tripod -held

position.

trimmed with ordinary door stop (pine
molding) and finished to match the top
and so extends down far enough to cover
the edge of the cloth. At the bottom it can
be positioned so that it doesn't interfere
with the opening of the duct.
The tweeter control is mounted in the
back through the 17/s" hole. Speaker leads
"If you use the %" brace, be sure to put it in
with removable screws after the speaker is

mounted, or access to the speaker will be limited.
1962 Edition

pot would provide the answer, if you can

bear the thought of water being carried
near an upturned, unprotected speaker cone.

But however you finish it and however

you use it-for monaural or for stereo-

this little speaker system will do its job uncomplainingly. And unlike some of its
prima donna competitors, it performs well
in any location.
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SENSITIVE
Freid

Streqth
1V1 eter
Transistor -amplified unit, bandswitched from 20

to 2 meters, measures field strength, tests for
harmonics, and checks transmitter audio quality

By HERBERT FRIEDMAN

AFIELD STRENGTH METER (FSM)
is one of the handiest instruments you

can have around your ham shack-it can

The FSM has headphone output jack for checking transmitter's audio quality. Plugging in headphones dces not change sensitivity of instrument.

be used for tuning up and checking transmitters and antennas, or hunting for those
TVI-producing harmonics. This transistor amplified unit combines many of the features most desired in a field strength meter.
In addition, its tuned input-which is bandswitched from 20 through 2 meters-makes
for high sensitivity and eliminates interference from the transmitter's fundamental
frequency when you're checking for harmonics.

The Circuit. A standard tuned circuit
with a diode detector picks up and rectifies
the r.f. signal. The rectified r.f. is then fed
to the base of a common emitter transistor

amplifier whose gain is such that a base
current of 10 to 20 microamperes, depending on manufacturing variations in the
transistor, causes full-scale deflection of the
0-1 ma. meter (M1).
This gain is more than adequate for general testing. If greater sensitivity is de-

sired, such as for antenna checking at

relatively large distances from the transmitter, a 0-50 or 0-100 pa. meter can be
144
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Small metal utility box houses
and shields FSM parts. The leads

of coils LI, L2 and L3 should be
as short and direct as possible.
Notice that the polarity of mercury battery BI is unusual; the
casing is positive and the insulated center disc is negative.

substituted for MI. No circuit changes
would be necessary as a result of the substitution.
The 2N217 transistor (QI), like all transistors, has a normal leakage current which
would ordinarily cause a constant meter
This leakage indication is
avoided by using the collector -emitter re-

indication.

sistance of Q1 as one arm of a balanced
bridge circuit. The bridge is balanced with
potentiometer R3 so that current does not
flow through MI when no signal is being
picked up.
When a signal does enter the instrument,
however, rectified r.f. from diode DI is fed
to Ql's base circuit, and the effective collector -emitter resistance of Q1 decreases.
This unbalances the bridge, causing current
to flow in the milliammeter.
Since the transistor amplifies the audio
as well as the d.c. component of the rectified r.f., a high sound level is available at
the headphone output (J2). Isolated from
the d.c. circuit, by capacitor C3, this outwit
permits the use of crystal headphones Tor
better sound reproduction when checking a

transmitter's audio quality. Neither the
1962 Edition

reading of meter MI nor the sensitivity of

the instrument changes when the headphones are plugged in.
Construction. The field strength meter
is built in a hand -sized (5'4"x 3" x 21is")
aluminum box; a plastic box should not be
used since it would not provide the neces-

sary shielding. The antenna is a 12" piece
of stiff wire soldered to a banana plug.

Follow the parts layout in the photograph
and pictorial diagram, making sure that an-

tenna jack J1 is mounted near the rear of
the top of the box. This insures that there
will be enough room to mount coils Lí, L2
and L3.

The coils are commercial miniature r.f.
chokes (see Parts List) which are modified
145

C3

Capacitor C3 isolates headphone circuit
from d.c., as shown in schematic diagram,
so that high-fidelity crystal headset can
be used. Battery BI could be an ordinary
I1/2 -volt penlight cell, but the mercury
battery specified in the parts list has a
lower internal resistance, longer life.
S2 POSITION BAND(METERS)
COI

L
M

H

20 10
6
2

by removing turns. Remove five turns from

the Miller 4606 to make Li, three turns

from the 4588 for L2, and two turns from
the 4580 for L3.

Wire coils Li, L2, and L3 to switch S2
so that they are placed in the circuit in that

order as S2 is moved from its extreme

counterclockwise position through its first
two clockwise positions. Be sure to place
the coils so that their leads are as short as

possible, especially the 2 -meter coil (L3).
Use a heat sink, such as a copper alligator

clip, to protect the diode and transistor
while soldering them in place. The clip, if

placed on a lead close to the joint being

soldered, will serve to dissipate the excess
heat.

Labeling and Calibration. Mark the
extreme counterclockwise (Li) position of
range switch S2 with an "L" for "low band"

EXPERIMENTERS AMATEURS HOBBYISTS

tubes at our inventory reduction
prices. Send only indicated price; we will forward your assortments via
insured parcel post. Just pay postman the postage plus small CODcharge.
10 tubes, all different, including 3" electrostatic CRT
$ 2.22
15 tubes, all different, including 5" electromagnetic CRT
3.33
20 tubes, all different, including 5" electrostatic CRT
4.44
30, including 3" electrostatic and 7" electromagnetic CRTs 5.55
Order all of these assortments for just $13.95 and we will include transmitting tubes for VHF and UHF. Giant jumbo surprise! 100 tubes including 3, 5, 7, and 12 inch CRTs for only $24.95; shipped by Express only.
JOE PALMER
ELECTRONICS

P.O. BOX

6188 CCC

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE

el
CATALOG

MOVING?
Make sure you notify our subscription department about any change of address. Be sure to include your postal zone number as well as both old and new
addresses. Please allow four weeks' time for processing.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
434 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois
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OLSON STORES

PLUS MAIL ORDER

Olson Stores In:
A clear plastic spray such as Krylon
is used +o protect the panel decals.
Front panel parts are covered with
tape and cardboard while spraying.

AKRON, OHIO
69 W. State Street

ATLANTA, GA.
485 Peachtree

PARTS LIST

711 Main Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
4101

N. Milwaukee Ave.
4

CHICAGO, ILL.
123 N. Western Ave.

II-Nylon-insulated banana jack (H. H. Smith
##221 or equivalent)

(Miller 4606 or Stancor RTC -8517
L2-0.47-µh. miniature r.f. choke
(Miller 4588 or Stancor RTC -8513)

N.E.

BUFFALO, N.Y.

mercury transistor battery (Mallory ##ZM-9 or equivalent)
C1-50-µ4. trimmer capacitor (Hammarlund
MAPC-50 or equivalent)
C2 -0.01-µf., 75 -volt ceramic disc capacitor
C3 -0.2-µf., 75 -volt ceramic disc capacitor
Dl -1N56 diode
B1 -1.4 -volt

12-Open-circuit phone jack
LI-2.4-4. miniature r.f. choke

St.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO
2020 Euclid Ave.

modilied

-see

CLEVELAND, OHIO

M1-0-1 ma. d.c. millfammeter (Lafayette TM 400 or equivalent)

COLUMBUS, OHIO

L3-0.1-4. miniature r.f. choke

6813 Pearl Road

text

(Miller 4580 or Stancor RTC -8511)

142 N. High Street

QI-2N217 transistor
RI, R2 -500 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R3 -50,000 -ohm potentiometer (with switch SI)

Sl-S.p.s.t. switch (on R3)
52-1.p.3.t. switch (appropriate sections of

INGLEWOOD, CALIF.,
4642 W. Century Blvd.
La-

MILWAUKEE, WISC.

fayette SW -78 or equivalent)

1-51/4" x 3" x 21/2" aluminum box (Bud #CU -

423 W. Michigan

I-Battery holder (Keystone #139 or equiva-

PITTSBURGH, PENN.

2106A or equivalent)

lent)

(20 through 10 meters) . The first clockwise

(L2) position is marked with an "M" for
"middle band" (6 meters), and the second
clockwise (L3) position with an "H" for
"high band" (2 meters) .
Before proceeding further, check the balancing circuit. First rotate balance control
R3 to the "off" position and insert the battery; then turn the control just enough to
switch on S1. Meter Ml's needle will move
off the zero mark to some positive or negative value. If the needle moves in the nega1962 Edition

5918 Penn Ave.
Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscription to
OLSON'S Fantastic Bargain Packed Catalog - Unheard
of LOW, LOW, WHOLESALE PRICES on Brand Name
Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, Hi-Fi's, Stereo
Amps, Tuners and other Bargains.
UM

II

MAIL TO:

MI

El

OLSON ELECTRONICS

906 S. Forge Street
Akron 8, Ohio
NAMF
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE- STATE
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tive direction, disconnect the wire at the
end terminal of R3 and move it to the terminal at the other end. The balance control
is now rotated until MI reads zero, and the
unit is ready for calibration.

Operation. To check field strength, turn
on and balance the FSM as described above,

setting S2 and Cl to the transmitter's operating frequency. Meter MI will now indicate field strength and can be used to take

To calibrate the FSM, rotate tuning capacitor Cl's plates to full mesh and place
a pointer knob on the capacitor shaft with

comparative readings around the trans-

the pointer at the nine o'clock position. The
range switch is set to "L" and a 20 -meter

monics by rotating Cl on the "L," "M" and
"H" positions of S2. The settings at which
Cl "peaks" meter M1 show the bands being picked up; the peak readings of Ml are
indications of relative signal strength.
No gain control is provided, since it is
unnecessary. The 1 -ma. meter can take a
considerable overload without damage
but if you want to operate in a high -signal strength area for more than a few seconds,
detune Cl until the needle rests on scale.
Capacitor Cl may also be used to set meter
MI at some convenient reference point for
comparative signal strength measurements.

signal from the transmitter or a grid -dip
meter is fed to the instrument. Rotate Cl
clockwise until the indicating meter "peaks"
and mark this position of Cl's pointer "20."
Do the same for 15 and 10 meters, marking
the appropriate positions "15" and "10."

Range switch S2 is now set to "M" and
a six -meter signal is fed to the field
strength meter. Again adjust capacitor Cl
for a peak and mark the new pointer position "6."
Finally, set switch S2 at "H" and repeat
the operation for 2 meters.
If panel decals are used for labeling, they
should be protected with a coating of clear
plastic spray such as Krylon. Use masking tape to protect the components while
spraying.

TRU-vac

mitter and antenna.

The FSM can be used to test for har-

-

When using the headphone output to
check the audio quality of a transmitter,
adjust Cl for a meter reading of 0.5 - 0.9
ma. When M1 is set at this value, the transistor is biased on the linear portion of its
operating curve.
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1-yr. guaranteed

Radio &TV Tubes
UP TO 100
1-YR. GUARANTEED
TRU-VAC TUBES
TO QUANTITY BUYERS!
Now quantity buyers get a FREE
assortment of individually -bored, regular
stock TRU-VAC tubes

with each
order.

$33

PER E
Factory Used or Factory Second Tubes! TRU-VAC
7 O
will replace FREE any tube that becomes defective
in use within I year from date of purchase! All tubes
'3i
individually boxed. code dated & branded "TRUVAC."
:¿1:.1314155
Partial Listing Only -Thousands More Tubes In Stock!
SPECIAL
6SN7GT
304
6W4GT
4827 6AL5
613C5
024
6CA8
60016
65L7
6808
1A7GT4CB6 6AM8
6CB6
6F6
6507
788
68E6
12A8
1H5GT SANO 6AQ5
6CF6Q 6J5
7C5
6747
12606
125J7
5AT8
6AQ6
12685
1213E6125147
6BF5
105
6CBL6 6J6
678
7C6
12
6AQ7
6BG60 6CG7
5AV8
12.606
6J7
155
6U5
7C7
126X7,47 12SN7GT
5AZ4
6ARS
60X6
6CG8
12AF6
6K6GT
6U8
1T4
7ES
128 08 12507
68J6
5CG8
6A55
6CH8
6147
6V6GT 7E6
12AQ5
1U4
12806 12V6GT
6AT6
594
68145
6CL6
6N7
12AT6
IUS
6W6GT 7E7
128R7 12W4GT
518
6AU4GT 66147
6CM6
607
6%4
12AT7
1V2
7F7
12X4
12
5U4
6A1.1507 660707 6CM7
654
6X5GT 7F8
12AU6
1X2
12CÁ5CAS 17AX4
658GT 6%8
12AU7
2AF.
7G7
12CNS 17114
6BQ6GT 6CA8
65A7
6060
28N4 5V4G 6AÚ8
12AV8
T
128 1966
5V6GT 6AVSGT 689
6CR6
6507
7A4/XXL7N7
2CYS
12AV7
196866 0
6AV6
6131188
6057
3AL5 5X8
650707 7A5
121X407 12F8
7Q7
12147 2578
6AW8
6858
6CUS
65F5
7A6
3BC5 SY3
12AZZ7
757
12147 252667
6AX4GT 6B0511 6CU6
6507
767
3BN6 6A134
7X6
12Á7
12L6 3585
606
65117
3826 6AC7 6AX5GT 61326
784
757
1284
1285 3585
688
68274
121346
3546 6AF4
12R5 35C5
6405 6BAG
6110607 65147
766
724
12BÁ7
125A7 35W4
6AH4GT
3V4
1 -YEAR GUARANTEED TV PICTURE TUBES
4BQ7A 6AH6
These
tubes
are made
only
from new parts and materials, except for the envelope which
is
41358 6AKS
Below Listed prices do not Include dud. Add Additional $5.00 Deposit reon-used.
tube
sizes to OR'; on 21" and 24" tubes -$7.50. Deposit
funded Immediately when
Sensational
dud is returned prepaid. Aluminized tubes -$4.00 xtra. Picture tubes shipped
Service"
only to continental USA and Canada -All tubes F.O.B. Harrison. N. J.
108P4
7.99 17CP4
TUBE CHECKERS
16.99 21AMP4
17.99
21KP4
18.39
160P4
16.09 177P4
1.95 FOB Our
16.99 21AVP4
18.79 210P4
18.39
$3
11.99 20CP4
1613P4
15.89 21AWP4 17.49
Warehouse
21WP4
17.49
15.49 20HP4
17AVP4
17.89 21EP4
your customers
17.29 2101.4
18.39
13.49 21ALP4
18.79 21FP4
17BP4
t.t their own tubes!
18.39
24CP4
27.79
reATTENTION QUANTITY USERS! Big Discounts Are Yours ... Call or Write
Itese reliable.
For Our 1000 Tube Private Label" Special!
melltioned 22 -socket
Money cheerfully refunded within five IS) days. If not Satisfied)
tube checkers will return your investment SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: TRUVAC® PAYS YOUR POSTAGE on orders of $5
In one week or less
with little or no (- or more In USA and Territories. Send approximate postage on Canadian and foreign
fort on your part! orders. Any order less than $5 requires 25c handling charge. Send 25% on C.O.D....
_

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!

GET UP TO 100 TUBES FREE!

Here's how this FREE offer works!
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FREE

With

TUBES

Order of

25
50
100

FREE

With

TUBES

Order of

FREE

an,
Order of $100

TUBES

$25
$50

FREE

TUBES Order of $500

LOOK" 1000 USED TV'S

wmake

deerwith III leBrr\\YY
sotelmodels
no tube pmlOaro adiust-

l

Handsome. field-tested

rmmte. Perfect for resale.

own19eeosd set!
as 17'
yourand

Sete

none mailer!
N.
shipped FOB. Harrison,
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IAs Isl

J

console models complete with key for
door and
bottom
on -lighted head!

TRU-VAC

Harrison Avenue Bol 107 Harrison, N.

1.

HUmboldt 4.9770
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GET "ON TARGET"

F.C.C. LICENSE
PREPARATION
WHAT'S IN YOUR FUTURE?

Are you planning your future or just
drifting into it? Now is the time to get
an F.C.C. license. Now is the time to pre-

pare for higher pay - make your future
secure.
GRANTHAM TRAINING
PREPARES YOU

Grantham School of Electronics specializes in quality training in communica-

tions. electronics, preparing students to
pass F.C.C. license examinations.
The Grantham Communications Course

teaches you to understand electronic

theory - teaches you the "wily" of electronics.

If you already have practical experi-

GET YOUR

First Class
Commercial
F. C. C.

ence in radio -electronics, the Grantham
course can add a knowledge of theory and
an F.C.C. license to that practical experience. This should qualify you for higher
pay and greater job security.
This course can prepare you quickly to
pass F.C.C. examinations because it presents the necessary principles of electronics in a simple "easy -to -grasp" manner.

Each new idea is tied in with familiar
ideas. Each new principle is presented

first in simple, everyday language. Then
after you understand the "what and why"
of a certain principle, you are taught the
technical language associated with that
principle. You learn more electronics in
less time, because we make theory easy
and interesting. NOTE: All necessary
math is included in the course.
CORRESPONDENCE OR RESIDENCE CLASSES

TO: GRANTHAM SCHOOLS, INC.

LICENSE

NATIONAL HEADOUARTERS OFFICE

1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood 27, Calif.

Please send me full details on the course indicated below.
I

understand that there is no obligation and no salesman will coll.
AGE

NAME

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N. Western

408 Marion

3123 Gillham Rd.

Los Angeles

Seattle

Kansas City

1962 Edition

EH -2

ADDRESS
CITY

821 -19th, NW

e Washington
1

I om interested in:

STATE

Home Study Resident Classes
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Universal Workshop Tester
(con II,rued from page 136)

from the tester. Setting S1 to Osc 1 and
S2 to the Ext Freq position produces a very

low frequency (on the order of 5 to 10
cycles) at jack Ji. Null indicator V2 will
flicker on and off with the low -frequency
oscillation. Switching Si to Osc 2 changes
the output frequency to about 1000 cycles.

(No jumper should be connected across
binding posts BPI and BP2 in either position.)

Tuning Eye. To use the instrument as a
tuning eye for an AM or FM tuner, simply
connect a shielded cable between jack J1

and the tuner's auxiliary or tape output

jack. Set Si to Ext and place S2 in the Ext
Freq position. No jumper should be connected across binding posts BP1 and BP2.
When a station is tuned in properly, the
eye of V2 will open widest. Modulation on

the received signal will cause the eye to

flicker and wink in accordance with audio

performance
Mountain climbers communicate with their base

with battery -powered
walkie-talkies. For top
performance, always buy

Burgess Batteries. Dependable, long-lasting

power for flashlights,
radios, hearing aids, toys
and games, and lanterns.
NEW ENGINEERING MANUAL
New 100 -page dry battery handbook now available)
Engineers engaged in the design of battery -powered
equipment are invited to write (on company letterhead)
to Dept. PE. Others may buy the manual for $1.00.

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
DIVISION OF SERVEL INC

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
150

NIAGARA FALLS, CAN.

peaks.

External Null Detector. The instrument will also work with an external null
detector when you want to employ it as a
capacitance or resistance bridge. Use a
pair of medium- to high -impedance phones

for the null detector. Connect the phones

(or the crystal phono input of an audio
amplifier) to jack J1. Whenever a balance
is achieved in a capacitance or resistance
test, the 60 -cycle buzz in the phones or the
amplifier's speaker will be at a minimum.
Null indicator eye V2 will also operate in
the usual manner.
External Frequency Tests. When you
want to test a capacitor with a frequency
other than 60 cycles, set S2 to Ext Freq.
Connect a low -voltage audio source of about

7 volts in series with a 100 -ohm resistor
across binding posts BP1 and BP3 (NOT
BP2). For an audio source, use the low impedance output of an audio amplifier fed
by an audio generator; keep the amplifier's
gain down so as not to damage the capaci-

tor under test.

Next, place a jumper across binding
posts BP3 and BP4. Now, set Si to the estimated capacity range and rotate RI for a

null on V2 in the usual manner (an eye-

open indication on V2 means that the bridge
is balanced) .

Refer to the Calibration

Chart for the capacitor's value.
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The Same Schaal That Originated The RTS BUSINESS PEAN

A SPECIAL COMPACT COURSE
COVERING ALL THREE PHASES OF

r 1 I 1 1\ J
ELEGj1RTIN1I5
BASIC INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

The Entire Course Is Made
Up Of The Following:

DESIGNED FOR THE BUSY MAN OF TODAY
Th

is MODERN training for the MODERN man. You'll find no "horse and

buggy methods here Every page of this streamlined course is devoted
to imvrtart Electronics principles and practical projects. You'll be

35 LESSONS COVERING BASIC
AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONICS

amazed hoe.' fast you grasp Electronics the RTS way RTS has combined
modern THEORY and PRACTICE t r' -k, this the finest training program
Is kind available!

9 EQUIPMENT KITS COMPLETE
WITH TUBES AND BATTERIES
SOLDERING IRON

SATISFIES NOVICE, TECHNICIAN OR HOBBYIST

25 LESSONS COVERING THESE
ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SUBJECTS:

Whether you're new to Ll Ltrene:s ir ,r eld pro," chances are you'll
find this to be the ideal Lnur,e for you. The novice will appreciate the
completeness of the training. It -:tarte. with the most basic considerations,
covering each important posit thoroughly, yet concisely The technician
will enjoy the practical review of fundamentals and profit from the 25

Thyratron Tubes Semiconductors
Electronic Symbols and Drawings
Voltage -Regulators Electronic -

Timers Control Systems X -Rays
Photoelectric Devices Dielectric
Heating Geiger Counters Pulse
Circuitry Clippers and Limiters
Multivibrators Electronic Counters
Radar Magnetic Amplifiers Analog Computers DC Amplifiers Digital
Computers Storage Systems Input
and Output Devices Servomechanisms
Telemetering
60 EXAMINATIONS

advanced subjectscorered.
RTS GIVES YOU "TOP MILEAGE' FOR YOUR TRAINING DOLLAR

The price quoted below buys EVERYTHING- there are no extras to pay
for RTS has gone "all out" to give you the best training value in America.
Why pay hundreds of dollars for training such as we offer when it's available for this LOW PRICE? If you can find a better training bargain ...
BUY ITS

CAN BE COMPLETED IN MONTHS INSTEAII OF YEARS

Some students will complete this course ,,iith Jet -Like" speed but we
allow up to two years if your circumstances require it. You study at your
own rate. You are ENCOURAGED but not pushed. You'll find the lessons
professionally written but easy to understand. LET US SEND YOU ONE OF

UNLIMITED CONSULTATION SERVICE

THESE LESSONS ALONG WITH YOUR CAREER BOOKLET SO YOU CAN SEE

KIT MANUALS

FOR YOURSELF. NO OBLIGATION!

DIPLOMA UPON GRADUATION

*TERMS ALSO AVAILABLE

AND MUCH MORE...

AS LITTLE AS ...

RTS' Membership in
The Association of
Home Study Schools
is your assurance of

$500 DOWN

Reliability, Integrity and
Quality of Training.

$500 PER MONTH

CIAT/ a

THE FIRST TRAINING KIT IS SENT
IMMEDIATELY UPON ENROLLMENT

9S R,i

Rush
Coupon
RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION
815 E. ROSECRANS AVENUE

L 701A

sL

1962 Edition

RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION Dept.
a1S E. ROSECRANS AVENUE

(FREE

EH -1
LOS ANGELES 59, CALIFORNIA

Rush me full information by return mail.

FACTS!

(Please

Print)

Age

Name

LOS ANGELES 59, CALIFORNIA

Est. 1922

DON'T LOSE OUT - FIND OUT!

Address
City

zone

Stole

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL ON YOU!
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Free Literature Available
The following interesting and informative booklets have been prepared for the readers of the
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK. They are offered without cost or obligation.

Simply circle the identifying numbers of the specific booklets you desire on the coupon.
Indicate your name and address clearly, and mail coupon to the address given.

I/ Allied Radio Corp. offers a copy of its
1962 catalog #210. The "Allied Catalog" has

been recognized as the most outstanding
compilation of electronics equipment. No
radio shop or lab is complete without one.
2/ American Basic Science Club has informa-

tion on its series of electronics lab kits

which are available on a pay -as -you -build
monthly basis. These kits will permit the
home builder to experiment with 65 fascinating electronic projects in addition to completing a basic radio course.
3/ The American Radio Relay League will be
pleased to send you its "General Information
on Amateur Radio."
4/ ATR Electronics, Inc., has literature on
d.c.-a.c. inverters, battery chargers, battery

eliminators, tube protectors, table radios,
and compact auto radios.
5/ Berns Mfg. Co. has literature on its 3 -in -1

picture tube repair tool which lets you make
connections to shielded cables without soldering.
6/ Burstein-Applebee Co. offers its new annual catalog #621 which contains numerous
bargains in radio -TV electronic parts, supplies, tools, and other equipment.
7/ Central Technical Institute will send you
a copy of its "FCC Prep Book" plus a 64 -

page catalog, "Profits From Electronics."

Information on resident courses is included.
8/ Coyne Electrical School sends a series of
booklets describing various practical radio/
TV technical books. Most of these books are
available for a 7 -day examination.
9/ DeVry Technical Institute offers a copy of
its publication, "Career Horizons in the
Many Branches of Electronics."
10/ Edmund Scientific Co.'s fascinating 164 -

page catalog lists material and equipment
of interest to the experimenter. Unusual
items, ranging from surplus Navy infrared
"Snooperscopes" to diffraction grating repli-

cas and Brazilian quartz crystals, can be

found therein.
II/ EICO has a 28 -page two-color catalog
describing more than 85 kits including hi-fi,
ham, CB and test equipment. They also offer
booklets on stereo/hi-fi and a "Short Course
for the Novice License."
12/ Fair Radio Sales Co. has a 16 -page catalog describing surplus radio receiving, transmitting, radar, and other electronics equipment. Component parts also are described.
13/ Grantham School of Electronics'
152

new cat -

alog discusses home study and resident
courses which prepare you for an FCC

Commercial Operator's License. "Choice of
Electronics Careers" summary on major employment opportunities, and new course in
electronics series completes this informative
and comprehensive booklet.
14/ Grove Electronic Supply Co. offers a copy

of its new 1962 sale catalog #CB -7 which
contains numerous bargains in the CB and
ham radio field.

15/ Hallicrafters Co.

offers a variety of

specification sheets on new SWL, CB and
ham radio receivers and transmitters.
16/ Hi Fidelity Center sends its latest catalog of equipment and prerecorded tapes,
plus a recent issue of its "best buy" sheet.
17/ International Crystal Mfg. Co. has a val-

uable catalog on CB transmitter and re-

ceiver subassemblies, auto radio converters,
amateur and commercial crystals, plus frequency alignment equipment and antennas.
They will also send details of a new line of
CB equipment.
18/ Irving Electronics Company

is a manu-

facturer of printed -circuit boards, and offers
descriptive literature on its numerous etched

(printed) circuit board kits.
19/ E. F. Johnson Co.

offers a 4 -page color bro-

chure of hand-held, base station and mobile
CB equipment, antennas, and station accessories. Also, a 32 -page catalog for amateurs
describing all Viking transmitters, keys,
practice -sets and station accessories. Plus, a
24 -page condensed listing of all Viking ama-

teur transmitters and station accessories,

and a large color booklet showing the Viking
Invader and Invader 2000. Also, a 12 -page
booklet, "All About Citizens Radio."
20/ Lafayette Radio's

1962 catalog #620

contains 340 pages of hi-fi components, electronic parts, equipment, tools and kits. They

estimate that over 50,000 items of interest
to the experimenter are listed.
21/ John Meshna, Jr. offers a free 60 -page
catalog of surplus electronics and optical
material.
22/ Milwaukee School of Engineering has an

up-to-date pictorial booklet on job opportunities for engineers and engineering technicians. The booklet tells how to prepare for
these fields, the study courses required, and

other information on applied science and
engineering careers.

23/ National Radio Institute

will send you a
free sample lesson entitled, "How Electricity
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER FREE LITERATURE
To: ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
Village Station
P. O. Box 213
New York 14, New York

Indicate total number
of items circled

Please arrange to have the booklets whose numbers I have encircled sent to me as
soon as possible.
1

2

3

4

12

13

14

15

5
16

23

24

25

26

27

6

7

8

9

17
28

18

19

20

29

30

31

10
21
32

11

22
33

NAME (Print clearly)
ADDRESS

CITY
ZONE
STATE
COUPON VALID UNTIL OCTOBER 31, 1962, AFTER THAT DATE MAKE YOUR
SELECTIONS FROM POPULAR ELECTRONICS' MONTHLY LISTING OF FREE
LITERATURE.

Is Produced for Electronics," and a copy of
its catalog describing the various courses it
offers in the field of electronics.
24/ National Technical Schools will send you

a complete catalog, actual lesson, and addi-

tional free material covering home study
training program in electronics -TV -radio.
Absolutely no obligation-no salesmen will
call.

25/ Northrup Institute of Technology offers

a catalog on Electronics Engineering courses
leading to a Bachelor of Science degree plus
two-year Technical Institute courses. This
informative booklet discusses the advantages
of a college education in electronics and the
opportunities available to qualified graduates.
26/ Olson Electronics

will send you a copy
of its new catalog that offers name -brand
merchandise as well as the firm's full line
of electronics supplies and private -brand
products.

27/ Joe Palmer

offers a fascinating bargain

bulletin on surplus and other electronics

r

equipment for the active electronics hobbyist.
28/ Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc. has informa-

tion on a radio course planned for the beginner, and three booklets with valuable tips on
radio, high-fidelity, and TV trouble -shooting.
29/ Rad-Tel Tube Co. sends information on
how to repair your TV set plus flyer on purchasing vacuum tubes and radio -TV parts at
lowest possible prices.
30/ RTS Electronics

now offers a compact

electronics course to the novice technician or

hobbyist at the lowest cost-lowest terms.

All phases of electronics are covered in this
streamlined training program.
31/ Tru-Vac Electric Co. sends information
on its line of electronics tubes and bargain
TV and radio parts.
32/ World Radio Laboratories

offers information sheets on its new line of Comet kits.
33/ Xcelite will be pleased to send you a condensed catalog describing their line of quality tools.

COMING UP!
In the March issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS

POPULAR 'ZS"

ELECTRONICS

(on sale February 27)

EMILY-known in some circles as the "ElectroMecluunical Inebriated Ladybug"-is a robot that

will find a white line on the floor and follow it to its
destination. Simple to build, "E_MILI" is both
entertaining and educational.

. METERS IN-Construction
plans on how to wire up thermistors to indicate auto
oil, water or cylinder -head temperatures.
IDIOT LIGHTS OUT .

.

430 AND DOWN --A super -sensitive low -frequency

converter will tune you in on those long waves where

thousands of marine, aeronautical, ship -to -shore
and foreign broadcast stations are lurking.
1962 Edition
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Old

New

Perfect Pin Crimper

The Restorer
(Continued from page 118)

Picture -Tube Repair Tool
Eliminates that hard
soldering fob

Also For 5U4 -

each_400

651,17

-

6896. Etc.

Only

,t
3/32 PIN

Fix

loose pin

connec-

tions in seconds. Pays

for itself in time saved

first job. 3" long.
Intermittent operation
of picture tubes due to
PT -1 3/32" PIN
defective solder con Patented
easily corrected. Provides solid electrical connections, can
also be used as channel -selector wrench and screwdriver.
Pin keeps its original form. A 3 -in -1 tool. Used by thousands
of professionals.
on

-

3 MODELS-ELIMINATE SOLDERING
Makes Solid Electrical Connections

Phono Pin -Plug Crimper
Slip wire in "pin
plug," insert
in tool, and
squeeze ..
job is done.

.

C -rings lc each

AU -2

1/8" PIN

Use end of tool to

push on C -ring for
ground connection.

Ant. plugs, hi-fi, multiple plugs, public address, radio
and TV tubes, radar, speakers, and loop connections.

Operation. Plug a set of test prods into
J1 and J2, and clip them to the capacitor
to be formed-being sure to observe the
polarity. If the polarity is accidentally re-

versed, no harm will come to the capacitor
but forming will not occur.
Switch S2 selects one of the five possible
series current -limiting resistors. Faster
forming takes place with the lower resistances, but you'll get a higher quality
capacitor with the higher ones. Some high capacitance units, however, will never complete forming at the higher resistance
settings. A little experience will soon show

you how to use S2, but in general you

should stick to the 1.0-megohm setting unless you're in a hurry or the capacitance is

Many, many more uses.

too high.

If not available at your parts distributor order direct.

Switch S3 simply selects the d.c. working
voltage marked on the capacitor's shell. All
possible voltages, of course, are not available, and it may occasionally be necessary

Model LC -3 for 5/32" pin diameter

Mfg. Co. Dept. 24
9853 Chalmers,

Detroit 13, Mich.

YOU'LL CALL IT
MAGIC, TOO
See your nearest dealer
for
JAMES KNIGHTS
"GOLDEN LINE"
CITIZENS BAND
CRYSTALS

to select a slightly higher one. A 20% or
30% excess voltage is not harmful.
After setting switches S2 and S3 to their
proper positions, flick on power switch S1
and await results. Relatively new capaci-

tors will form in a few minutes; very old
ones may take several hours. When the
forming is complete, the appropriate indicator lamps will light.

It's not necessary to disconnect the capacitor from the "former" as soon as the
lamps light. The voltage across the restored unit will soon drop to a lower level
and remain there, even if you wait all day.
When you do disconnect it, though, remember to drain its charge first by turning
S3 slowly to the "discharge" position.
Two electrolytics of the same working

voltage may be formed at the same time
by connecting them in parallel across J1
and J2. A 330,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
should be placed in series with each one,
Dealer, distributor
and manufacturer
inquiries invited

The James Knights

therefore, disconnect the capacitors and

Company

reconnect them individually in the normal
way. The unit which requires more forming
will not relight the indicators.

Sandwich 3, Illinois
154

and the .33-megohm position of S2 should
be used. Under these conditions, one of the
capacitors should complete forming before
the other. When the indicating lamps light,
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The tremendous success enjoyed by

graduates of Northrop Institute in

Obtain your
education in

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
at

Northrop

Institute
of Toc/igio/oy>r

the field of Electronics testifies to the

excellence of Northrop's electronic
engineering program.
Wherever you go in Electronics among the largest manufacturers or
the smaller, highly -specialized research laboratories and component
developing companies - you will find
graduates of Northrop Institute holding responsible positions.

With a college education in electronics your future success can be
unlimited. NIT offers electronic engineering courses leading to the Bachelor of Science degree, and two-year
technical institute courses. (See
Coupon below.)
Find out now how you too can enjoy

a successful career in Electronicsor in other fields of modern technol-

ogy. Send for the NIT Catalog for
complete information. Financial aid
and free placement service available.
NORTHROP INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
1144 W. Arbor Vitae Street, Inglewood 1, Calif.

A privately -endowed, nonprofit
College of Engineering
FILL OUT
AND MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!
NORTHROP INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 1144 W. Arbor Vitae St., Inglewood 1, Calif.

Please send me immediately the Northrop Catalog.
I am interested in a career in the field of:

Electronic Engineering
Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Aircraft Maintenance Engineering
Airframe & Powerplant Maintenance
Jet Engine Maintenance
Age....

Name

Address

City

1962 Edition

Zone ... State
Veterans: Check here for special information.
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FREE Catalog

Hi/Low Power Relay

OF THE WORLD'S FINEST

-1,

(Continued from page 77)

ELECTRONIC GOV'T
SURPLUS BARGAINS
11>

MAGNAVOX AUDIO

,n

AMPLIFIER Mfg. for

the Navy for intercommunication and amplification of radio signals. Uses 2/12A6 tubes

in push-pull; also high quality input trans-

former for carbon microphone. and Receiver
input-output transformer has variable control
for headset or speaker. Also mounting for

12 Volt Dynamotor. and instruction hook. Voltage required for
operation 12 CDC

relay to the connectors (J1, J2) on one end

closed relay contacts, and connect the normally open contacts to the remaining coaxial connectors (J3, J4), keeping the leads

and 250 CDI' 60
Can be used for middle or horn('
use Size: 7iá x 7 o 10". Wt. 15 Ile.
Navy O( 51A-511126. Prier 1'umpht,
with 3/12A6 Tubes
$2.95
I1 spare). less Dyn
Price-With 12 Volt Dynamolsd. 56.95
Lima, Ohio.
25% Deposit on All C.O.D. Orders

Use No. 14 or No. 12 solid copper wire

to connect the movable contacts of the

of the box. Join together the normally

11A.

Address Dept. EH-Prices F.O.B.,

mized. A 3/g" hole lined with a rubber grommet accommodates the coil leads.

short and well separated. These are the
MAIL COUPON
FOR CATALOG!

proper connections for driving practically
any grounded -grid power amplifier with an

exciter having an input power rating up

FAIR RADIO SALES
2133 ELIDA RD. Box 1105

to 200 watts.

FAIR RADIO SALES

ode

LIMA, OHIO

Dept. EH-P.O. Box 1105-Lima. Ohio-U.S.A.
NASIb:
ADDRESS:
CITY:

STAT 1:

Attenuator. To drive a grounded -cathamplifier

using tubes

like

813's,

4-250A's, etc., with an exciter delivering
much more than 10 watts output, you will
need a power attenuator between the exciter and the amplifier to absorb some of
the excess power.
To build the attenuator, place two 11/2"
squares of "flashing" copper together, and
drill ten 1/16" holes spaced %" apart. Parallel ten 330 -ohm, 2 -watt, composition re-

:

L.

PART KITS

sistors by sandwiching them between the
two plates, pushing their leads through the
holes, and soldering them. All but one of

FOR

the leads protruding from each square

HANDBOOK PROJECTS
CB Channel Spotter
In Circuit Transistor Tester
SWR/Power Meter for CB
Electronic Fish Caller

3 Way Intercom Per Unit
Flea Power Glow Light
Universal Workshop Tester

á 6.95
8.25
13.95
4.95
14.75
9.45
12.25

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
PARCEL POST PAID IN U.S.A.
Send for List of Other Projects

R. H. ELECTRONICS CO.
P. 0. Box 35121
Dallas 35, Texas
156

should be trimmed off, and the remaining
two leads used for connecting the resistors
into the circuit. Then repeat the operation
with two 2/4" copper squares and five 150 ohm, 2 -watt composition resistors.
The 10 -resistor unit (R1) should be connected from the relay to the center terminal
of the coaxial connector (J3) feeding the
grid circuit of the amplifier. Connect the
5 -resistor unit (R2) from the center terminal of J:3 to the metal box.

Operation. Mount the relay unit on or
near the power amplifier, and connect it
between the amplifier, exciter, and antenna,
as shown on the diagram. Use coaxial cables
for the connections.

Relay coil RL1 is connected to the 117-

volt circuit of the amplifier, so that the
relay will be energized when the amplifier
is turned on. Operation of the amplifier and
the exciter should be completely normal
with the relay unit installed.
30
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SWR/Power Meter for CB

SURPLUS BARGAINS

(Continued from page 49)

250 Ceramic disc & tubular ceramic condensors. Values
up to 60t each. $1.00
12,000 ft. recording wire on spool. 50t spool

the current.* The SWR can be calculated
from the following equation :

=IF,d+Irl

SWR

I Ref

I F,,,d

For example, let I F,, d = 200 wa. and I Ref
= 30 µa. Then

SWR =200+30_230=1.36:
1
200 - 30 170

,.

OUTPUT
J2

REF

FWD

$1.00

eter.

25 Diodes, general purpose, miniature, with experi-

menters handbook. $1.50
Single Earphone, 2000 ohms Impedance.

SI

RI

2500

$1.75

Printed Circuit Board blanks, copper laminate. 3 x 10
inches. 8 boards.

$1.00

Geiger Counter Kit with 900 volt supply, counter tube,
earphone. #GK. $7.50
Sensitive Relay, 115 volt AC, 1200 ohms, 9 mils.
#RY-1. $1.00
Sound Powered Phones, 2 phones and 100 ft. wire,
ready to use. #SP. $2.00
28 volt DC at 4 amps. Complete power supply ready
to operate from 115 volt AC 60 cycle. Original unused packages. Government cost over $500 each.
Use them for plating, operating trains, operating surplus equipment, battery charger, etc. Best bargain
on the sheet. $12.50
All material FOB Lynn, Mass. (you pay shipping).
Minimum order $5.00. These are a few selected bargains from our giant 60 page catalog of Government
Surplus material. Send 10G coin or stamps for your
illustrated catalog.

JOHN MESHNA JR.

19 Allerton St.
DI

CI

R2

100K

SENSITIVITY

M1

0-200

K.

-

R3
ICON

POWER

COMPONENTS

C2

.00514.

Schematic diagram of CB meter. Potentiometers
R I and
R3 should have screwdriver adjustment.

in the Ref position. The SWR can then be
calculated using the lowest Ref value.
To measure r.f. power, set S1 to Fwd, S2
to Power, and adjust R3 for a given Fwd
voltage (representing a given power, since
the load resistance is fixed) . Once R3 is
calibrated for a given load, it need not be
touched again.

-3©-

and PACKAGES
15 -Day Money Back Guarantee

Easy Pay Plan-Up to
24 Months to Pay

We Guarantee We Will
Not Be Undersold
Please write for FREE return mail quotation, and wholesale
catalog. Also pre-recorded tape catalog on request.

A known voltage (or power) is not really necessary for making SWR measurements. Assuming
you have enough "forward (Fwd) voltage available to obtain a half- to full-scale reading, it is

HI -FIDELITY

readings can then be used to compute the SWR.

H... of lar l.. trios'

only necessary to switch SI to Ref to obtain a
reflected voltage; the ratio between these two
1962 Edition

Lynn, Mass.

SAVE UP ro'
405 on HI-FI

IN66

.005yí.

35C

Radiosonde Radio Transmitter with tubes. ##AMT -11.

If precise SWR is not needed, relative indications can be used. Simply keep the Fwd
reading constant and tune for a minimum
JI1INPUT

Electric Eye kit with sensitive relay & photo cell. Handles 300 watts. $2.00
Nickel Cadmium Battery, charged, ready to use. 1.2
volts 6 amp hour. $1.50
Mike Buttons, miniature carbon mike. 4 for $1.00
Infra -Red Filter, heat resistant glass, 51/2 inch diam-

CENTER

220 -PH East 23rd St.

New York 10
New York
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Cubical Quad for CB
(Continued from page 43)

prevent unraveling; the opposite end is
tinned, and a wire lead is soldered to it.
Now affix a coaxial plug to the end of the
line. The leads from the balun sleeve and
one side of the transmission line are connected to the outer shell of the plug. The
remaining lead of the transmission line is
soldered to the center pin of the plug. Make
the connections from the line and balun to
the plug as short as possible.
Using the Antenna. The pattern of
the Quad is quite broad (about 60 degrees),
requiring only that the antenna be pointed
in the general direction of desired communi-

cation. Power gain is about four, so that
your transmitter power will be boosted to
an equivalent of 20 watts input (about 12

To guide you to a
successful future in

ELECTRONICS

TO QUAD

72 -OHM TWIN -LINE
LEAD IN

COMPUTERS

utt

EL

.

TAPE END OF BRAID

ENGINEERING

This interesting pictorial booklet tells you
how you can prepare for a dynamic career
as an Electrical Engineer or Engineering

SHIELD (NO CONNECTION

AT THIS END BETWEEN

LINE AND BRAID)

77

Technician in many exciting, growing
fields:
MISSILES AVIONICS AUTOMATION
SALES DEVELOPMENT
ELECTRICAL POWER ROCKETRY
RADAR RESEARCH

Get all the facts about job opportunities,
length of study, courses offered, degrees
you can earn, scholarships, part-time work

- as well as pictures of the Milwaukee

School of Engineering's educational and
recreational facilities. No obligation - it's
yours free.

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Dept. EEH-62, 1025 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send FREE "Your Career" booklet
I'm interested in

Electronics

Radio -TV

Computers

Electrical Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Name

_._.._.._ Zone _

_

State..._.._.................

I'm eligible for veterans education benefits.
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CONDUCTOR OF PLUG

COAXIAL PLUG

Fig. 6. Neatness counts when wiring up
the simple balun. Poor solder joints and
incorrect lengths will lessen power

gain of Cubical Quad. So do it right!

watts output) ; the same power gain is provided on received signals. Signals from the
back of the beam are attenuated by a factor
of 10 to 15.

in the clear, free of telephone wires or

Address.

Discharge date

ONE WIRE OF LINE
ATTACH TO CENTER

The antenna should be mounted high and

PLEASE PRINT

City......................._..............__

BRAID SHIELD
AND ONE WIRE
OF LINE ATTACH
TO PLUG SHIELD

MS -117

utility lines. It may be rotated by a heavyduty TV rotor if communication in various
directions is desired.
-3{(}
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6 Meters and Mobile

NEED

4'.

THIS
GIANT B -A

(Continued from page 61)

Once you are assured of proper operation

on the crystal frequency, mark the knob
positions on the front panel. They will act
as reference points for future tune-ups

FREE CATALOG
SAVE UP TO
50",, ON H -A
SELECTED

and help prevent off -frequency operation.

Changing crystals should involve only a

KITS

slight re -tuning.
Neon bulb 11 gives two simultaneous indi-

HI-FI AND

cations of the transmitter's performance.

SYSTEMS &

STEREO
COMPONENTS

The first is a steady orange glow on one of
its electrodes, showing the presence of B+
voltage each time the push -to -talk button
is depressed. The other electrode serves as
an r.f. indicator and should have an orange -

TOP VALUES
lu POWER.
AND HAND
TOOLS

PAGES

OF BARGAINS
NOT IN ANY

purple glow. After the initial settings of
both tuning capacitors have been determined and marked on the panel, you can
touch up the settings by slowly tuning the

OTHER CATALOG

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
Dept. EX, 1012 McGee St., K

knobs for maximum brilliance of Ii.
Since oscillator tuning is quite broad, and

the oscillator is peaked for maximum r.f.
output, the circuit may not oscillate each
time the rig is switched to "Transmit." The
remedy is to choose a compromise setting.
Output will be down slightly, but instability
Flick the
push -to -talk button several times to check
for any sign of instability. The receiver

shouldn't prove troublesome.

S -meter should always peak at the same
point during this procedure.
Installation. Two L -brackets bolted to

the sides of the transmitter's case provide
a secure mounting arrangement. Match the
brackets with two holes drilled under the
car's dashboard. The power source can be

a terminal on the rear of the ammeter.
Choose the one that indicates when the
transmitter is drawing power (drain during
"Transmit" will be about 5 amperes for 6 volt systems, 2.5 amperes for 12 -volt systems) . The ground lead can be routed to
any nearby bolt at car -chassis ground; be
certain to determine whether your car has

a negative or positive ground, and wire

Name
SEND

FOR IT
TODAY

Address

City

converter input (jack J3) and the transmitter output.
1962 Edition
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State

&
Time
SAVE Worry!
Bu

L D POP'TRONICS
HANDBOOK'v

Projects

And Others With
CIRCUITBQARDS

accordingly.

Installation is completed when the antenna cable of a 6 -meter receiving converter
is plugged into the transmitter jack labeled
Receiver. Pushing the press -to -talk button
automatically causes the relay to switch the
whip antenna (at jack J2) between the

City 6, Mo.

Rush me New 1962 B -A Catalog No. 621

Simple

- Easy

Send For FREE Catalog
ELECTRONICS CO.
IRVING
OFFICE BOX 9222
SAN ANTONIO 4, TEXAS

117 DWYER

POST
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Electronic Experimenter's

The Monitor Meter

Handbook 1962

(Continued from page 71)

AD INDEX
Allied Radio

137

American Basic Science

Club, Inc.
American Radio

2nd COVER

Relay League, Inc.

100

American Television & Radio Co.
Berns Mfg. Co.
Burgess Battery Company
Burstein-Applebee Co.
Central Technical Institute
Cleveland Institute of Electronics.
Coyne Electrical School
DeVry Technical Institute
EICO (Electronic Instr. Co. Inca

141

Edmund Scientific Co...

118

Fair Radio Sales
Grantham School of Electronics

156

Grove Electronic Supply Company
Hallicrafters
Hi -Fidelity Center
International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc
Irving Electronics Co.
Johnson Company, E. F.

109

Knights Company, The James

154

.

154
150
159
5

7

27
1

110

149
161

157
8

159
135

Lafayette Radio
78
Meshna Jr., John
157
Milwaukee School of Engineering
158
National Radio
Institute
3rd, 4th COVER
National Technical Schools
3
Northrop Institute of Technology.
155
147
Olson Electronics
Palmer Electronics, Joe
146
Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc.
38
RCA Institutes, Inc.
33, 34, 35
156
R. H. Electronics Co.
RTS Electronics Division

151

Rad-Tel Tube Co
Radio Corporation of America

162

Tru-Vac

148

World Radio Laboratories, Inc.
Xcelite, Inc.

131

43
110

the wiring is correct, there will be no indication on the meter.

Connect a signal generator to the antenna, or hold the unit's antenna near a grid
dip oscillator (GDO) or a variable frequency oscillator (VFO). Advance the Gain control (RI) halfway, set S3 to the Low position, and feed in any signal between 3 and
7.5 mc. Capacitor Cl should now be tuned
for a maximum reading on the meter, and

the gain reduced or increased so that the
meter reads 100%.

Next, set the oscillator to the 80 -meter
band, tune Cl for maximum meter reading,
and mark the dial accordingly. Do the same
for the 40 -meter band, then set S3 to the
High position and repeat the calibration for
20, 15, 11, and 10 meters.
Operation. Set switch S2 to the calibrate (Cal) position. Using Cl, tune in the
transmitter's signal for maximum indication

on the meter, and then adjust the Gain
control (R1) so the meter reads exactly

(Move your hand away from the
Monitor Meter to eliminate any possible
detuning.) Now set S2 to Mod and speak
100%.

into the microphone. The peak meter reading is the percentage of modulation.
To be certain the transmitter is not over modulated, adjust the transmitter's modu-

lation control so that the meter peaks at
about 85% modulation. As far as the receiving station is concerned, there is no
appreciable difference between 85% and
100% modulation (85% modulation is 1.5 db

below 100%, and a difference of 1.5 db
in speech is barely detectable). However,
the 1.5-db reserve will keep the occasional
"high peak" from overmodulating the transmitter.

To check audio quality, insert a set of
headphones into the monitor jack, throw S2
to Cal, and adjust R1 for a meter reading of
100%. When high -impedance phones are
used, the audio can be monitored simultaneously with the percent reading.
The Monitor Meter can also be used as a

sensitive field strength meter (FSM) by
simply setting S2 in the Cal position and
advancing RI. Again, be careful that you
don't exceed the 100'. mark on the meter
scale.

160
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the turns together, depending on whether

Compactron FM Tuner/Receiver
(Continued from page 108)

and the power supply wiring completed. In
order for the whip antenna specified in the
Parts List to be used with a jack -top bind-

ing post, you'll have to attach a standard
banana plug to the whip. In the author's

you want to decrease or increase the inductance of the coil.
With the whip antenna shown, good signals should be received from all local FM
stations. It is possible to use an outside
antenna with the tuner/receiver, of course,
but this is not recommended. Even though
there is an isolating stage between the an-

case, a force fit was made between the whip

tenna terminal and the detector, radiation
is still possible, and the use of an outside
antenna might prove a nuisance to other

and the plug, although the two could be

FM receiver owners.

soldered together.

Almost any dial can be used on the receiver. The one on the model is a National
Type K with a scale carrying a rough calibration glued on the front. In the author's
case, after the frequency range was determined, the scale was made by preparing a

Hooking It Up. With a pair of headphones plugged in and the whip antenna
extended, throw switch S1 to "on" and allow a few minutes for the tuner/receiver to
warm up. Next, turn potentiometer R7
clockwise until a hissing sound is heard,
and then turn the dial over its range. When
a station is located, adjust both the dial and
the potentiometer until you reach settings

drawing on tracing paper and using this
drawing to make a contact print on single weight photographic paper. The completed

scale was cemented to the dial plate and

which deliver maximum volume with minimum distortion.
If you have trouble obtaining good coverage of the FM band, adjust the inductance

then sprayed with Krylon.

of L2 by stretching the coil or squeezing

properly.

Be sure to make your scale slightly
smaller in diameter than the dial plate so
that the rim -drive mechanism can work

Up in the air over your next project? Make it

Send for Hallicrafters'
.

.

,

h1 hallicrafters great new

"GUIDE TO
SHORT WAVE LISTENING"

"SKY BUDDY" short wave 'Al receiver kit !
You're "airborne" fast with this outstanding new HALLI-KIT,
precision -engineered in the most respected communications
laboratories in the world-Hallicrafters.
AM plus 2 short wave bands (2-5.5 mc. and 5.7-16.4 mc.) covering
aircraft, ships, foreign stations, amateurs, etc.
Transformer -type power supply. Superheterodyne circuit with superb
sensitivity and planetary drive for sharp, selective tuning.
Built-in speaker and headphone jack, with function switch. Separate
switch for voice or code reception.

We've just published a new min-

iature book that tells you the
entire story of Short Wave -64
pages of facts on how it works,
what you can hear, where and
when to listen, antennas, tuning
information, etc. Send 35¢ to
Hallicrafters, Dept. 21, Chicago
11,

III.

S -119K "Sky Buddy" Kit
ONLY $3995
P.S. For another $10.00, you can

buy it factory wired and tested.

Sold only through authorized
Hallicrafters distributors and dealers.
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EACH TUBE INDIVIDUALLY & ATTRACTIVELY ROVED & BRANDED RAO TEL

Qty. Type
024

sYàuI

_1AX2
_1133
.

1065
103*

_1J3*

163'

LESS..

_185

1S4

_165
_1T4
_1U4
105

_10213

RAD-TEL'S Quality

2AF4
2BN4

Brand New Tubes
up

_

.79 _ 68V6

.41

_

.79
.62
.59

__ 6AX5

.51

_ 6AX7

.58
.57
.50
.82
.96
.64

_6AX8*

.90
.66
.74
.64 __ 6SG7GT
.92 _6SH7GT
.50 __ 6517
.88
6SK7GT

3866

3886
36Z6

_3CS6
.

3064*
30K6*

_3016
._3Q5

6BC8

.51
.41
.51

__6805
_68F6
6B66

68116
.54
.52
6868
.76 _ _6816
6817
.78
613K7
.55
.55
_6817
.54 .__6BN4
6666
.52
.85
6606
.60 _ 6807
6658
.50
.63 ___6BU8
-

.

_ 6607

_ 6685

.4807

.58
1.01

_384

4827

.96
1.10

4CS6
4DT6
5AM8

.61

-5888
.58C8

..5BE8
_5BK7
.5807

_5BR8

5818*

_5008
5CL8

_5CM8'

_5008

..5CZ5*
_5EA8
SEU8

_516

5T8

-6BY6
__6688
__6826
__

6827
66Z8

.55 __ 604
6CB6
.79
_ 6CD6
.86
6CE5*
.52
.86 __ 6CF6
6067
.80
6C68
1.01
.79 ___6C64`
.83 . 6CL8
6CM6
.82
_

..5V3

_586
508
_583

-6884
6ÁC7

SEND FOR FREE TROUBLE SHOOTING
GUIDE AND NEW TUBE & PARTS CATALOG

6865
6864

.68

TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orders, balance C.O.D. Orders

-6805
-6AM8
6805
6A85

_6AS5

.97

_ 60T8`
6EÁ8

_6E85*

_ .6E88
.99 __6EM5*
.81

.95
.47
.78
.53
.55
.60
.80
.43

6EM7
6EÚ8

- 6EW6
_-_6EY6`
__ 6F5GT
___6FE8

- 614
6T8
6U8

_

_ 8AÚ8
_6AW8

8605

_8C67

.55 _- 8CM7
1.01
8CN7
1.09 _ 8CS7
.43
8CX8
.55 _ 8E138
1.42
8SN7
.57
9CL8
.64
11CY7
_

.61

_1284

.77
12865
.70 __12AC6
.79
12806
.64
128E6

.69
.58
1.08
.70

.73

6815

.54
.66

.84 _ 6CS7
.72 _ 6005
.80 _ 6CU6
.80 __6CY5*
.68 __.6CY7

-6ÁF3
_6ÁF4
6ÁH6
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1.15

.51
.57

.46 _6DN6
6006
.46
.96 ___6DT6

__6S07

_

.76 - _6086
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6CS6

_ 6084`

_

.44
6VG6T
1.66 _ 6W4
.65 _ 6W6
.87 __6X4
.62 .
6X5GT
.79
6X8
.85
788
1.00
7887
.57
7B6
.74 _
7EY8*
1.05 _ _7F8
1.00 __7N7
.90
7S7
.70 __7Y4

.66
.90
.65

.60 __ 60135
.81 _ __6086
.90 _ _6DE6
.56 -_6066
.78
6DK6

6S1.7GT
_ 6SN7GT

.61

.94
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.84

.71

_

128E7
128E3
128F6
12816
12AL5

_12A18
_12A05
_128T6
_12AT7
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_12AU7

.68 __128V6
.69 _12AV1
.51

_12AX4

.58 _12A07
.59 _ _12887
.59 _ 12AZ7
1.55 _
1.10 _
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.72
.94
.76
.82
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.57
.75
.39
.75
.80
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.51

1284
12887
12806

12CX6

-

1204*

.67
6K6
.63
6L6
1.06
6N7
.98
6S4
.51
_6SA7GT .76

-

6CM7
.97
.79 __ 6CM8'
.83
6CN7
.76 .__6008

.81

_504
_508

DEPT EEH

__6807

.80

.5A05
58S8*

RAD -TEL TUBE CO.

..

.61

_5878

jest to change. No C.O.D.'s outside continental U.S.A.

6BA6
6B88
68C5

3S4

_5AN8

1

6AW8
6AX4

.90

_4628

ROD

.87

1.25
.55

_3808

6J5GT
616

.61

__6AU8

__68F5
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under 05: add $1 handling charge plus postage. Orders over $5: plus
postage. Appox. 8 tubes per
lb. Subject to prior sale. Prices sub.
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__ 6AU7

.42 ___68E6

38E6

.

Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price
.79
6GN8'
.94
12C115
.58
.82
6H6
.58
12CU6 1.06

.45

.

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

6AU4
6AU6

_-3AL5

-3C66

ONE -DAY SERVICE

_ 6AT8

.79
.62
.79
.55
.79

_2E65*

-3AU6
-3AV6
_3B86
_38C5

to75% OFF

Price Qty. Type

_12065
12DE8

_12018
12006
12057

_12075`

.41

.49 _12017*
.88 _12DT8`
.74 _12DU7 1.01
.80 __12DW8* .89
.65 _12DZ6
.56
.73 _ 12E05
.69
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.85

_12E66
_12E66

.83
.54
.60

-_12EL6

_12EM6
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.39
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.80
.68
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.61

.69
.73
.90
.90
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_12J8
_1265

1.01
.69

_12687

12L6
126E7

55 CHAMBERS STREET, NEWARK 5, NEW JERS

__ 6688

.91

.85
1.06
.84
.65
.58
.92
.69

-

.94
.73
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NRI-Oldest and Largest Radio
Television School Now Offers

NEW HOME STUDY TRAINING
IN 1112ITTRAII11.- ELECTRONICS
Special Training

EQUIPMENT
INCLUDED
Pick the field of your choice-and

train at home with the leaderNRI. In addition to Industrial
Electronics and FCC License train-

ing explained at the right, NRI
offers comprehensive courses in
Radio -TV Servicing and Radio -TV

Communications. Except for the
FCC course, all NRI courses include-at no extra cost-special

training equipment for actual practice at home building circuits and
working experiments. Makes theory

This is the age of Electronics. Rapidly
expanding uses for Electronic equip ment in industry, business, the military

demand more trained men. Prepare

now for a career as an Electronic Tech-

nician to assure advancement or to

profit from your hobby. NRI now offers

a complete course in ELECTRONICS-Principles

Practices, Maintenance. Computers, telemetry, auto-

mation, avionics are changing our world, yet all employ

the same basic principles ... and that is what this

NRI course stresses with illustrated lessons and special
training equipment. Mail card below.

NEW HOME STUDY TRAINING
FOR YOUR FCC LICENSE
An FCC Commercial License combined

with NRI time -tested training can be
the keys to a better futtire for you with
higher pay, interesting work, more rapid
advancement as the rewards. Prepare at

you learn come to life in an interesting, easy -to -grasp manner.

Multiplexing, FM Stereo
Broadcasting Included
NRI training keeps up with the

times. New, additional profit opportunities exist for the Technician

who understands the latest technical advances. Course material

now covers FM Stereo Broadcasting, tells you about Multiplexing
equipment, other recent developments.

home quickly for your FCC examinations

through NRI's new, low-cost, special
training. Like other NRI-trained men, you can be
monitoring TV shows, radio broadcasts, operating shipboard and aviation radio, or holding

down other important jobs. Get full detailsmail the card below.

Cut Out and Mail-No Stamp Needed

Learn More to Earn More

NRI

Act now. The catalog NRI sends

you gives more facts about the

field of your choice, shows equipment you get and keep. No obligation. Cost of NRI training is low.
Monthly payments. 60 -Day Trial
Plan. Mail postage -free card today.
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Washington 16, D.C.

Send for
64 -Page
CATALOG

FREE

riff

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
WASHINGTON 16, D. C.

Send me your Electronic, Radio -TV catalog without
cost or obligation. I am interested in the course checked

below: (No representative will call. Please PRINT.)

Industrial Electronics
FCC License

Communications

Servicing
2AE2

Name

Age

The Amazing

Field of

Address

Electronics
City

Zone

State

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

Join The Thousands
Who Trained For
Advancement With NRI

ELECTRONICS NEEDS

4 TO 7
QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS

Thousands of NRI graduates throughout the U. S. and
Canada are proof that it is practical to train at home.
NRI graduates are in every kind of Electronics wr,rk:
inspectors, maintenance men, lab technicians, testers,
broadcasting and mobile communications operators,
Radio -TV service technicians, or in essential military
and government posts. Catalog tells more about what
NRI graduates do and earn. Mail postage -free card.

FOR EVERY ENGINEER

EVER HAD" is what Thomas
Bilak, Jr., Cayuga, N. Y., says of his position
with The G. E. Advanced Electronic Center at
Cornell University. He writes, "Thanks to NRI,
I have a job which I enjoy and which also pays
"THE FINEST JOB

Choose from 4 Courses
1

2

3
4

I

well."

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Learn Principles, Practices, Maintenance of
Electronic equipment used today by business,
industry, military, government. Covers computers, servos, telemetry, multiplexing, many
other subjects.
FCC LICENSE
Every communications station must have one
or more FCC -licensed operators. New NRI
course is designed to prepare you for your
First Class FCC exams. You learn quickly,
training at home in your spare time.
COMMUNICATIONS
Training for men who want to operate and
maintain radio and TV stations; police,
marine, aviation, mobile radio, etc. Includes

BUILDING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

on specially -design -

d plug-in type chassis, is the work of Robert H.
Laurens, Hammonton, N. J. He is an Electronic
l'echnician working on the "Univac" computer.

Laurens says, "My NRI training helped me to
pass the test to obtain this position."
says Cecil E. Wallace,
Dallas, Texas. He holds a First Class FCC Radio"I OWE MY SUCCESS TO NRI"

telephone License and works as a Recording
Engineer with KRLD-TV.

MARINE RADIO OPERATOR

is the job of E. P.

Searcy, Jr., of New Orleans, La. He works for
Alcoa Steamship Company, has also worked as a
TV transmitter engineer. He says, "I can recom-

FM Stereo broadcasting. Course also prepares
you for your FCC license exam.
SERVICING
Learn to service and maintain AM -FM

mend NRI training very highly."

Radios, TV sets, Stereo Hi -Fi, PA systems,

FROM FACTORY LABORER TO HIS OWN BUSINESS

etc. A profitable, interesting field for a spare ttime or full-time business of your own.

that rang up sales of $158,000 in one year. That's

the success William F. Kline of Cincinnati, Ohio,

SEE OTHER SIDE I<

has had since taking NRI training. "The course
got me started on the road," he says
FIRST CLASS
PERMIT

NO. 20-R
(Sec. 34.9, P.L.BR.)
Washington, D.C.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

National Radio institute
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington '16, D.C.

Oldest and Largest
School of Its Kind
Training men to succeed by home
study has been the National Radio
Institute's only business for over 45
years. NRI is America's oldest and

largest Electronics home -study
school. Don't delay. Cut out and mail
POSTAGE -FREE CARD.

MAIL POSTAGE -FREE CARD

